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COMING SOON: 

A BLACK TOMATO 

THE CRYING CLUB 

27 BABY MOTHERS 



The original working title for this book was 13 WAYS 

TO KILL AN AMERICAN BLACK WOMAN. I was ob-

viously angry when I started writing. Though I am 

more calm and focused these days, I choose to honor 

my infamous fury and offer my original dedication… 

DEDICATION: 

FOR EVERY BITCH ASS NIGGA…AND EVERY 

NIGGA ASS BITCH… 

That wasn’t too bad, was it? Now enjoy! 

 

RicRay… 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 

                                
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

fter her moment of truth had come and gone, I 
stood perfectly still, disquieted. I guess one 
could argue that I was somewhat unfocused, 

as I tend to be during the days following New YearOs Eve, 
and to a large degree that argument might be true. I was 
pressed for time to say the least and I really needed to 
leave, but I also wanted to stay a while longer and stare. 
To be truthful there was really nothing special about that 
job. There was just another corpse on a bed, and this 
corpse had maybe 30 percent of a head left. Moments 
before, this corpse was a frustrated, meanCspirited black 
woman, enjoying what would be her final Newport. The 
woman had thought she was alone, and like many naked 
women do when they think they are alone, she was biting 
her lower lip and mumbling FCbombs as she jammed 
herself with the middle and forefinger of her nonCsmoking 
hand.  

She was exhausted, and deservedly so. The previous 
hour this woman had spent in a shared sexual effort, one 
which had yielded no apparent orgasm for her, and there 
was no creamy moneyCshot on her stomach for her to clean 

 A 
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off with a towel. Maybe 5 minutes before, her lover had 
stepped out in a big rush. Shortly after he was gone, she 
sparked up the cigarette and started fingering herself 
brutally. Try as she did however, she was apparently lost 
without her lover, at least sexually, and she finally cursed 
in disgustJ having failed to achieve that elusive cheap 
orgasm. Seconds before her moment of truth, she inhaled 
her Newport one last time, switched hands, and blew a 
white smoke blob across her insanely thick breasts.  
 %3,?O>�B3,?� 3,>�80�/4>?=,.?0/���0=� -=0,sts. You see, 
when I say this dead woman has insanely thick breasts, 
�O8�9:?�?,76492�,-:@?�,=?414.4,77D�3@20��B,>30/Cup pornstar 
-=0,>?>�� �O8� >;0,6492�8:=0� ,7:92� ?30� 7490>� :1� 1,?� 9,?@=,7�
breasts, two handfuls apiece.  
 There is blood and tiny shotgun pellets where there 
was once a face, mixed with what looks to be brain matter 
and saliva, but not a speck of all this mess has despoiled 
those breasts. Impossibly, her dead areolas and her dead 
nipples are clean, and they stand gritty and thick like old 
television tuner dials.  
 $30O>�2:90�9:B��-@?�1:=�?30�;,>?�070A09�D0,=>�?34>�7,/D�
3,/�-009�,�>?,?0O>�,??:=90D��$30�B,>�2::/�,?�30=� 5:-��,9/�
thus was asked by the state to handle the more newsworC
thy criminal prosecutions. She was also a budding national 
celebrity, and was on the national cable news stations as a 
L?,76492�30,/M�1=:8�?480�?:�?480��$30�-:=0�>?=:92�;:74?4.,7�
ambitions, and several times she caused a local buzz by 
waging a verbal war against the mayor. Others obviously 
had ambitions to see her dead. I had no personal quarrel 
with her. An upset person ordered this murder for only 
Lord knows why, and the same person would soon pay 
me the balance on this contract. That upset person happens 
to have a ridiculous handle. Namely, the Master. The 
Master, what a ?3492�?:�.,77�,�;0=>:9���O77�?077�D:@�,-:@?�?30�
�,>?0=�7,?0=K 
 #423?�9:B��O8�3:7/492�,�>3:?2@9�� 
 A gunCmetal grey, pumpCaction Mossberg 12 gauge. 
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#4:?�2@9�>:80�.,77�4?���?O>�49�8D�=423?�3,9/��=,B�-,==07�>?477�
warm to the touch, tail nestled beneath my armpit. Both 
my hands are in blue surgical gloves. My hand trembles 
slightly, then steadies as it, the hand, caresses her right 
breast.    
 Women pay thousands for breasts like these. The kind 
that always hold their form. Natural, but they stand erect 
even when upside down doing a handstand.  
 Her waist is flabby for an otherwise fit woman. She 
has stretch marks that look more like tiger stripes, and her 
belly button is puckered like lips blowing me a kiss. 
Moreover, her lower body ratio is off. Her tendons sit like 
steel pipes against her bony ankles, the whole ankle unit 
too skinny in proportion to her peanut butter thick thighs.  
 I had spent the previous hour peeking out of a closet, 
watching the prosecutor ride a man, cowgirl. The dead 
prosecutor was good at riding, surprisingly athletic, and 
that was the only position she and the man had been in 
until the condom broke. After some oral persuasion, the 
man agreed to fetch another box of rubbers. He got 
dressed and left.  
 About 30 minutes into their screw I had thought about 
stepping out of the closet and blasting them both, but 
something had told me to wait. This is his apartment, the 
man, and �O8�3:7/492�his shotgun. He is a police detective, 
though I must admit not the sharpest one. �O/�-009�>?@/yC
ing him and the wellCbreasted attorney for quite some 
?480�� %30=0� B,>9O?� 8@.3� ?:� ?30� ?B:� :1� ?308� =0,77D�� %30�
way these two love birds hooked up usually went like 
?34>K 
 Every second and fourth Friday of the month, the cop 
would be assigned to escort the prosecutor home from the 
8,49� .:@=?3:@>0� /:B9?:B9�� �O8� 9:?� >@=0� 3:B� ?34>� ,rC
rangement began. I was given very basic information 
when I accepted the contract. Upon receiving the info, I 
did my due diligence. I observed this biCmonthly migraC
tion first hand, and determined that these two were having 
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an affair of some sort. The prosecutor had a husband at 
home, miles from where she now lay dead, and she had a 
two year old son. The cop is unmarried, but had an occaC
sional liveCin girlfriend who works at the Hooters alongC
side the Inner Harbor. Careful examination revealed that 
the Hooters girlfriend goes out clubbing after work on 
�=4/,D� 9423?>�� ,9/�/:0>9O?� .:80�3:80�-01:=0� 
,8� ,?� ?30�
earliest, if at all. It was unclear how the prosecutor covered 
her own end of this affair, which lies she told her hubby or 
what have you, but some women are very good at lying. A 
woman will kiss you right in the mouth after having 
>B,77:B0/�,9:?30=�8,9O>�7:,/��>30�B477� 
 After formulating a plan, I reported to my contact that 
I was ready and was forwarded half my fee, 9 thousand 
/:77,=>��,77� 49�<@,=?0=>��94.607>�,9/�/480>�� �O77�0C;7,49� ?34>�
later as well. 
 You rob a locksmith at gunpoint, shoot him in the 
head like he did it himself, and you throw his overweight 
Latina girlfriend off the roof of a ten story building in 
�7;3,-0?� �4?D�� �@?� ,77� D:@� B,9?0/� B,>� ?30� 7:.6>84?3>O�
tools. With these tools you can slip into any crummy 
apartment undetected, and without a hint of force. 
 *:@�/:9O?�?:@.3�,9D?3492��*:@�/:9O?�/=496�1:=��3:@=>�
beforehand so you d:9O?�3,A0�?:�;4>>�B3470�:9�?30�5:-��*:@�
head for the bedroom closet you know the cop never uses. 
Then you see the shotgun. 
 The shotgun was unexpected. It was a small oversight 
by the cop, but the little things are sometimes more imporC
tant than the big thi92>��D:@O77�>00�� ��B,>�;=0;,=0/�?:�@>0�
my pistol with the threeCquarter inch threaded screwCon 
silencer, but the shotgun presented an opportunity to pin 
?30� 8@=/0=� :9� ?30� .:;�� �NA0� 90A0=� ;,=?4.@7,=7D� /4>7460/�
cops. At that time I was working through the usual frustraC
tion I feel after having missed yet another opportunity to 
kiss Victoria.   
 �O8� 9:?� 2:492� ?:� ?,76� ,-:@?� '4.?:=4,�� 9:?� D0?�� �1� D:@�
must know a tidbit, two nights ago I cried myself to sleep 
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,1?0=�8D�7,?0>?� 0B�*0,=>��A0�/0-,.70K��� 
 I found the shotgun leaning upright against an old 
couch in the living room. On the floor beside it were the 
chemicals used to clean the weapon during breakdown, an 
oily rag used to wipe it down. I pick up the shotgun and 
8,60�>@=0�4?O>�7:,/0/���?�4>����.:.6�4?�,9/�9:w I just have to 
wait for the right moment to use one of my flash bangs to 
stun the cop. After stunning him, I planned on shooting 
him in the temple with my pistol, then blasting the lawyer 
with the shotgun. Murder, suicide. My favorite neat little 
circle.  
 By the way, these days I keep two flash bang grenades 
in my jacket pockets during winter and late autumn jobs, 
and I carry one wherever I can fit it for jobs during spring 
and summer. Flash bangs are hard to get a hold of, and 
?30D� /:9O?� /:� 8@.3� /,8,20�� -@t they are inarguably 
necessary if you have to make an escape...  
 Waiting for them, I stood in that bedroom for a long 
time. When the two love birds arrived I ran for the closet. 
For an hour the prosecutor is playing cowgirl. I hear the 
.:;�34>>� N$34?O�� ,9/� ?3,?O>�B309� ?30�.:9/:8�;:;;0/��%30�
.:;� 70,A0>� ?:�20?�8:=0� =@--0=>���1?0=� �� ?3496�30O>�2:90�� ��
make it so the prosecutor no longer has a complete head. 
 The report of the shotgun was loud. I should have 
gotten out of there right away but there were those ?4?>K 
 Black American women. Cambodian hair extensions 
and gold earring fragments all over the bed and floor. She 
/4/9O?�>.=0,8�B309���>3:?�30=��?30�,??:=90D��$30�7::60/�,?�
me brandishing the Mossberg, her arms folded. She was 
steady and true to the end. She knew she was doomed but 
she remained defiant.  
 $30�3,/�-009�?30�.4?DO>�8:>?�0110.?4A0�;=:>0.@?:=��$30�
had put hundreds of black men and women, and too many 
wayward teenage boys and girls into state prison. Still, in 
Baltimore the prosecutor will always be remembered. 
$30O77� 20?� ,� >?=00?� >429�9,80/�,1?0=�30=�/:B9?:B9� >:8eC
place. She will be memorialized as a hardCnosed and 
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intelligent AfroCAmerican soul sister. Now the gel of what 
was once an eyeball oozes onto lint ball ridden sheets her 
cop lover should have changed weeks ago. Now soul sister 
is very dead but not so much those tits. 
 I toss the shotgun onto the bed. Ugly feet this woman 
has, even for a corpse. Razor blade toenails pointing 
skyward. Hammer head shark toes. She could use a 
posthumous pedicure. I exit the front door and I walk 
calmly. My car is a block away.  
 I hate crusty feet on a woman. It always makes me 
throw up in my mouth a little. I mean, the toes are the first 
thing to hit the bathwater and the last thing to leave. There 
is just no excuse. Now, the first black woman I ever killed, 
B,D�-,.6�B309��?3,?�;::=�24=7�3,/�488,.@7,?0�100?K 

 

� 
 
 You wake up at 5am. 30 pushC@;>�,=0�8,9/,?:=D���O8�
not into weights, but I do own a pair of 25 pound dumbC
-077>��,9/�	�:=�
�8:=9492>�,�B006��O77�/:�>ets of bicep curls. 
A vast majority of mornings I just deep stretch. Nothing 
?::�30,AD��%309�4?O>�?480�?:�2:�?:�B:=6���0>4/0>�:..,>4:9,lC
ly killing people for money, work for me is my vending 
machine route. I currently own seventeen vending maC
chines. Ten soda machines. Seven snack machines. I make 
around 5500 in a good month. Not exactly a booming 
1=,9.34>0�� -@?� 4?O>� ,� 74A492� ,9/� 4?� 600;>� 80� -@>D�� %3,?O>�
why I demand payment for my contract jobs in coins. 
When I go to the bank I deposit dollar bills and coins 
anyway, and I can basically tell the government anything I 
want as far as the money I make. The vending machine 
-@>490>>�4>�,�A0=D�490C,.?�>.409.0K 
 The Master pays me by having someone drop off the 
bags of coins in one of my machines. Any machine. It 
ch,920>�0,.3�?480��?30�8,.3490���?077�?308����/:9O?�,>6�B3:�
?30�/=:;�:11�;0=>:9�4>�2:492�?:�-0��/:9O?�.,=0���� 5@>?�.:@9?�
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the coins. I use some of the coins to keep my machines 
filled with change. You should see my garage. Bags and 
bags of quarters, nickels and dimes. 
 *:@�2:�?:�$,8O>��7@-�,?��,8��?30�?480�?30�>?:=0�:;09>�
1:=� A09/:=>�� ,9/� D:@� >3:B� ?30� 2=00?0=� D:@=� $,8O>� �7@-�
card. You get a big blue flatbed cart. First up is pastries. 
You absolutely must check the expiration dates on paC
stries. Dig through them. This store likes to bury the newer 
pastries beneath the ones that expire next week. 
 You ignore the black girl, the awkwardly tall zero 
shaped one with the burnt orange hair and the multiple 
2:7/�?00?3��$30O>�.30.6492�D:@�:@?�� 
 You fetch chips and variety boxes of corn curls and 
pretzels and so forth. Again, expiration dates are imporC
tant here. 
 *:@� 20?� .,9/D� -,=>�� ,9/� D:@O/� -0??0=� 9:?� 1:=20?�
peanut chews. Very popular. Some vendors stock cheeseC
nCcrackers and peanut butter sandwich crackers, but these 
items never sell for me. I only buy hardCtoCsell bullshit like 
sunflower seeds and granola bars if I get special requests 
from customers.  
 The downside to the vending business is that there are 
a bunch of other vending machine companies out there 
fighting for the same customers. Consequently, trivial 
complaints from customers, small things, can explode into 
your most lucrative machines getting yanked from a 
location. I used to have 20 machines. I had to sell 3 of them 
after an adult day care center staged a revolt over my 
8,.3490>O� 7,.6�:1� .=G80� 14770/�.3:.:7,?0� .,60>��%30� =0A:7?�
was lead by 2 black women, by the way. 
 In my garage, beneath a 70 pound cut away slab of 
concrete, is a 30/06 modified snipers rifle, as well as at 
least two dozen fluid filled sil4.:90�?4;;0/�-@770?>K 
 Take an ordinary hollow tipped bullet and widen the 
hole a bit. Fill the tip with water, then seal it with a tearC
drop of silicone. Now when you shoot a person in the 
head, the scull will explode with incredible violence. 
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Tracer bulle?>� B:=6� 2=0,?� ?::� �NA0� 30,=/�� -@?� �OA0� 90A0=�
@>0/�?308�:9�,�5:-K 
 You load your cases of soda. This is the most labor 
intensive part of the vending machine business, hauling 
soda. You get Pepsi for the Pepsi machines. Coke for the 
Coke machines. Flavored sodas are up to you, whatever 
you think will sell, but orange soda is a must. Avoid water. 
�?�/:0>9O?�=0,77D�>077�?::�B077�,9D3:B��-@?�4?�1@.6492�B:=6>��
It actually quenches thirst. Soda dehydrates and makes a 
person more thirsty.  
 There are 3 things an assassin must be, if nothing 
besides. These 3 things are: 
  
 Physically fit 
 Morally disconnected 
 Consistently perfect 
 
 %30�-42� ?3492>�D:@�.,9O?�.:9?=:7���..4/09?>���4>3,;>��
SoCcalled acts of God. The small things you must control. 
Accuracy. Your appearance and your demeanor. You see, 
it is the small things that, if left unchecked, will snowball 
into big things and you will be overwhelmed. Though it is 
9:?�0,>D��D:@�3,A0�?:�,?�,77�?480>�=08,49�/474209?K 
 Make sure you have all the items for your route. If you 
forgot something like chewing gum or breath mints or 
those special vendible packs of microwavable popcorn, get 
it now. After all that, roll your flatbed over to one of the 
two open cash registers. Try not to look pissed off while 
the checkCout girls yap with one another and hold you up. 
If you look even the least bit pissed, they will probably 
verbally attack you and spread rumors about you when 
you leave.  
 The older black woman who stands at the exit door 
,>6>� D:@�� N(3,?O>�B=:92� -,-D�O� $30� 20?s mad when you 
/:9O?�>,D�,9D?3492��*:@=�8:?30=�@>0/�?:�,>6�D:@�?30�>,80�
question, and you gave her the same response. 
 More times than you can count, your mother said you 
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were a difficult pregnancy. She was wildly emotional 
B309�>30�B,>�;=029,9?��D:@OA0�-0en told. One night your 
pregnant mother savagely beat your father with a golf 
club. As she was being hauled off to jail, your father 
screamed to the police: 
 O%3,?�24=7�2:?�?30��0A47�49�30=��8,9�O� 
 Ever since your mother first told you this story, you 
won/0=0/� 41� ?30� L�0A47M� D:@=� 1,?30=� >;:60� :1� B,>� D:@��
Later that night after you were born in jail, your angry 
mother repeated what your father had screamed to police, 
over and over in her head, until she had an epiphany. It 
>008>� ?3,?� D:@=� 1,?30=O>� >09?09.0� had unwittingly comC
-490/� 34>� 7,>?� 9,80�� D:@=� 8:?30=O>� 14=>?� 9,80�� ,9/� ?30�
Devil. Your mother snapped her fingers and wrote down 
?30�7,>?�1:@=�B:=/>�:1�D:@=�1,?30=O>�>09?09.0�:9�D:@=�-4=?3�
certificate. What she had written was your name.   
 Outside is your :7/�B34?0�-:C�?=@.6�� � �?O>�,�.7@96D����
footer with a walkCup ramp. A decade and a half old this 
?=@.6�4>��-@?�4?�=@9>�2::/�8:=0�:1?09�?3,9�9:?�,9/�?3,?O>�,77�
?3,?�8,??0=>��%30��090=,7��,9,20=�,?�$,8O>��7@-�70?>�D:@�
keep the truck parked here overnight, in clear view of a 
>@=A0477,9.0� .,80=,�� *:@O=0� 1494>30/� 7:,/492� @;� ,9/� ,=0�
about to pull off when you hear something terrible. 
 N�0A7D9��0=8,9�O 
 A plump black girl is announcing your government 
name to a parking lot full of weary vendors. The girl is 
jogging up to you, waving something. Big country thighs 
=@--492�?:20?30=�,9/�4?O>�,�B:9/0=�30=�.=:?.3�/:0>9O?�.,?.3�
:9�14=0��N*:@�1:=2:?�D:@=�.7@-�.,=/�O�$30�>,D>� 
 N%3,96�D:@�O�*:@�>,D��%30�>8,77�?3492>��?30D�8@7?4;7D�
and one day they will destroy you.                

 

� 
 

 There is no God. There is no luck. There is only paying 
attention to details, getting it right the first time. A certain 
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contract killer was a religious man. He gambled at the 
casinos up north, and he dressed sloppily. In the end, he 
cried and swallowed twelve straight shots of Bacardi as 
federal agents surrounded his giant suburban home. I hear 
nowadays he is well groomed and keeps his prison cell 
90,?�,9/�?4/D��%::�7,?0��%30�;3=,>0�L�0??0=�7,?0�?3,9�90A0=M�
4>� 9:?� 49� ?30� ,>>,>>49O>� -D7,B>�� #,?30=� 4?� =0,/>�� L(:=6�
early, onC?480��:=�90C?�?480�L 
 The first week of spring and there is a baseball on my 
1=:9?�2=,>>��%3,?O>� ?30�>429�� ?30�-,>0-,77��,9/�4?�80,9>�?30�
Master wants to use me again. The baseball thing was the 
�,>?0=O>� 4/0,�� :=� >:� �� B,>� ?:7/� This Master sometimes 
seems to know me too well to have never met me in 
person. At least I think ��3,A09O?�80?�?30��,>?0=�49�;0=>:9��
For all I know the Master could be the Gulf War veteran 
2@D�B3:� 2=00?>�80� 0A0=D�8:=9492� ,?� $,8O>��7@-�� :=� ?30�
heavily tattooed slacker who works at the store where I 
pay my phone bill...  
 I pick up the baseball barehanded. I used to be a good 
baseball player. I was scouted a few times by the Padres 
and the Orioles, and was described in the local paper as a 
N$:74/�� =,92D� 74??70� >0.:9/� -,>08,9�O� �� 8423?� 3,A0� -009�
drafted straight out of high school if not for steroids and a 
girl named Trina Walls. 
 In high school I was a steroid dealer. In reality I could 
get any drug you could think of, but I chiefly had steroids. 
All kinds. Cutting edge synthetic testosterones like the 
stuff the professionals use. I personally injected the entire 
offensive line with cycles of Boldenone Undecycerate. Our 
varsity football team won the state championship two 
years in a row. During those 26 games the quarterback was 
not sacked one time. The running back, who I sold to but 
/4/9O?�4950.?��-=:60�>?,?0�D,=/,20�=0.:=/>� 
 ��B,>�,�5@94:=�B309���80?�%=49,��$30�/4/9O?�2:�?:�8D�
>.3::7�� �D� >.3::7� B,>� ,� N.4?DB4/0O� ;@-74.� >.3::7�� ��
;=:>;0.?4A0� >?@/09?� 3,/� ?:� N?0>?O� 49?:� ?30� >.3::7� ,9/� ?30�
curriculum was rigorous. Trina was more like the typical 
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Baltimore hoodrat. Limited vocabulary. Tattoo on her 
neck. She wore silky hair extensions and tracks, neatly 
60;?��$30�60;?�,�;0=;0?@,7�L80,9�8@2M�:9�30=�1,.0��,9/���
could never tell if she was about to cuss me out or comC
mand me to fuck her. Interestingly enough, Trina was 
never much of a screamer unless she was getting nailed, 
and she hardly cussed or raised her voice  otherwise.  
 ��/:9O?�69:B�41�>30�7:A0/�80��(077, maybe she loved 
8D�.,=��,?� 70,>?�,?� 14=>?��$30O/�8,60�@;�=0,>:9>� 1:=�80� ?:�
;4.6�30=�@;�1=:8�,77�:A0=�?:B9����/4/9O?�849/��$30�1:=0A0=�
needed money, and I gave it to her, no questions. When I 
first met her, Trina attended one of those schools for 
juvenile delinquents, the kind with a daycare on campus 
and 20 year old sophomores. After she became my 
girlfriend she never went to school. She would go to my 
8:?30=O> place in the projects and watch cable until I came 
home from school or wherever. I would come home and 
we would watch TV and fuck. Then the fucking turned to 
arguing. The arguing turned me to start fucking her best 
1=409/�� %30� ,=2@492� /4/9O?� >?:;� %=49,� 1=:8� 20??492� ;=0gC
nant, however. 
 When Trina found out I was fucking her best friend, I 
>?477� /:9O?�know how she found out, she was pissed. She 
confronted me about it and I told her the pregnancy was 
8,6492�30=� 4==,?4:9,7�� $30� >,4/� N!6,DO� ,9/� ?3,?�B,>� ?3,?��
Then she contacted the police and told them everything 
she knew about me... 
 So I come home from Aikido one day, maybe six 
weeks into my senior year, and I have 45 syringes loaded 
with Equipoise in the trunk of my car. I get out the car and 
I hear men screaming at me. There are well dressed federal 
agents with guns drawn, sprinting towards me. Trina 
di/9O?�>,D�,�B:=/�� 
 My mother was high off crack as usual, hiding in the 
bathroom. Mom, being all fucked up and paranoid, 
thought the feds were there for her.  
 %=49,�B,>�:9�,� .077�;3:90� �O/�24A09�30=�,9/�>30�B,>�
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casually talking to whomever. She only looked at me once, 
-@?� 8D� 0D0>� 90A0=� 701?� 30=�� �O77� ,7B,D>� =0808-0=� %=49,�
quietly pacing back and forth, pregnant and pissed. Next, 
�O8� -0492� 70/� ?:� ,9� @98,=60/� �:=/� $&'�� �� /:9O?� 20?� ?:�
meet our daughter, my daughter, whom Trina gave birth 
to a few months later.  
 I wanted to kill Trina. I made plans while in pretrial to 
do it, but later reasoned that killing Trina would kill half 
8D�/,@23?0=O>�1@?@=0����>;09?�491494?0�?480�B,4?492�1:=�8D�
court date, too young to be in jail, mentally far more than 
physically. In the end, I served 6 months in federal prison, 
charged as an adult though I was still a juvenile, and then I 
entered a first time drug offender boot camp program. I 
did exactly 22 months and 16 days of that, though I hardly 
remember any of it. I eventually get released, and my 
asshole probation officer assures me my record will be 
wiped clean if I complete one year of federal probation. 
 ��>?477�B,9?0/�?:�6477�%=49,��$?477� ��.:@7/9O?�/:�4?��$?477� ��
held on to the same reason for not doing it: my daughter. I 
?=40/� ?:� .:9?,.?� %=49,�� $30� B,>9O?� =0?@=9492� 8D� .,77>�� ��
wrote Trina a letter begging her to let me see my daughter. 
She responded by getting a restraining order against me. I 
never saw my daughter up close. Not once. Never learned 
her name.  
 I started following Trina around occasionally. I 
followed her to the bar on a few Saturday nights, to 
9@=>492� >.3::7� /@=492� ?30� B006�� $::9� �O8� ?,6492� ����
classes in the building right beside her nursing school, 
violating her order of protection, but she never sees me.  
 At some point Trina found a new best friend. She 
B,>9O?�?::�8@.3�?:�7::6�,?�49�?30�1,.0��?30�1=409/��-@?�>30�
had a plump pear shape and pretty feet. Tiny, chocolate, 
flawless feet. One afternoon Trina missed school and I 
approached this friend. I told her my name was Tony. I 
made the name up right on the spot. I talked to her for a 
while. Flirted. Then I struck gold. I took her to my little 
apartment and fucked the dog shit out of her. Then while 
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she was asleep on my futon, I pierced her voice box with 
my Katana. 
 �>6�80�B3D���/4/�?3,?�?:�?3,?�24=7��,9/��O77�be lying if I 
>,D�,9D?3492�-0>4/0>���/:9O?�69:BK 
 $30� B,60>� @;�� ?34>� 24=7�� ,9/� >30O>� /=:B9492� 49� 30=�
own blood. I rear back, and with a descending blow I hack 
off her head.  

Besides Aikido, �O/�?,609 Kendo while in high school, 
and for blackCbelt training we had to cut through bundles 
of wet straw and bamboo with a Katana. Cutting through 
wet straw and bamboo is supposed to be like cutting 
?3=:@23�,�3@8,9�90.6���?�4>9O?����0=�blood smothered head 
tumbles, and it sounds wet and fat like dropping a holiday 
ham on a tile kitchen 17::=���O8�9:?�7::6492�,?�4?�8@.3���?�
?34>�;:49?��O8�>?,=492�,?�30=�100?���,/0�1:=�,�8,9O> mouth 
these feet are. Every perfect toe. 
 I went outside and stole a large industrial strength 
trash bag from one of the bigger plastic cans, and dumped 
?30� .:9?09?>� 49?:� ,� 90,=-D� /@8;>?0=�� �?O>� 9423?�� ,9/� ?30�
alley behind my apartment is deep space black. I go back 
49>4/0�,9/���3,.6�:11�?30�24=7O>�;=0??D�100?�,9/�3,9/>����>?@11�
her piece by piece into the bag and I rabbitCear tie it closed. 
Blood soaks my white futon mattress and blackens my 
multicolored area rug. This is a forensic nightmare. This 
whole apartment has to go. 
 I wait until midnight and carry the bag with the girl 
inside to my car. Then I go back inside and disassemble 
the futon. I am taking it with me, mattress and all. I roll up 
the carpet and cut it in half with a handsaw. I do the same 
?:�8D� 1@?:9�8,??=0>>�� �� /:9O?� -:?30=� .:770.?492� ?30�B34?0�
stuffing that spills out. The stuffing is flammable, and that 
B:9O? be bad at all. Made my forearms sore, all that 
sawing. But I had to make it so the carpet and futon 
mattress fit in my car. 
 I find the lighter fluid I use to light my hibachi and I 
squirt it on the floor. Then I light the hibachi right inside 
the apartment. I get my Katana, all my cash and a change 
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of clothes, and I tease the flames out of the hibachi with the 
lighter fluid. When the flames finally take hold of the walls 
I hurry to my car. I head toward the closest highway north. 
I drive to the Pennsylvania border, and I find a creek I 
think is reasonably remote and deep.  
 %30�-,2�B4?3�?30�24=7�49>4/0�/:0>9O?�B,9?�?:�>496��-@?�
it finally goes under after I wade in the water and push the 
bag toward the middle deep part. It now decays at the 
-:??:8�:1�,�.=006�>:80B30=0��O77�90A0=�?077����-@=90/�-:?3�
?30�1@?:9�,9/�?30�-7::/D�8,??=0>>�?3,?�>,80�9423?K 
 The fire in my apartment was officially ruled an 
,..4/09?����B,>�.,770/�-D�?30�14=0�49>;0.?:=�2090=,7��N�9:?hC
er kid who tried to light a portable grill inside his apartC
ment. This is happening way too much. Luckily no one 
B,>�495@=0/�O 
 �� ?077� ?30�;:74.0�� N��=,9�-0.,@>0���B,>�>.,=0/�,?�3,A492�
>?,=?0/� ?3,?� 14=0� B3470� :9� ;=:-,?4:9�� �O8� 9:?� :@?� 30=0�
selling drugs or shooting people. I just lit up a small fire,  
and then I went to the corner store to get an energy drink. 
(309���.,80�-,.6����>,B�?30�14=0�O�%30D�>:803:B�-@D�?30�
>?:=D� ,9/� �� /:9O?� 20?� .3,=20/�� �� ?3:@23?� �� B,>� 7@.6D� :=�
clever for not getting charged, which would have violated 
my federal probation, but I know now that people behind 
the scenes were pulling strings for me. As for the girl, her 
remains were never found. To this day, the police have no 
70,/>�.:9.0=9492�30=�/4>,;;0,=,9.0K 
 �O8� 9:?� ,� >0=4,7� 64770=�� �,?� B34?0� 809� /riving miniC
vans, slitting the throats of preteen girls, or whack jobs 
with curly mustaches fishCgutting prostitutes in London, 
those are your serial killers. Me cutting that girl up, that 
was different. It felt like practice. By the time I got back to 
town and spoke to the police that morning I had a plan.  
 I got in contact with my old drug connections. They 
,=0� A0=D� 48;=0>>0/� �� /4/9O?� =,?� ?308� :@?�� �� 49/4=0.?7D�
intimated that I was available for special assignments, but 
no more drug dealing. They, the connections, indirectly 
hook me up with the Master, but not before I would kill a 
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D:@92�-7,.6�B:8,9�,2,49K��� 
 

� 
 

 %30� 7:.,7� 90B>� >,D>�� NIn a surprising turn of events, 
t30� :114.0=� 49A:7A0/� 49� ?30� 8@=/0=� :1� ?30� .4?DO>� 8:>?�
prominent prosecutor has agreed to accept a plea deal of 
8,9>7,@23?0=�	�O� 
 N��;,>>4:9�6477492���9�0A09492�2:90�3:==4-7D�B=:92�O�
the rich and self important local news anchorwoman calls 
it.  
 The former officer, who had been facing life impriC
sonment and a hostile media, was to immediately begin 
serving a 5 year prison sentence. Because he had been a 
police officer, he will spend his entire stint in protective 
custody. Thou shall not bear false witness against thy 
90423-:=K 
 I now have 18 vending machines. I added a third 
machine to my only grade school location. I was reluctant 
?:�/:�?34>�,?�14=>?���?O>�,��0B4>3�>.3::7�� :?�?3,?�,77�:=�0A09�
most Jews are kleptomaniacs, but these young kids steal so 
much from my machines that I barely break even. The 
school has agreed to split the cost of a security guard, who 
B477�N2@,=/O�8D�8,.3490>�/@=492�?30�1:@=�7@9.3�;0=4:/>� 
 �0=0O>�3:B�D:@�-0,?�,�A09/492�8,.3490� 
 Get a half cup of salt, a 2 liter bottle, a funnel, and 
warm water. This works on soda machines for the most 
part. Make your warm salt water in the bottle first. Then, 
pour salt water into the soda machine using the small 
funnel. Do it right, and change will start shooting out of 
the machine like 3 lemons on Atlantic City slots. ScientifiC
cally, the water creates a mild electric charge. This interC
feres with the way the interior electronics works. 
 Or you can get paper, tissue or a piece of fabric. This 
only works on machines with wide coin return slots. Snack 
machines, the brown ones with the big spiral rings, that 
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kind. Stick the fabric or wad of paper up the change return 
slot. When someone buys something and receives change, 
the change will get stuck. Later, just reach in and unCjam 
the clog and get your booty. Or rather, their booty. 
 The preceding was for entertainment purposes only. 
Fuck with my machines and I will find you and I will jam 
fat red preschool pencils up the shaft of your penis. 
 My latest hit is another black female. She is part 
Latina, not at all bad to look at, a good dancer, a middle 
school dropout, and a heavy drug user. She smokes 
everything but crack, pops pills of all kinds, and she 
/=496>���D>071���OA0�90A0=�@>0/�,�3,=/.:=0�/=@2�49�8D�7410��
��/=496�>:80?480>��?3,?O>�4?���=@2>�?,60�,�;0rson to a place 
that I, as a professional marker, must never be. They 
usually lead to a person skipping small details like acC
counting for the wind when using a sniper rifle, or setting  
the proper blasting cap pressure on a pipe bomb, or 
bathing. My mother had much difficulty with bathing, or 
showering for that matter. 
 The thing that made this job different was that the 
49>?=@.?4:9>�/4/9O?� >;0.41D�B30?30=� :=�9:?� ?30� 24=7�B,>� ?:�
be killed. My contact, a dark and husky older man named 
Chicken George, stands beside me in a crowded gentleC
8,9O>� .7@-� ,9/� ,>6>�80� 1:=� .3,920� 1:=� ,� ?09�� %34>� 4>� 34>�
normal method for giving me my preliminary instructions. 
I give him change. He gives me the ten, and written across 
�,847?:9O>� 1,.0�� 49�-,=07D� 7024-70�8,=60=� 496�� 4>� ?30�word 
SAMK  

SAM is an acronym for N>09/�,�80>>,20O���,>?� ?480� ��
got this sort of job, I shot a college cheerleader in the neck 
with a bow gun. I was aiming for her left thigh but she 
crouched suddenly. A crowd of people ended up chasing 
me, and I had to use both my flash bangs, then Aikido 
throw a fat guy to escape. The cheerleader was in bad 
shape but she lived. 
 SAM may or may not mean murder. Besides SAM, the 
message is normally a hand drawn weed leaf, which 
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80,9>� N34?O����$���,7B,D>�.:8;07>�80� ?:�,>6�<@0stions. 
But first George has a question of his own for me. 
 N%3,?� .:;�O� �34.609� �0:=20� >,D>�� N/4/9O?� 30� 9:?4.0�
D:@O/�?,609�34>�>3:?2@9�O 
 ��>8470��N%30�74??70�?3492>�/4/�?308�-:?3�49�O 
 I used to wonder why George always wanted to meet 
in a strip club, or in any public place for that matter. Back 
in my high school steroid days, I would come to his house 
every so often to discuss emerging masking technologies 
and business trends in the world of steroids. A few jobs 
ago I asked George to explain the logic behind meeting me 
49� ?34>� 209?708,9O>� .7@-�� �0� ?:7/� 80�� N%30� 1,.?� ?3,?� D:@�
decided to start killing people for a living should make the 
,9>B0=�:-A4:@>�O 
 The music and chatter in this club is loud. George and 
I are standing pretty close to one another. I say, N(3,?O>�
?34>�90B�5:-�,77�,-:@?�O 
 N*:@�69:B�B3,?�4?�4>�O��0�>,D>� 
 NSend a message. Got it. �,9���@>0�0C;7:>4A0>�O���>,D�� 
 N�460���900/�?:�?077�D:@�3:B�?:�/:�D:@=�5:-��*:@O=0�?30�
;=:10>>4:9,7��&>0�B3,?0A0=�D:@�B,9?�O��0�>,D>�� 
 Chicken George sports a salt and pepper goatee. His 
eyes are eternally red. He lights a cigarette and sips 
something blue. George is not a dangerous sort of man, at 
least not to me, but he is a legendary drug transporter. He 
is also a fine actor. He pulls a stripper close and stuffs a 20 
dollar bill into her garter. She pushes her pantherCtattooed 
,>>� ,2,49>?� 348�� �O8� ?,6492� -,-D� 2@7;>� :1� -:??70/� -00=�� ��
smirk. When it comes to Chicken George this is all for 
show. I know for a fact that George dines on a steady diet 
of male to female transsexuals. Genuine girls are not his 
thing. The dancer leaves after the song changes. Back to 
business. 
 N$:�B0O=0� 2:492� ?:� ?=D� ?34>� ,2,49�3@3���9:?30=� $���
5:-� 1:=�80� ?:�>.=0B�@;�� �� 1007� 7460� �O8�-0492�;4.60/�:9�O� ��
say. 
 N*:@O=0� :A0=� ?3496492� ?34>�� �@>?� /:� B3,?� D:@� ,7B,D>�
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/:�O� 30� >,D>�� N7460� D:@=� 7,>?� $��� 5:-�� -@?� B4?3:@?� ?30�
2://,89�,==:B>�O 
 N*:@�people .:@7/�-0�,�74??70�8:=0�/0>.=4;?4A0�O���>,D� 
 N�� 142@=0/� D:@� 3,?0/� ,77� ?30� >.308,?4.� /4,2=,8>� ,9/�
personal profiles of your marks and shit. It could be worse. 
We could be asking you to handle somebody famous 
,2,49�� >:� >?:;� .:8;7,49492�O� �0:=20� >8470>� @9?47� �� >8470�
back.  
 I say nothing else to Chicken George. I find a stool at 
the UCshaped stage bar and order another beer. I pay with 
a hundred dollar bill, and tell the bartender to give me 
change in ones. As for the ten dollar bill I received from 
�34.609��0:=20���O8�600;492�?3,?��&9?47�?30�5:-�4>�.:8;70?0�
this bill is my contract.  
 A dancer is onstage. She walks on fleshy ankles and 
>8,77� 1,?� 100?�� ,9/� 3,>� .@=AD�� =349:� ?3423>�� �0=� ,>>� 4>9O?�
N1,?O�49�?30�230??:�-::?D�>09>0�:1�?30�B:=/���0=�-=0,>?>�,=0�
unremarkable, but her cup size is respectable. She has 
>?=492D��.30,;�/,=6�-=:B9�3,4=��,9/�>30�.,9O?�20?�30=�3,4=�
to look thick and full no matter how many different 
.3084.,7>� >30�@>0>�� $30O>�3,71� �0B4>3��3,71� �=4>3�� ,9/� >30�
>:80?480>�,=2@0>�?3,?�>30�4>�N0?394.O�B309���.,77�30=�NB34?0�
24=7O���@?�>30� is B34?0��":7,=�-0,=>�,=09O?�,>�;,70�,>�>30�4>��
Onstage her name is Firestar, but her mother named her 
�1=4.,K� 
 

� 
 
 *:@�/:9O?�>;4?�:9�,�8,9O>�3,8-@=20=��%3,?O>�9,>?D�� ��
repeat. You do not >;4?�:9�,�8,9O>�3,8-@=20=���>;0.4,77D�
if that man is in the process of becoming a murderer. What 
happened is truly my fault because I should not have been 
eating at Burger King anyhow. I should have gotten the 
half dozen steamed crabs I really wanted. 
 This was the wilderness period in my life, maybe 6 
weeks after I burned down my apartment. I still had the 
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probation officer nagging on me to keep a job, or else. I 
3,/9O?� =0.04A0/� ,� .:9?=,.?� 1=:8� ?34>� 8D>?0=4:@>� N�,>?0=O�
character I had heard so much about. Nobody has ever 
>009� ?30��,>?0=�� ,?� 70,>?� 9:?� ,9D:90� �OA0� ?,760/� ?:��(hat 
they always say is a sort of credo: Cross the Master and you 
die, no questions. Ask too many questions and you die, no 
questions! (3,?0A0=�� �?O>� 3,=/� ?:� -0� ,1=,4/� :1� >:80:90�
D:@OA0�90A0=�>009��,?�70,>?�4?�4>�1:=�80��%:�8,60�09/>�800?��
I had been slaving for a work today = paid today  temp 
service. 7 bucks an hour.  
 I had lost almost everything. My mother was kicked 
out of the projects because of me, and now nobody could 
find her. Thanks to my grandmother paying my car 
insurance, I still had my car. My wardrobe was pathetic. I 
B,>�>700;492�0A0=D�9423?� 49�8D�2=,9/8:?30=O>�-,>0809?��
My only weapon was my Katana, which had sat in my 
trunk undisturbed for almost two and a half years. I had 
D0?�?:�-@D�8D�14=>?�2@9K 
 7 dollars an hour, 8 hours a day on average and the 
temp service pays every day after you get back to the office 
in the evening. 56 dollars minus taxes and I net about 42 
bucks. Like I said, I wanted steamed crabs. A half dozen 
large steamed crabs from the Crab Shack came up to about 
22 bucks. I like to drink beer with crabs. Another 2 dollars. 
Meanwhile at the Burger King across the street from the 
temp service, a number 5 is about 7 bucks.  
 I go inside. Typical Burger King. Disgruntled, underC
paid, overworked employees. Hoodrats stationed at the 
counter and drive thru. One with a headset, two without. 
�0C4.,9>� ,=0� 49� ?30� -,.6� .::6492�� �?O>� ?30�84//70� :1� ?30�
/,D� ,9/� ?30� 84//70� :1� ?30� B006�� ,9/� ?30=0O>� :97D� :90�
person ahead of me. That person gets served promptly. 
Award winning service, that person got. I had to wait five 
minutes before I could even place my order. The girl who 
was supposed to be serving me, instead was telling a story 
?:�?30�30,/>0?�24=7�,-:@?�3:B�30=�-,-D�1,?30=�NB,>9O?�>34?O�
and will never see his kids. Not a good thing for me to 
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h0,=�=423?�9:B���9?:70=,-70�0A09����>;0,6�@;��N�C.@>0�80�O���
>,D��N�,9���20?�>:80�>0=A4.0�O 
 Her response is the rolling of eyes. 
 N�4>>��,77���B,9?�4>�,�9@8-0=���O���>,D� 
 %30��@=20=��492�24=7�>,D>��N��>00�D:@���O8�9:?�-749/�O 
 N��.,9O?�?077�O���>,D�,78:>? to myself.  
 No service, just more story.   
 N�,9���>00�D:@=�8,9,20=�O���>,D� 
 %34>�20?>�30=�,??09?4:9��$30�3@11>�,9/�>,D>��N�,9���307;�
D:@�O 
 �O8� -7:B9� ,?� ?34>� ;:49?�� N�� ?3:@23?� D:@� >,4/� D:@�
B0=09O?�/0,1�O���>,D��N��B,9?�,�9@8-0=���,9/���B,9?�:94:9�
rings 49>?0,/�:1�1=40>�O 
 $30�>,D>��30=�30,/�/:B9��N�O8�?077492�D:@�24=7�� 422,>�
,49O?�>34?�O 
 Maybe I smell bad. I had spent the entire day feeding 
flattened produce boxes into a bailer. My white tee shirt is 
black. My pants and boots are filthy.   
 N%3,?O>�@9.,770/�1:=�O���>,D�� 
 N*:@�69:B�B3,?�D:@�>6499D�8:?30=1@.60=�O�>30�>,D>�
and the headphone girl grabs her shoulder. 
 ��>8470��N :���/:9O?�69:B�O 
 She gets loud.  
 N*:@�,=0�7@.6D�O�$30�D077>��N*:@�/:�9:?�69:B�80����B477�
hop over this counter and drag your skinny ass up and 
down the motherfucking street if you keep fucking with 
80��*:@�1@.6492�.:=9-,77�O 
 �0740A0�80�:=�9:?�-@?���/4/9O?�B,9?�?:�6477�30=��$;@96�
4>9O?� -,/� 49� ,� 108,70�� �:B� .:@7/� >30� 69:B� 80� 5@>?� -D�
looking at me? Know the even more horrible person I 
would soon become? 
 N$:==D�?:�30,=�,-:@?�D:@=�-,-DO>�1,?30=�O���>,D��N�O8�9:?�
him. Maybe you should 70?�348�>00�34>�64/>�?3:@23�O 
 She lost it, and probably would have decreased the 
quality of her life by attacking me if the headphone girl 
3,/9O?�>?0;ped in front of her. After calming the girl down, 
the headphone girl takes over the register.  
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 N�O8�>:==D�>4=�O�>30�>,D>��N�O8�?30�>341?�70,/0=��*:@�>,4/�
D:@�B,9?0/�,�9@8-0=���O 
 N*0;�O 
 N(4?3�:94:9�=492>�=423?�O 
 N*0>�8,O,8�O���>,D� 
 I pay for the food, she gives me an empty cup, and my 
.3,920�� �� -,=07D� .,@23?� B3,?� 3,;;090/� 90C?�� (3470� �O8�
filling up my cup with one half Mountain Dew, one half 
Iced Tea, I glance over my shoulder and see the girl I was 
arguing with unwrap my burger, hock spit on it, then reC
wrap it.  
 Wow. Now I have to kill her, I said to myself.  
                                               

� 
  

In China, a rash of poisonings have compelled ChiC
nese authorities to ban a deadly rat poison called DushuC
qiang. This substance kills a person by inducing bloody 
vomiting, followed by severe cardiac arrest. Five milliC
grams will kill a 200 pound man in five minutes. My plan 
was to administer 60 milligrams to the Burger King girl. 
First, I had to go to Peru to get it. 
 I know going all the way to Peru is a long way to go to 
grab up a few milligrams of rat poison. A hammer blow to 
the head, or homemade napalm would perhaps be easier 
?:�;@77�:11��-@?�?34>�B,>9O?�?30�:97D�=0,>:9���B,>�30,/0/�?:�
Peru.  
 In the weeks following my hamburger getting spit on, 
��8:A0/�:@?�:1�8D�2=,9/8:?30=O>�-,>0809?�,9/�2:?�,�90B�
job, and on that job I met a girl from Peru named Nancy. 
 ,9.D� 4>9O?� ,9D?3492� ?:� 7::6� ,?�� $30O>� >3:=?� ,9/� -:C�
shaped. Spongebob with bad skin and a vagina, she is. 
Nancy is from a family with five brothers. One of these 
brothers, Paulo, is a small time cocaine farmer. This Paulo 
tells me over the phone that he will sell me kilograms of 
98% pure cocaine for 800 dollars a kilogram, if I can get 
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down there to buy them. In Baltimore, a kilogram of 
cocaine that pure could sell for as high as 75 grand.  
 It was Paulo who told me about the rat poison from 
�349,���0O/� 24A0�80� 14A0� :@9.0>�� 1=00� :1� .3,=20�� 5@>?� 1:=�
coming, he said.  
 Now all I needed was some cash. I was flat broke, but 
I had an aceCinCtheChole guy I could always go to if I 
needed drug money. 
 Chicken George is the most successful and longC
standing narcotics transporter in the history of the city. 
�0O>�9:?�17,>3D���0�/=4A0>�,9�:7/0=��,/477,.���0�74A0>�49�,�
?:B93:@>0�,7:90���0O>�74A0/�49�?3,?�>,80�house as long as 
��.,9�=0808-0=���0�/:0>9O?�>3::?�;0:;70��:=��>077�/=@2>�,>�
,�6492;49�:=�84//708,9��30O>� 5@>?�,�=0,77D�2::/�?=,9>;:rC
ter. He was bringing 40 tons of high grade weed per week 
?:� >:@?3B0>?��,7?48:=0� 49� ?30� ��O>���0=:49� 0,=8,=60/� 1:=�
Park Heights and the white trash pockets of East BaltiC
more, came from his Arab connections in the middle east. I 
knew that George would deeply appreciate the connection 
I had made with Paulo in Peru. The Master, whoever that 
was, would definitely appreciate those prices.  
 George would also understand why I wanted to make 
the initial trip to Peru myself. Connections in the drug 
business are often and easily stolen. I figured if I bought 
?B:��47:O>� ,?� ?3,?� >B00?� ;=4.0� ,9/� >?0;;0/� ,>4/0�� �� .:@7/�
then, assuming good faith, negotiate terms toward my true 
desired profession, becoming an illegal independent 
contractor. It was my preference for killing black women 
that initially struck Chicken George as odd. 
 N�7,.6� B:809� 3@3�O� 30� >,D>�� $:80?480>�� �34.609�
George chain smokes cigarettes. This is one of those times.  
 N*0;�O���>,D� 
 N%3,?O>� >:80� .=,ED� >34?�O� 30� >,D>�� N�� /:9O?� 7460� -7,.6�
women much my damn self. All they do is bleed periodiC
cally and pump out basta=/>�O 
 N�� ,2=00�O� �� >,D�� N$:� D:@� .,9�307;�80�� �� 900/� ,-:@?� ��
?3:@>,9/�/:77,=>���O8�,7>:�2:492�?:�900/�>:80-:/D�?:�20?�
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?34>�;=:-,?4:9�:114.0=�:11�8D�-,.6���1�?3,?O>�;:>>4-70�O� 
 N�9D?3492O>�;:>>4-70�N��0:=20�>,D>���0�8,60>�,�B0-�:1�
smoke, then the cigarette comes out of his mouth and with 
the same hand holding the cigarette, he starts picking his 
feetJ scratching off dead skin with his long crusty fingerC
9,47>��N%:�?077�D:@�?30�?=@?3�O�30�>,D>��N��B,>9O?�2:492�?:�/0,7�
with you unless you did something like this cocaine 
3::6@;��$:80?3492�8:=0�@;�D:@=�,770D�O 
 N�D�,770D��%3,?O>�1@.60/�@;��0:=20�O���>,D� 
 N :?�=0,77D��*:@�>00��0A7D9��?30=0�,49O?�9:�=:--0=D�49�
1,4=� 0C.3,920�� �1� D:@� /:9O?� B,9?� ?:� >077� /=@2>� 9:� 8:=0�
?3,?O>� .::7� ,9/�0A0=D?3492��-@?� >34?�� D:@�,49O?�9: contract 
64770=���?�70,>?�9:?�?3,?���.,9�>00�O 
 ��70,9�1:=B,=/�:9�?30�.:@.3��N�O77�/08:9>?=,?0�1:=�D:@�
B309� �� .:80� -,.6� 1=:8� "0=@�� %3,?O>� ,77� �� .,9� >,D� =423?�
9:B�O 
 �0� =0.:47>� ,� -4?�� ?3=:B>� @;� 34>� ;,B>�� N(3,?0A0=� D:@�
say big man. Just be careful down there when you go. And 
�O8�?,76492�,-:@?�@>492�D:@=�30,/���A09�?30�3:7D�B,?0=�49�
"0=@�4>�?::�/4=?D�?:�;@?�D:@=�/4.6�49�O 
 �?O>�9:?�7460��O8�2:492�/:B9�?:�$:@?3��80=4.,�?:�1@.6�
?=,9>>0C@,7>� 7460�D:@�B:@7/��D:@�-42� 1,2�� ��/:9O?� >,D� ?34>�
aloud. 
 Chicken George saD>��N$:�B3,?O>�D:@=�;7,9�O 
 N�� /:9O?� 69:B�� �0?� ,-:@?� �� 2=,9/� 1=:8� D:@�� �:80�
-,.6�B4?3�?B:�-=4.6>�,9/�,�A4,7�:1�=,?�;:4>:9�O 
 N�:B�,=0�D:@�20??492�-,.6�O�30�>,D>� 
 N"7,90���2@0>>�O 
 �0�1=:B9>���4>�74;>�;:60�14A0�49.30>�:11�34>�1,.0��N ,3�
74??70� -@//D�� *:@O/ be better off with a small pistol, a 
backpack, and a bus ticket. I can have someone meet you 
5@>?�-01:=0�?30��0C4.,9�-:=/0=�O 
 N%3,?O>�;=0??D�1,=�?:�=4/0�:9�,�-@>��(:@7/9O?���3,A0�?:�
.=:>>�?3=:@23�",9,8,���:B�7:92�B:@7/�,�-@>�=4/0�?,60�O�
I say. 
 N	�� /,D>� if you stop and party. Take my advice and 
stop to party. I know some nice safe places. The Panama 
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canal is tight, but I know a family who can help you 
through. You have to look out for Mexican police in certain 
A477,20>�O 
 N�:B� /:� D:@� 69:B� >:� 8@.3� ,-:@?� /:wn there? I 
?3:@23?�?30�84//70�0,>?�B,>�D:@=�>;0.4,7?D�O���>,D� 
 N*:@92� 94220=� ;70,>0�O� �0:=20� 20?>� 7:@/0=� ,>� 41� 30�
74A0>� 1:=� :;;:=?@94?40>� ?:� -=,2� 7460� ?34>�� �0� >,D>�� N�� B,>�
shipping shit from Venezuela to south Texas back when 
Pablo Escobar was doing hits and picking up dry cleaning 
for Griselda Blanco. And my shit was better than all of 
?304=>�� �� 600;� ?077492�D,O77� 74??70�94220=>� -:@?O�80�-@?� D,O77�
?::�1@.6492�3,=/�30,/0/�O� 
 N(3,?0A0=� :7/� 8,9�� (3DO/� D:@� >?:;� ?309� 41� 0A0=yC
?3492�B,>�?3,?�2::/�O���>,D� 
 N� /4/9O?�>,D�0A0=D?3492�B,>�,77�2::/��0A7D9�O��34.609�
�0:=20� .:@23>� ?477� 34>� ?3=:,?� 4>� .70,=�� ?309�30� >,D>�� N�?� ,77�
stopped one afternoon when the cat I was getting coke 
1=:8�.,@23?�80�>@.6492�:9�34>�74??70�-=:?30=O>�/4.6�O 
 George goes upstairs for a few minutes. When he 
returns, he gives me a sheet of paper with a bunch of 
names and times and phone numbers. Then he hands me 
the 5 ?3:@>,9/�49�.,>3���>��O8�20??492�@;�?:�70,A0����><@49?�
and I wonder how George has managed to survive so long 
in this business, when everyone else he started out with is 
either dead, doing decades in jail, or hiding in witness 
;=:?0.?4:9K 
 

�                              
  

%30D�>,D�?30��0A47�/:0>9O?�B,9?�,9D:90�?:�-0740A0�
49��:/��-0.,@>0�30O>�A0=D�@;>0?�?3,?��:/�/:0>�9:?�-0740A0�
in him. What they are saying is that God believes the Devil 
is a loser, basically. I say this because my mother has called 
80�30=�N74??70��0A47O�1:= as long as I can remember. I mean, 
you call a child a thug, or an angel, or a little poet, and 
;0=3,;>�30O77�-0.:80�B3,?0A0=�D:@�.,77�348�,9/�1@71477�?3,?�
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;=:;30.D���?O>�3,=/�?:�?077���:=�B3,?�4?O>�B:=?3���OA0�,7B,D>�
found the prospect of me being the Dev47�1,>.49,?492K 
 �9�:=/0=� ?:�>?,D� N:9�;:49?O�>:� ?:�>;0,6��,�;=:10>>4:9,7�
marker cannot be a drunkard. He should refrain from 
using drugs. He should buy escorts instead of having a 
girlfriend. He should never get married or raise children 
while in the business of killing. And most importantly, he 
should refuse luxury whenever possible. Walk into my 
3:80�,9/�D:@O77�>00�B,77>�>?,=492�-,.6�,?�D:@����3,A0�:90�
television, a big nice one, and a video game console. In my 
master bedroom I have a day bed, an IKEA lamp, the 
paper kind, and an antique wooden bedside table. I 
removed the carpet and polished the wood floors some 
time ago. To my knowledge, no other living person has 
seen my bedroom since I purchased this home. Try to not 
show people where you sleep. If you have some desire to 
impress people with the fancy this and that in your home, 
you will not make an effective contract man. Remember 
this also: women are to be thought of as drugs. Friends are 
a luxury. 
 I always say follow your own path, because the path 
the world follows is one of delusion. Case and point: 
=07424:9�� �0?O>� ?,60� ,� <@4.6� 7::6� ,?� �3=4>?4,94?D�� (3,?� ��
/:9O?� 20?� ,-:@?� 8:/0=9� �3=4>?4,94?D� 4>� 3:B� 0A0=D:90�
follows Jesus when Jesus let his enemies kill him. What 
kind of lesson is that? Also, somebody please explain how 
Jesus died for my sins? And what does that say about 
God? What kind of self respecting dad would have to see 
his favorite son murdered before he decided to forgive the 
rest of his children? Ask me, and I say the big bang theory. 
I say the answer lies somewhere between EinsteinCBose 
condensates and the Planck energy... 
 I will tell you the secret code I live by. Afterwards, get 
a can of yellow spray paint. Wait until the darkest, fogC
giest, most moonless night of the year. Go to your local 
WalCMart and tag the east wall with exactly what I tell 
you: 
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 Your focus is your God. 
 Fuck the world. If you cannot fuck the world, tell the world  
          to go fuck itself. 
 Lie whenever possible. 
 �! �*�#& $�� ���#���$���! -%����$���%���&$%�%&#  around. 

	�����(�%��%�����!����!����'� ��! �-$�!"� �! �!#� !%���'� ���                  
   ! �-$�!"� �! ���%��$���$%�%!�not ��'��! �-$�!"� �! � 

 Your friends are not your friends... save yourself. 
 Wear a hood instead of being one. 
 Masturbation is always an alternative. 
 	��#��$����&)&#*� !��� ��� ����!#�+ 
  
  
 

 drove then stood idling, streetlight to streetC
light. Trapped in traffic, bracketed between a 
vintage Corvette and a Prom night horse drawn 

-@22D�� �� ;@>30/� >7:B7D� ,7:92�� �O8� @>492� 1,=�8:=0� -=,60�
than gas pedal. My tires and struts and electronic shocks 
=@8-70� ,.=:>>� .:--70>?:90�� �O8� 49� 34>?:=4.� �077>� "oint, on 
Thames street. There are million dollar boats anchored 
nearby. A glowing carnival ship further out. White girls 
walking confidently. White guys in jeans and sandals are 
bar hopping. The police are on patrol, and the police are 
;=:?0.?492�?308K� 
 I had been pulled over by police 15 minutes earlier, 
and though my demeanor was dark side of the moon cool, 
they searched my car anyhow. They found nothing they 
were looking for. No weapons. No drugs. No open conC
tainers of booze. Nothing that they could have used to ruin 
my Saturday night. Had they, the police, been diligent, 
they would have had the idea, one of them, to pry open 
my center console.  There, beneath the emergency brake 
sensor wires, was my new legally purchased handgun. The 
rat poison was there too with the pistol, in a small vial. 
That may have been a problem if discovered. An envelope 

I 
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was beneath the wires, and inside the envelope was a few 
thousand in cash. 
 The Burger King girl, tonight was her night. 
 $,?@=/,DO>�B,>�?30��@=20=��492�24=7O>�night to hop the 
bars in Fells Point with her friends. Her night to get rapeC
me drunk and be taken home and fucked alongside her 
below standard looking, over confident friends. Her 2C
chickenCboxesCaCday eating friends who have wide butts, 
and wear tipCover steep heels. Their jeans expose the 
.=,.6>�:1� ?304=�,>>0>�0A09�B309�?30D�,=09O?�-09/492�:A0=��
They struggle into tight fitting shirts too short, not coverC
ing flab that should, that must at all costs be covered. 
 I find a parking space a few blocks away. In this area 
where the white people live and party, apartments are too 
expensive and there are twice as many resident cars as 
there are parking spaces. There are a lot of cryptic signs 
concerning hours you can legally park and this and that. 
Tow trucks lurk��%30DO77�20?�D:@�?::� 
 �� >;:?� 30=�� ?30� �@=20=� �492� 24=7�� $30O>� ?=D492� 3,=/�
tonight, wearing a green strapless dress, kinky and short. 
Her legs are gummy and thick, and they angle into black 
heels. Her walk is deliberate. Walking hard. To crack the 
pavement, I think is her intention. 
 �O8�49�>:80B3,?�:1�,�/4>2@4>0���,>0-,77�3,?��?30�1=0>3�
dingy kind you buy from Old Navy, pulled low over my 
0D0>�� �OA0�2=:B9�,� 1@77�-0,=/���D�;7,9� 4>� ?:�90A0=� 70?� ?30�
�@=20=��492�24=7�>00�80�0D0�?:�0D0��%34>�,.?@,77D�4>9O?� ?:: 
3,=/��$30O>�?30�?D;0�?3,?�900/>�27,>>0>�-@?�=01@>0>�?:�B0,=�
them, and thus sees things no further than 4 feet in front of 
her.  
 The great thing about these Fells Point bars is that 
?30D� /:9O?� 1=4>6� ;,?=:9>�� �O8� .,==D492�8D� ;4>?:7�� ,9/� ?30�
vial of rat poison is in my left jeans pocket. I show ID, pay 
?30� �� -@.6>� ,9/� �O8� 49>4/0��  0C?� �O8� 9@=>492� ,� -00=�� ��
should have bought a few loose cigarettes from a corner 
>?:=0�>:80B30=0���O8�,�-4?�90=A:@>��%34>�4>�8D�?=4,7�=@9���1�
I pull this off, as I told Chicken Ge:=20� ��B:@7/�� ?309� �O/�
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get my first contract. No more working at the catering 
company with Nancy. No more 9 bucks an hour. George 
had paid me 9 thousand for the two Kilos. The prick. I had 
wanted something close to fifty thousand but he says to 
80��N�07;�80�307;�D:@��0A7D9�O 
 N%3,?O>�1@.60/�@;��0:=20�O���>,D�-,.6�?:�348� 
 N*0;�O� 30� >,D>�� �0O>� B4?3� 34>� 7,?0>?� 17492�� ,9/� :9.0�
,2,49� B0O=0� 49� 34>� 3:80�� %30� 17492� 4>� ,� ?=,9>>0C@,7� B3:�
calls himself Gwen. Full fleshy lips, sandy brown complexC
ion, skinnier than me besides an ass that is proportionately 
bigger than any genuine woman could theoretically have. 
 �0:=20�4>�,.?492�7460�30�/:0>9O?�3,A0�?480�1:=�80���0�
>@.6>�34>� ?00?3�,9/�>,D>�� N�477� ?3,?��@=20=��492�24=7� 7460�,�
professional, and the Master will fuck with y:@���;=:84>0�O 
 I look at the shemale. I wonder if he/she is cool to talk 
about such things around. George picks up on my distrust. 
 N�:9O?�B:==D�,-:@?�30=�O�30�>,D>��N!@=��74??70�.:88@9iC
?D�4>�2::/�,?�600;492�>0.=0?>�O 
 N�1�D:@�>,D�>:�O���>,4/��%3,?�B,>�D0sterday. 
 Now the Burger King girl is on the dance floor shakC
ing her ass with the white boys. I wanted her to go back to 
the bar for another drink. I wanted her dead. Five songs 
later and the music format switches from hip hop to 
reggae. The Burger King girl is headed to the bathroom. 
Her friends are with her. Two tons of fun they are, heavy 
breathers. I look down at my watch, had to really squint in 
?34>�/,=6��,9/�4?O>��	�
�� 
 When I look up, a chubby white girl is standing in 
front of me. Kissing distance��$30O>�,77�>8470>��.30.6492�80�
out. 
 N�0D�?30=0�O���>,D� 
 N(3,?O>� B=:92� -,-D�O� >30� >,D>�� N*:@� 7::6� 8,/� :=�
>:80?3492�O 
 ��=0;7D��N(3,?�8,60>�D:@�>:�.:9.0=90/�,-:@?�80�O� 
 N�O8� 5@>?� .30.6492� :9� D:@�O� >30� >,D>�� N*:@� 7::6� 7460�
D:@O=0�2:492�?:�6477�>:80-:/D�O 
 Irony. 
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 N�O8�5@>?�7:907D����?3496�O 
 �42� ;:@?�� N*:@� ;::=� 74??70� ,92=D� 8,9�� (3,?O>� D:@=�
9,80�O 
 N�0A7D9��N 
 N(4?3�,�*�O 
 N&8��D0;��(3,?O>�D:@=>�O 
 N�1=4.,�O�$30�>,D>� 
 This is how I met Africa. She says her name and my 
eyes get the size of boiled eggs.  
 N��69:B�O�>30�>,D>��N��B34?0�24=7�9,80/��1=4.,�O 
 N(077� 41�8D�9,80�B0=0��@=:;0�� ?3,?�B:@7/� =0,77D� -0�
B04=/�O���>,D� 
 �1=4.,� ?,76>� B4?3� :90� :1� ?3:>0� /074-0=,?0� N-7,.6O�
,..09?>��$7,92�0C;=0>>4:9>���,9/�8:?4:9>��N�@D�80�,�/=496�
-,-D�O�$30�>,D>���1=4.,� 4>�,-:@t my height with those tall 
3007>� >30O>�B0,=492�� ��;@77� :@?� >:80� .,>3���1=4.,� >00>� ?30�
B,/��1=:B9>�,;;=:A4927D��N*:@�8@>?�3,A0�,�2::/�5:-�O 
 N��B:=6�1:=�,�.,?0=492�.:8;,9D�O���>,D� 
 N*0,3�=423?��D:@�,49N?�2:?�?:�740�?:�80�O�$30�>,D>��N�:=0�
like you own the .,?0=492�.:8;,9D�O 
 I buy her a drink. She parks on the chair beside me. I 
:=/0=�8D>071�,9:?30=�-00=��N*:@�2:?�,�5:-�O���,>6� 
 N*0>�N�$30�>,D>��$30�>B,77:B>�3,=/�� N�O8�,9�09?0=?,4nC
0=�O 
 N�460�49�?30�.4=.@>�O 
 $30� 7,@23>�� N*:@� 2@0>>0/� 4?� >8,=?C,>>�� �O8� ?30 eleC
;3,9?�O� 
 Africa shakes her head and kills her drink with two 
gulps. Without her asking, I order her another.  
 $30�>,D>��N*:@�2:?�,�24=71=409/��0A7D9�O 
 N��/:9O?�B,9?�:90�O� �� >,D�� N�:B�,-:@?�D:@��*:@�2:?�,�
24=71=409/�O 
 N�::6�,?�D:@��?=D492�?:�>00�41��O8�2,D�O 
 I just nod.  
 $30�>,D>��N(077�� 41�D:@�=0,77D�B,9?�?:�69:B����@>0/�?:�
74A0�B4?3�,�24=7�,�.:@;70�:1�D0,=>�,2:����/:9O?�-7,80�D:@�1:=�
asking though. This whole lesbian thing was cool when it 
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14=>?� >?,=?0/�� :B� 4?O>� ;7,D0/� :@?�� �?O>� >?477� 30,AD�B30=e I 
B:=6��?3:@23�O 
 N$:�B30=0�/:�D:@�/,9.0�O 
 N(3:�>,4/���/,9.0/�O 
 ��/:9O?�/42941D�?3,?�B4?3�,�=0>;:9>0� 
 �1=4.,�0C3,70>��N��/,9.0�,?�?30��7,>>�$74;;0=�O�$30�>,D>��
N�?�>@.6>����.:@7/�;=:-,-7D�?,60�3:80�8:=0�8:90D�41���7460��
screwed the bar manager, but I do not fuck with white 
2@D>�O 
 N(3D�9:?�O���1007�7460��O8�49?0=A40B492�30=� 
 N��5@>?�/:9O?�� 0A0=�3,A0�O 
 Interesting, I think to myself. 
 $30� >,D>�� N$:� D:@� /:9O?� B,9?� ,� 24=71=409/�� *:@� 2:?�
8:90D�:9�D:@��(3,?O>�@;�O 
 N(3,?O>�@;�B4?3�D:@�O���>,D�=423?�-,.6�to her. 
 N*:@��%3,?O>�B3,?O>�@;���07;�,�>4>?0=�:@?�O 
 The  burger  King  girl is passing  by, looking for an 
open spot at the bar. She finds one a few chairs down from 
80��.7:>0=� ?:� ?30�09?=,9.0��$30O>�,7:90��9:� 1,?� 1=409/>� ?34>�
time.  
 I whisper to Africa�� N�O77�307;�D:@�:@?��-@?�:97D�41�D:@�
,9>B0=�?34>�90C?�<@0>?4:9�3:90>?7D�N 
 �1=4.,�9:/>��N&3C3@3�O 
 ��2=49��N(477�D:@�.,77�80�,�94220=�41���B,9?�D:@�?:�O 
 Africa grabs my crank through my jeans, discretely.  

N*0>��41�D:@�B,9?�80�?:�O�>30�>,D>��B34>;0=492��matchC
ing my tone and volume.  
 N�:�4?�9:B�O���>,D� 
 Africa whispers�� N*:@� ,=0� :90� >0CD� ,>>� 9422,�� You 
mean l460�?3,?�O 
 N :��9:?�,77�.:=9D�O���>,D��N�:=0�7460���O77�.,77�?30�;:74.0�
41�D:@�.:80�49>4/0�80�D:@�=,2492�-7,.6�94220=�O 
 N�@99D�8,9�O��1=4.,�6477>�30=�/=496��N*:@�/=4A0�O 
 N!1�.:@=>0�O���>,D��,9/���=0,74E0��O8�>?477�B34>;0=492� 
 Africa pulls out her cell phone and walks out the front 
door, but I walk more slowly. I pass the Burger King girl 
,9/� >30O>� :9� 30=� ?:0>�� 70,9492� :9� ?30� -,=�� /=D� ;,9?40>�
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peeking from beneath her miniCdress. She has her drink 
already, and is waiting for change. It would be the last 
cash she ever handled. A thousand times I had rehearsed 
?34>�8:A0��49�8D�849/��!9.0���>00�>30O>�9:?�7::6492����;:@=�
the entire contents of the vial into her drink. No one sees 
me. Within an hour Africa is riding me, feet flat on the bed, 
reverse cowgirl.  
 The next morning Africa is naked and on her stomach, 
=0>?492�30=�.349�:9�30=�1:7/0/�3,9/>���O8�?3@8-492�:11�����
dollars for her when I see the TV. 
 �=0,6492� 90B>�� N!@?>4/0� ,� �077>� ":49?� 9423?.7@-�� 
�
women collapse and die mysteriously. Onlookers say the 
three women were convulsing and vomiting blood. The 
;:74.0�,=0�-,1170/�O 
 N!3�>34?��(0�B,>�?30=0�7,>?�9423?�O��1=4.,�>,D>� 
 I thumb off 500 more dolla=>�� N�0=0O>�3,71�,�?3:@>,9/�
to tell anyone who asks you that you were not there. I 
/:9O?�69:B�,9D?3492�,-:@?�B3D�?3:>0�24=7>�/40/��,9/�?30�
7,>?�?3492���B,9?�4>�.:;>�49�8D�7410�O 
 I probably would have killed her if she did not take 
the money. This could be your moment of truth Africa. 
Ride or die. Your choice. Africa takes the money. Then she 
makes me coffee. 
 The two fat chicks must have shared that drink with 
the Burger King girl. The TV anchorwoman, a black lady, 
she almost smiles as she sends it over to sports. 

                                                                                                                    

� 
  

After I receive the SAM assignment from Chicken 
George, Africa gets off work and she and I head to her 
apartment. We absolutely never, ever go to my place. As 
1,=�,>�?30�?B:�:1�@>�2:����>@;;:>0��O8�/,89�90,=�-:D1=409/�
status these days. To her. We go back and forth like old 
lovers as we negotiate 2am traffic in my car. 
 N#:77�@;�D:@=�B49/:B�94220=�O��1=4.,�>,D>��(3,?�once 
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was a fetish word used during sex has crept into her 
0A0=D/,D�70C4.:9��%30�74??70�?3492>��?30D�>9:B-,77K 
 ��=,4>0�8D�B49/:B��N*:@�.:7/�O 
 N�O8�1@.6492�1=00E492��*:@�,49O?�.:7/�O 
 N�O8�2::/�O���>,D� 
 N*0,3���1:=2:?�O�>30�>,D>��ND:@�/:9O?�1007�>34?�O 
 I turn on the radio. Nothing on except love songs that 
��/:9O?�B,9?�?:�,;;7D�?:�@>����?@=9�4?�:11� 
 �1=4.,� >,D>�� N�4/� 8D� @9.70� >077� D:@� ?3,?� :?30=� 8aC
.3490�O 
 Small world. The catering company I worked for 
before, where Nancy still works, is owned by Jews. Africa 
is half Jewish. Her uncle grew up with the owners of the 
.,?0=492� .:8;,9D�� �?� B,>� ?3=:@23� �1=4.,O>� @9.70� ?3,?� ��
purchased most of my machines. 
 N*0>� 30� >:7/� 4?� ?:�80�O� �� >,D�� N�@?� ?3:>0� 64/>� ,?� D:@=�
.:@>49O>�>.3::7�,=0�2:492�?:�=:-�4?�O 
 N :�?30D�,49O?�O 
 My voice raises an octave. The way a man speaks to 
34>�B410�� N*0>� ?30D�B477�� %3:>0� 74??70� -,>?,=/>� ,=0� >3,=;�� ��
/:9O?� >00� D:@� A:7@9?00=492� ?:� /:� ,9D� :1� 8D� ,..:@9?492�
;,;0=B:=6����7:>0�8:90D�:A0=�?30=0�=07424:@>7D�O 
 �1=4.,�/:0>9O?�=0>;:9/���9�30=� 7,; is a big gold purse 
and inside the purse, clumps of bills which represents the 
nights take. She begins sorting bills, counting silently. She 
>,D>��N(3D�/:�D:@�>?477�/=4A0�?34>�>,80�:7/���(����69:B�
D:@�.,9�,11:=/�,�90B�.,=�O 
 ��>84=6��N*:@�0A09�69:B�B3,?���(�>?,9/>�1:=�O 
 N�7,.6�8,9O> B3007>�O�$30�>,D>� 
 N :���42��::>0�(:8,9�O 
 �1=4.,�242270>��N�O8�2:492�?:�1@.6�D:@�@;����?3:@23?�4?�
80,9?�-42�8:960D�B,.6:�O 
 N :;0���7:B�8D�B4090=�O 
 �1=4.,�3,>�:90��N�4?.3�8@=/0=>�B04=/:�O 
 ��3,A0�,�-0??0=�:90��N�7,.6�8@=/0=>�B34?0D�O 
 N�0A7D9� B,9?>� ?:� 6477� 80�� 3:B� >B00?�O� $30� >,D>�� N��
?3496�30O>�1,77492�49�7:A0�B4?3�80�O 
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 N$3@?�?30�1@.6�@;�O���>,D��,9/���,78:>?�80,9�4?� 
 

� 
  

The reason luxury is not good for a contract man is 
because luxury is the opposite of work. It is the difference 
between a bicycle and a Bentley. What I am talking about 
is less fiscal and more physical. Also, the Bentley draws 
too much attention, and attention is the arch enemy of the 
47702,7�49/0;09/09?�.:9?=,.?:=K 
 I understand how you feel. But you little fuckers, you 
just want to shit on people. You want to punish your past. 
You have a secret fantasy where you make all the girls you 
ever wanted wish they would have been on your dick 
when they had the chance. If you really wanted to punish 
them however, you would go to computer school. You 
would learn a programming language. Then you could 
email them viruses that cripple their home computers. You 
have to think outside the box.  
 You could send female strippers to their five year old 
>:9O>� -4=?3/,D party. How about filling their trash cans 
with cement? Make it a habit. Make hate your ritual. Go 
crazy with it. Squirt dish detergent into their gas tank. 
Slash their tires. Steal their car. Or really, you could grow a 
pair, don a mask and gloves, and pack rounds into their 
torso at close range. Of course, the overwhelming majority 
:1�D:@�3,A0�9:�-,77>�B3,?>:0A0=K 
 Want to kidnap someone? 
 Mix either acetone, which is basic nail polish remover, 
:=� .70,=� =@--492� ,7.:3:7� B4?3� ;:B/0=0/� -70,.3�� *:@OA0�
just ma/0�.37:=:1:=8K 
 �:B�,-:@?�-7:B492�@;�>:80:90O>�.,=� 
 Make a solution of 50% nitric acid, 50% sulfuric acid. 
�0� 0C?=0807D� .,=01@7�� *:@� .7@8>D� 1@.6>� >3:@7/9O?� 0A09�
attempt this. Add water. Be careful! After adding water, 
mix in 1 part glycerin to every 5 parts acid. Let the solution 
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cure for a whole day. This is nitroglycerin. All of these 
4?08>�,=0�,A,47,-70�,?�D:@=�7:.,7��:80��0;:?K 
 Get your house. Have your kids. Chances are, if you 
really feel this need to shine and rock jewelry and push 
dick hardening cars, then you should just do it. Fuck what 
I say. Get yourself a good woman, or an AfricanCAmerican 
woman if you like your hamburgers spit on, and settle the 
1@.6�/:B9���:9O?�3,?0� ?30�B:=7/� 41�D:@�=0,77D�B,9?� ?:�-0�
loved. In trying so hard to be loved through hate, you just 
-0.:80�3,?0/���,497D��3,?0/�-D�D:@=�:B9�;,?30?4.�>071K 

 

� 
 
 I lost my virginity down by the water, in back of a 
hospital. Very close to, if not bordering a small violent 
Baltimore  project community called Cherry Hill. I grew 
up there until I was 12 then we, my mother and I, moved 
to another set of housing projects off Martin Luther King 
Jr. boulevard. The woman I lost my virginity to was one of 
8D�8:?30=O>�1=409/>����1077:B�.=,.630,/��7460�8D�8:?30=��
>30� B,>�� �� /4/9O?� 69:B� 8@.3� -0??0=�� �� B,>� 141?009�� (0�
fucked, the condom popped, and I caught something 
called NGU. NonCgonococcal urethritis, NGU is an 
acronym for. First time in some pussy, good too, and three 
days later I think I have a shard of glass lodged in the shaft 
of my penis. Taking a piss was an hour long ordeal, I tell 
you. Not a good way to kick off my life as a sexually active 
teenager. For revenge, I dipped an 8Cball of crack into 
ammonium nitrate and gave it to her to smoke. I rushed 
her. I told her to hurry up and get high because I was 
horny and I wanted a second goCround. The lady smoked a 
piece of that rock and she damn near died. We were 
behind that same hospital, and I walked her stumbling ass 
over to the emergency room and got out of there. She has 
permanent brain damage.  
 I thought about using a similar tactic, dirty drugs, to 
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N$��O�?:�8D�90C?�8,rk . But, I decided a next generation 
Molotov Cocktail would be more effective. 
 A next generation Molotov Cocktail is pretty simple to 
make. In my garage I poured gasoline into an empty 22 
ounce beer bottle, halfway up. Then I stuffed cloth into the 
neck of the bottle. Nice and snug, leaving only a thin tail 
peeking out for me to light. Next, I jam in a chlorine tablet, 
the big stupid kind, and it takes me a while to get it into 
?30�,7=0,/D�.=:B/0/�90.6���,9O?�70?�?30�?,-70?�84C�B4?3�?30�
2,>�� %3,?O>� 3:B� ?3e double whammy happens. You get 
two explosions for one cocktail with this one, plus a sort of 
napalm effect to whoever gets the flaming chlorine gas 
solution on their skin or clothing. After I finished taping 
the neck of the bottle tightly, I gathered my contingency 
4?08>�,9/�30,/0/�?:�?30�;7,.0�B30=0���7:>?�8D�A4=2494?DK 
 Years  before when I was in Peru, I accomplished a 
74??70�8:=0� ?3,9�>0??492�@;� ?3,?� N.:990.?O� 1:=� ?30��,>?0=�� ��
found out that Paulo was a member of an international 
gang known as Mara Salvatrucha, or MSC�
����/4/9O?�?3496�
much of it at the time, Paulo was still just a cocaine farmer 
working for others. Still a sort of peasant. But then the MSC
13 gang became as large as it is today, and Paulo, thanks in 
9:�>8,77�;,=?�?:�80��B,>�9:B�,�N>3:?�.,770=O�:=�8,5:=�-:>>�
down there. Money will do that for a guy. Paulo, whom 
�OA0�>;:609�?:�=,=07D�>49.0��>,D>�30O>�0?0=9,77D�49�8D�/0-?��
It just so happened that my latest mark, the SAM, was the 
steady girlfriend of a low ranking member of the Baltimore 
chapter of MSC13. By low ranking, I mean he was expendC
able.  
 Paulo sets it up that this low ranking member, along 
with my mark, would meet with some other members of 
the local gang at the hospital parking lot at midnight. The 
scheduled security guard, a Puerto Rican, had been bought 
:11�� �0� B:@7/9O?� >3:B� 34>� 1,.0� 49� ?30� 7:B0=� ;,=6492� 7:?�
B30=0�B0�B0=0�2,?30=492�?:9423?���O/�-009�?:7/��%30D��?30�
gang members, were also told that a black guy would 
show up, and that black guy was me. My initial safety was 
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assured from Paulo himself, and the way this gang operC
ates, no low ranking member dared ask any prying quesC
tions. 
 $:� �O8� >?,9/492� ?30=0� =0808-0=492� 8D� 14=>?� >0C@,7�
encounter, and there are the seagulls I used to shoot with 
BB guns and the filthy water. In attendance now are 
maybe 10 Latin guys, tattoos, young and short as fuck, and 
4 girls. My mark is the girl with the darkest hue, the halfC
black girl. She is stumbling and wasted. Potty mouth too. 
Nigger this. Motherfucker that. The only halfCblack girl 
and s30O>�?30�7:@/0>?�:90�30=0� 
 Send a message huh? Send a message to me meant: hit 
them all if you have to. These MSC13 fools pack big guns 
however. Might not be pretty. 
 I walk up and I give high fives and someone tries to 
pass me a joint, which I refuse. The boss of bosses from 
"0=@� 3,>� A:@.30/� 1:=� 80�� ,9/� �O8� >@=0� ?30>0� 64/>� ,=0�
wondering why. I size up the crowd. The cocktail  bomb 
B:9O? kill them. At least I think it B:9O?�� �?O77� /01494?07D�
send a message of some sort. Oh well, I say to myself. This 
girl is probably a snitch and maybe these are all potential 
>94?.30>�� (3,?0A0=�� �� 90A0=� ,>6� NB3DO� B309� 0C0.@?492� ,�
.:9?=,.?���,/��3:==4-70�-@>490>>�8:A0�?3,?�4>���O77�/:�B3,?���
/:�,9/��O77�20?�8D�next payment of 9 thousand and maybe 
�O77�2:�?:�'02,>�90C?�B006��I might even go to New York to 
see VictoriaK 
 ��B,76�?:�8D�.,=�>,D492��O77�-0�-,.6���O8�9:?�7D492��-@?�
�O8�9:?�20??492�:@?�:1�?30�.,=����7423?�?30�-:??70�-0?B009�8D�
legs. Then I speed over and I toss the bottle right at the 
black girls feet. 
 Boom. 
 The explosion was more violent than I had anticC
ipated. The girl, my mark, gets burned very badly. GasoC
7490� .37:=4/0� >0,=>� ?30� 24=7O>� 170>3�� ,9/� >30�8,60>� >:@9/>�
7460�>30O>�3,A492�49?09>0�:=2,>8>� 
 When I drive away, a dude, a real stalwart he must 
have been, he shoots out my back window. I keep driving. 
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�O8� ,?� ?30� >?:;7423?� -01:=0� D:@� 20?� ?:� ?30��,9:A0=� $?=00?�
bridge and I feel a bullet whizzing by my head. 
 The small details, they snowball. 
 My focus is my God. 
 My focus is my salvation. 
 I duck low and roll out the car holding a foldingCstock, 
modified, fully automatic AKC47. I let the car behind me 
have it, aiming for the front windshield. I get shot, but I 
barely feel the slug ripping through my left shoulder. 
 My focus is all powerful. 
 I keep shooting. I donO?� 20?� >3:?�� :=� >3:?� ,?� ,2,49��
Fucking great, I think. 3rd world revolution style shooC
?:@?>� 49� ?30�84//70� :1� ?30� >?=00?�� ?3,?O>� ?30� >34?� ?3,?� 20?>�
D:@=�,>>�.,@23?���@?�?30�2@D�B3:�>3:?�80��30O77�90A0=�/:�,�
/,D�49�5,47��@970>>�?30D�3,A0�;=4>:9>�49�3077���O8 back in my 
car, my poor faithful car, the one Trina liked so much, and 
�O8� >;00/492� :A0=� ?30� -=4/20� ,?� ,�84774:9�8470>� ,9� 3:@=��
This car is finished, I say to myself. Evidence with leather 
seats, it is now. Right away I call Chicken George, I rarely 
call him like this, and I tell him he has to send somebody 
to steal and burn my fucking car. Now. 
 ��/:9O?�B,9?�?:�2:�3:80���7>:���O8�-700/492�>7:B7D�-@?�
steadily. George responds quickly to my requests and has 
:90�:1�34>�N7,/40>O�/=:;�80�:11�,�-7:.6�1=:8��1=4.,O>�,;,=tC
ment. I walk the rest of the way through an alley. The AKC
������>?477�3,A0�4?��(309���20?�?:��1=4.,O>��>30�>00>�?30�,>>,@7?�
=4170�,9/�>00>�80�-700/492�,9/� 4?O>� 7460�,� 7423?�2:0>�:11� 49�
her head. But then, she always suspected I was some sort 
of madman. 
 N(3,?�?30�1@.6�3,;;090/�?:�D:@�O�$30�>,D>� 
 I ignore her. I put the rifle in the bathroom, behind the 
toilet, then I rejoin her in her kitchenette. 
 �1=4.,� 4>� =0,.3492� 1:=� 8D� >3:@7/0=�� N�>� ?3,?� ,� -@770?�
3:70�O 
 I give her that look. That honest, cold, ,��%��=�! -%=
makeCme=have=to=kill=*!&-�look. She later joked that she came 
on herself right there. S30�>,D>��N�O8�9:?�0A09�2:492�?:�?=D�
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?:�2@0>>�B3D�D:@�/4/9O?�2:�?:�,�3:>;4?,7�O 
 Africa applies pressure that stems the blood flow. She 
shows me the precise spot to hold, then she goes and gets a 
first aid kit. 
 N%3,96�D:@�O���>900=��NP70,>0�?077�80�D:@OA0�2:?�>:8eC
?3492�>?=:92�7460�%D709:7�9@8-0=�
�;477>�O 
 N :;0��No narcotics. I could have Destiny bring over 
>:80�O 
 N(:@7/9O?�?3,?�-0�7460��>?@;4/�O 
 N&8��D0,3�O She offers meekly. 
 ��9:/�?309���>,D��NForget it. Just hurry up and sew me 
the hell up before I bleed to death�O 
 She mumbles and gets to work. Black man kills black 
woman with cocktail bomb. Has a big shootout with Latin 
gang members. Where should he run to? Where else? To 
�1=4.,K 

 

 � 
                                                                                                                        

 �O8�>?:.6492�?30�A09/492�8,.3490>�,?�8D�!@=��,/D�:1�
$?���@/0O>��0,/�$?,=?�7:.,?4:9��,9/�?30�front desk attendant 
says we need to talk. 
 ��3,A09O?�A4>4?0/�30=0� 49�,�B3470�� �?� ?::6�,�8:9?3�,9/�
some change for my shoulder to heal. In my stead, a Labor 
People temp worker has been covering my route. I had him 
drug tested and bonded. Servicing a vending route is not 
only stocking the machines, but also collecting money. 
�9/� D:@� 5@>?� 90A0=� 69:B� B309� D:@O=0� /0,7492� B4?3�
temporary labor, or permanent labor for that matter. 
 I say nothing to the woman. I smile and raise my 
eyebrows. Miss America, 700 days into her nationwide 
;=:8:�?:@=��>30�.:@7/9O?�3,A0�>8470/�,>�1,60� 
 N%3,?�2@D�D,O77� >09?�30=0�O� >30�>,D>�� N30O>�-009�34??492�
:9�:@=�?0,.30=>�,9/�;,=09?>�O 
 (077��,?� 70,>?�30�3,>9O?�-009�34??492�:9�?30�.347/=09����
?3496�?:�8D>071��N%3,?O>�@91:=?@9,?0�O���>,D� 
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 $30�4>9O?�1494>30/��N�9/�30�/:0>9O?�;@?�,9D�/40?�>:/,�49�
the soda machine whatsoever. You press the damn button 
1:=�,�/40?�>:/,�,9/�D:@�20?�=::?�-00=�O 
  :B�?3,?O>�1@99D����B,9?�?:�>8470�>:�-,/7D��N�O77�3,A0�,�
?,76�B4?3�34>�.:8;,9D�O���>,D� 
 N�C.@>0�80�O she says. 
 N�4>�.:8;,9D�O���=0;0,?��N�0�B:=6>�1:=�,�7,-:=�>0=A4.0��
�OA0�-009�:@?�>4.6�?30�;,>?�>0A09�B006>�O 
 N!3��$:�30�/:0>9O?�B:=6�1:=�D:@=�.:8;,9D�O 
 N :�8,O,8�O 
 N(077�49�?3,?�.,>0���O8�2:492�?:�900/�D:@=�>@;0=A4>:=O>�
information? Your company needs to adopt better backC
2=:@9/� .30.6492� ;=,.?4.0>�� �OA0� -009� 49� ?34>� -@>490>>� 1:=�
D0,=>�,9/���/:9O?�80,9�9:�3,=8��-@?�?34>�8,9�5@>?�>80770/�
7460�,�>0C�:1109/0=�:=�>:80?3492�O 
 �D�-:>>0>O� 491:=8,?4:9�3@3��(3D� 4>� 4?� ?3,?� ,� D:@92�
black man always has to have his boss talked to? I already 
69:B�B30=0�>30O>�2:492�B4?3�?34>� 
 N�4>>����:B9�?30>0�A09/492�8,.3490>�O���>,D� 
 N!3��!6,D�O�$30�>,D>���7,.6�B:809�3,?0�?:�-0�B=:92��
�0=0� .:80>� ?3,?� A09:8�� $30O>� ,-:@?� ?:� >3:B�80� B3:O>�
=0,77D�-:>>�� N(077�B3,?� ��B,>�2:492� ?:� ?077�Bhoever owns 
these machines is that the machines are no longer welcome 
30=0�O 
 ��69:B�B3,?�D:@O=0�?3496492���O8�9:?�2:492�?:�6477�30=��
N�@?�8,O,8�O���>,D��N%30�209?708,9�B3:�B,>�>0=A4.492�8D�
=:@?0� 4>� 9:� 7:920=� /:492� 4?�� �O8� -,.6� 9:B�� �9/� �� 3,A0�
plenty diet >:/,>�49�8D�?=@.6�O� 
 ��27,9.0�/:B9�,?� ?30�B:8,9O>� 14920=>�� :�=492>�� :�
band. I would bet pay on half a murder contract that she 
3,>�,?�70,>?�
�.347/=09��$30O>�>;0,6492�?:�80�7460��O8�:90�:1�
?308��N�?O>�?::�7,?0�1:=�?3,?�>4=�O�>30�>,D>��N*:@�B0=09O?�30=0� 
*:@�/4/9O?�30,=�?30�?3492>�30�>,4/���0�8,/0�0A0=D:90�1007�
@9.:81:=?,-70�O 
 N�4/�30�8,60�D:@�1007�@9.:81:=?,-70�O���,>6� 
 N!3��:/� 9:�O� >30� >,D>� ,9/� >30O>� 20??492� 7:@/0=�� N�0�
.:@7/�?077�?30�649/�:1�B:8,9���,8���:9O?�9:-:/D�;7,D�B4?3�
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80�7460�?3,?�O 
 N�O8�9:? >@=0���@9/0=>?,9/�O 
 $30�>,D>��N�1�30�B:@7/�3,A0�?:7/�80�B3,?�30�?:7/�?3,?�
young girl teacher, I would have cut him. That young girl 
?0,.30=�5@>?�2=,/@,?0/�3423�>.3::7�7,>?�D0,=�O 
 %3,?�B:=/�N.@?O��?30�B,D�>30�>,4/�4?��.:@7/�-0�49/4=0.tC
ly twisted into a t3=0,?�� ��;@77� :@?�8D�9:?0;,/�� �� >,D�� N$:�
B3,?�,77�/4/�30�>,D���1�D:@�69:B�O 
 %30�B:8,9�>:=?�:1�2,?30=>�30=>071��>00492��O8�B=4?492�
this down. News camera, microphone for this lady please, 
>:80:90�� N(077�30�,9/� ?30�D:@92�24=7�B0=0� ?,76492�,-:@?�
her teaching methods at first. God knows why. Then he 
?:7/�30=�?3,?�?30�B:=/�:1�?30�/,D�>3:@7/�-0�702>KO 
 I brace for the punch line. 
 N�0� ?:7/� 30=� ?3,?� ?30D� >3:@7/� 2:� >:80B30=0� ;=4A,?0�
,9/�>;=0,/�?30�B:=/�O 
 I shake my head. 
 N%3,?O>� 9:?� ,77�O� $30� >,D>�� N�0� ?:7/� ?30� white girl 
teacher Megan that he wanted her to sit on his lap so they 
.:@7/�>?=,423?09�?3492>�:@?�O 
 N�4/�?34>�B:8,9�.:8;7,49�O 
 N :��-@?�?34>�4>�,�;7,.0�:1�-@>490>>��%3,?�4>�9:?�;=:10sC
>4:9,7�O 
 N�:?�4?�O���>,D��N�9D�:?30=�:1109>4A0�=08,=6>�O 
 N�0� ?:7/� :90 of our parents, another young girl, that 
34>�1,.0�4>�70,A492�49�
��849@?0>��,9/�1:=�30=�?:�-0�:9�4?�O 
 N%3,?O>�5@>?�.:=9D�O���>,D� 
 N�O8�?077492�D:@���@>?�?,.6D���,9/>:80�8,9�?::���::6>�
like a cross between Will Smith and Denzel Washington. 
�490�7::6492�O 
 ��1,60�.3@.670��N$:@9/>�:6,D�?:�80���@?��O8�,�2@D�O 
 N!3�D0,3�O�>30�>9,;>�30=�14920=�?:�307;�30=>071�=080mC
-0=�� N30� ?:7/� ?30� D:@92� ?0,.30=� :9.0� ?3,?� >30� 3,/� 2=0,?�
702>��,9/�,>60/�30=�B3,?�?480�/:�?30D�:;09�O 
 �OA0� ,.?@,77D� >009� ?34>� ?0,.30=�� %,77�B4?3� >@;ermodel 
<@,74?D�702>��N�,D-0�?34>�2@D�4>�,�.:80/4,9����>,D�O 
 N%3,?�8,D�-0��-@?� ?34>� 4>9O?� >:80� .:80/D� >3:B��*:@�
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/:9O?� ?077� ?30��0,/� $?,=?� /4=0.?:=� ?3,?� 30=� ;,9?>�8@>?� -0�
1=:8�:@?0=�>;,.0�-0.,@>0�30=�-::?D�4>�:@?�:1�?34>�B:=7/�O 
 N�9/�D:@�>,D�30�90A0=�49>@7?0/�D:@�O 
 N :;0���0�B,>� >847492�,?�80�,77� 1@99D�:90�/,D�� >:� ��
warned him that I would cut off his Wang if he said one 
word to me. He still be looking at my butt all the time. 
"0=A0=?���9/�-7,.6�809�B:9/0=�B3D�B0�>,D�?30D�,77�/:2>�O 
 N$:�D:@�?3=0,?090/�348�O���>,D� 
 N��/4/9O?�>,D�?3,?�O 
 N�@??492� :11� ,�8,9O>�(,92� .:@7/�-0� 49?0=;=0?0/� ,>� ,�
/4=0.?�?3=0,?���?�70,>?�?:�,�8,9�B4?3�,�(,92�O 
 N(077�30�900/>�?:�B,?.3�34>�/,89�8:@?3�O�$30�>,D>� 
 �� .7:>0�8D�9:?0;,/�� ��3,/9O?�,.?@,77D�B=4??09�,� ?3492��
Just made a f@99D�/=,B492�:1�30=��N!6,D���O77�=0;:=?�?34>�?:�
Labor People���O77�;=:-,-7D�3,A0�?:�.,77�?34>�8,9�?:�?0>?41D�49�
.:9?=,.?�.:@=?�:A0=�?30�=08:A,7�:1�8D�8,.3490>�O 
 The woman, she just stares. 
 N*:@�>00�8,O,8�O� �� >,D�� N�O77� >@0�Labor People for fiscal 
damages, and they will in turn claim that their employee 
B,>�?3=0,?090/�O 
 N��B,>9O?� 2:492� ?:�/:�9:?3492� ?:� ?3,?�8,9�O� $30�>,D>��
,9/�>30�4>9O?�7:@/�,9D8:=0� 
 N�7>:��41�D:@�49/00/�>,4/�D:@�B:@7/�.@?�:11�34>�(,92��
that is a form of sexual misconduct. I assume you are not a 
>,7,=40/� 08;7:D00�� �O77� 3,A0� ?:� >;0,6� ?:� ?30� �0,/� $?,=?�
>;:9>:=� .:8;,9D�� �3=4>?4,9��3,=4?40>�� �1� 4?� 20?>� @27D�� 4?O>�
;:>>4-70�?30DO77�1=00E0�,77�1@9/492�?:�?34>�;=:2=,8�@9?47�?34>�
problem is resolved, which could take months, maybe 
D0,=>�O 
 N��80,9�O�>30�>?,880=>��N��2@0>>� 4?O>�9:?�D:@=�1,@7?�30�
>,4/�?3:>0�?3492>��*:@�>,4/�D:@�B0=0�:@?�>4.6�=423?�O 
 N#423?�O 
 N�:=�B3,?���1�D:@�/:9O?�849/�80�,>6492�O 
 N�,9.0=�O 
 N�@?�D:@O=0�>:�D:@92�O 
 N�,/�2090>�O���>,D� 
 N$:�>:==D�?:�30,=�?3,?���,9.0=���::/��:=/��0sus. Well I 
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2@0>>��O77�?,76�?:�?30�/4=0.?:=�:9�D:@=�-03,71�84>?0=KO 
 N�0=8,9�O 
 N�9/�B3,?O>�D:@=�7,>?�9,80�O 
 N%3,?O>�4?�O 
 N!3��(077� 8,D-0� ?30� 8,.3490>� .,9� >?,D� 84>?0=� �0rC
8,9��*:@�>,D�D:@�3,A0�/40?�>:/,�49�D:@=�?=@.6�O 
 N*0>�8,O,8���O77�24A0�D:@�,�.:@;70� free of charge, just 
1:=�7::6492�:@?�1:=�,�>?=@227492�-7,.6�8,9�O 
 %30� B:8,9� >8470>� -@?� 9:� ?00?3� >3:B�� N!6,D�� ?3,?O>�
good. I like seeing a young black man not out here selling 
drugs or killing people. Your mother must have raised you 
2::/�O 
 How could I re>;:9/�?:�?3,?��N%3,96�D:@�O���8,9,20� 
 N�9/� -01:=0� D:@� 2:� 84>?0=� �0=8,9�� �� 3,A0� ,� 74>?� :1�
;0:;70�B3:�7:>?�.3,920�49�?30�>:/,�8,.3490�O 
 N :� ;=:-708�O� �� >,D�� N�O8� 27,/� ?3,?� 8,9� /4/9O?� >,D�
,9D?3492�?:�D:@���:@7/�3,A0�2:??09�@27D�3@3�O 
 N#0,7�@27D�O�$30�>,D>� 
 Speaking of ugly, this woman is exactly that. Huge 
glasses. No shape. 5 stomachs, unless one of the stomachs 
are her breasts. Too short. Long torpedo feet. Pro wrestler 
neck. A decent mustache. Her hair is in a ponytail, 
snatched and held taut by a worn circle of elastic and 
fabric. 
 N��5@>?�.,9N?�?3,96�D:@�09:@23�1:=�?34>���O77�20?�D:@�?30�
>:/,>��*:@�20?�80�?3,?�74>?�O���>,D��?@=9492� 
 N*0>�>4=�O�>30�>,D>��,9/�>30O>�?,76492�?:�8D�-,.6��N�9/�
-0.,@>0�D:@O=0�>:�94.0���O77�70?�D:@=�8,.3490>�>?,D�O 
 K�9/�-0.,@>0� ��/:9O?�3,A0�,9D� 48;:=?0/�=,?�;:4>:9�
3,9/D���O77�70?�D:@�74A0K 
 K�9/�� ?30� :97D� =0,>:9� D:@� B,9?0/� 8D� 8,.3490>�
gone, you four legged bitch, is because your Denzel 
(,>3492?:9� /=0,8� 2@D� /4/9O?� 3,A0� ,9D?3492� /4=?D� ?:�
>,DK 
 
to you.                                   
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0B� *0,=O>� �A0�� ?30� B3,?0A0=� ,994A0=>,=D� :1�
my first contract murder. 
The thing about being an illegal independent 

.:9?=,.?:=�4>��D:@�.,9O?�-@D�,�.,=�-=,9/�90B�B4?3�,�>@4?.,>0�
filled with hundred dollar bills, but you can party really 
hard. 
 For example, I show up at a New Years Eve getC
together in Harlem and I need help carrying all the shit. I 
3,A0�,�.,>0�:1�.3,8;,290��	���,�-:??70�=0?,47����L�,7?48:=0�
>?D70M�>0,1::/�/4>30>��.:@=?0>D�:1� ,9.D�,9/�8D�;00;>�,?�
my old catering job, each dish in aluminum trays labeled 
with reheating instructions. For the weed smokers, I 
brought ,9�:@9.0� :1� N$:@=��40>07O�� ,� 34237D�;:?09?� 0C:?4.�
8,=45@,9,��>?@110/�49>4/0�:90�:1�	�� 0B�*0,=O>��A0�?3080/�
teddy bears. The teddy bear without a sport coat and 
>74;;0=>��/00;�49>4/0�34>�1@==D�,>>�4>�?30�B00/K� 
 Pick a few days to break loose. To break tradition. 
 0B� *0,=O>� �A0�� ?30� 9423?� -01:=0� ?30� B:=7/O>� -4=?3/,D��

 N 
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?3,?O>� 8D� ?480�� �D� 0A09492�� �O8� ,7>:� ,� ;=:8;?�� ?480�
conscious kind of guy, and this holiday is the only one 
where black people actually show up on time to party. I 
arrive and the party is brimming. 30 minutes till midC
9423?K� 
 30 minutes until I get another chance to kiss Victoria.  
 �OA0�.:80�30=0�1:=�L)M�9@8-0=�:1�D0,=>��,9/�0,.3�?480�
I miss my chance to kiss Victoria. But I have to remain 
persistent. Seven times you fall, eight times you get up. All 
that bullshit. 
 �� =::8� 1@77� :1� -0,@?41@7� ;0:;70� ,9/� �O8� >:� @27D��
�3006>�:1�>?:90�,9/�4?�?,60>�,�B0423?741?0=O>�011:=?�?:�>8470��
%30� 0B�*:=6� -7,.6� .:88@94?DO>� -0>?� ,9/� -=423?0>?� ,=0�
here. A doctor over there. A popular pro athlete nearby. A 
chart topping R&B trio hamming it up. Great skin on 
everybody. The latest fashions. Gossip told with one 
animated hand, a drink or a smoldering blunt in the other. 
No other place I frequent, however infrequently, makes me 
feel like such a failure. These are the peers I never got to 
compete with. The successful Historical Black College 
graduates. Distinguished restaurant and nightclub owners. 
And me, I have an aching bullet hole in my shoulder. Still 
have pain when I raise my arm. 
 My first contract murder happened :9�,� 0B�*0,=O>�
Eve way back when, here in New York. I used a snipers 
=4170�?:�/0>?=:D�,�=0,74?D�%'�>?,=O>�30,/��%en minutes and 43 
seconds later ��20?�?:�8D�.,=�,9/�?30=0O>�'4.?:=4,� 
 Victoria is a celebrity��?3:@23���/4/9O?�69:B�?3,?�@9?47�
she told me. $30O>� ,77� 90=A0>� -01:=0� >30� >00>� 80�� �0=�
friend, the reality TV star, had just been killed right next to 
her.  :B�>30O>�=@99492�@;�?:�80���0=�1,.0�4>�-7,96��0=:?4.�
terror as she ducks and crouches behind my leg. Her little 
black dress is dirty and torn. Trying to get away from the 
kill zone, Victoria had been trampled. If she needed 
;=:?0.?4:9��B077��>30O/�1:@9/�?30�=423?�2@D� 
 $30O>�9:?� ,1=,4/� :1�80��%30=0O>� ,� .=,ED� >94;0=� :9� ?30�
7::>0�� -@?� ?3,?� .=,ED� >94;0=� .:@7/9O?� ;:>>4-7D� -0� 80��
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Everybody knows that snipers are psycho looking guys 
with three names, like Lee Harvey Oswald or John Allen 
Muhammad. 
 �:809?>�0,=740=����,78:>?�.:@7/9O?�>3::?�?3,?�%'�>?,=��
Victoria was standing near her, blocking my shot. Victoria, 
?30�8:>?�-0,@?41@7�B:8,9��OA0�0A0=�>009� 

Victoria needs a ride. Anywhere, just away from here. 
N�O77�;,D�D:@�O�$30�>,D>��-=0,?3492�30,A47D��1ingers dug 

into the backs of my knees.  
 �� 7:A0� D:@�� �� =0>;:9/�� -=0,?3492� >:1?7D�� -@?� �O8� 9:?�
speaking outside my own mind.   
 %30=0O>�,�8,9�:9�,�=::1�90,=-D. He has a bullet hole in 
his temple and I put it there. Beside him is the bolt action 
snipers rifle. Beneath his dead body, a pistol. Gift from 
Chicken George, the rifle was. I B:9O? say where I got the 
pistol. First order of business when I get back to Baltimore 
4>�?:�20?�,�90B�>94;0=>�=4170����.,9O?�-=0,?30�B4?3:@?�:90�:1�
those things. 
 #0808-0=�3:B�?:�8,60�.37:=:1:=8��%3,?O>�3:B���2:?�
the guy. This guy, who had a middle name, he was the last 
;0=>:9� 074849,?0/� 1=:8� ?30� /0,/� %'� >?,=O>� =0,74?D� >3:B��
Big gym rat he was, bad breath. Steroids I know it. The 
dead TV star, after eliminating him, told the entire world 
?3,?�?34>�8,9�B,>�>0.=0?7D�2,D���?�B,>�?30�?=@?3���0�/4/9O?�
take that too well, and the dead reality TV star spit in his 
face. After she slapped him. 
 The guy on the roof, he was an exC marine, but he was 
no trouble for me at all . 
 Victoria is behind my leg, and I load one last box into 
the trunk. The boxes in my trunk are filled with candy for 
?30� �� 2@8-,77� 8,.3490>� �N/� =0.09?7D� ;@=.3,>0/�� �� ?=40/�
2@8-,77� 8,.3490>� 1:=� ,� D0,=� ,1?0=� ?3,?�� -@?� ?30D� /:9O?�
make money unless you have hundreds of them. Not 
worth the gas you burn refilling them really. After the 
2@8-,77�8,.3490>����?=40/�>9,.6�,9/�>:/,�8,.3490>K 
 Uptown, from midtown to Harlem, I take Victoria.  

N�:B�.,9���?3,96�D:@�O�$30�>,D>� 
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 N�0�8D�1=409/�O���>,D�,9/�?3,?�B,>�>:��>:�-=,A0�:1�80� 
 N%3,?O>� >:� >B00?�O� >30� >,D>�� N�077� D0,3�� �O77� -0� D:@=�
1=409/�O 
 She writes her number on an expired insurance card, 
which is lying around for some reason.  
 Between midtown and Spanish Harlem, Victoria had 
sent and received a series of text messages with her phone. 
�O8�,-:@?�?:�149/�:@?�?:�B3:8�>30�B,>�.:88@94.,?492� 
 '4.?:=4,�� >30O>� ,� >4920=��$30�@>0/� ?:� >492�-,.62=:@9/�
for major pop stars as a teenager. She is best known for 
singing choruses on rap records. She has a thick New York 
accent when she speaks. Her hair is weird and curly and I 
142@=0�>30O>�-7,.6�84C0/�B4?3�>:80?3492�:?30=�?3,9�B34?0��
"0=3,;>��:=0,9�:=� ,?4A0��80=4.,9K 
 The thing about making a profession out of killing 
black women is, you know you do not deserve one of the 
handful of cool black women that may reveal themselves. 
Even though they could save countless lives. They could 
perhaps soothe you. King Kong you. 
 We park in front of a building and Victoria is talking 
on the phone. Then out of the building emerges the best 
7::6492�2@D��NA0�0A0=�>009��%30�?D;0�:1�2@D�B3:�0A09�?30�
most confident man .,9O? 307;�-@?�20?�,�-4?�50,7:@>�:1���0O>�
B0,=492�,�B410�-0,?0=�,9/�4?O>�/0,/�B49?0=���4>�>3:@7/0=>�
are round and there is no collarbone visible. He walks like 
30� .,9O?� -0� 64770/�� %423?� .@=7D� 3,4=�� ?,;0=0/� :9� ?30� >4/0>��
with hair sheen applied regularly. Perfect white teeth. 
NBA shooting guard tall. The way he smirks, walks, 
moves, is not like me at all. Another level, he is. And as 
30O>�B,76492� ?:B,=/>�8D� .,=� 7460� 30� .,9O?� -0� 64770/�� �O8�
thinking of Aikido and how I could break his wrist if he 
grabs me. Turn his palm back to his face and apply presC
sure. Snap. Please grab me, I almost whisper aloud. 
Victori,� 20?>� :@?� :1� ?30� .,=� ,9/� >30O>� 3,92492� 1=:8� 34>�
90.6��$30O>�>:�?49D�,9/�30O>�>:�-42��$30O>�>:�-0,@?41@7�,9/�
�O8�>:�/,890/�� 
 %30�2@D�7::6>�:A0=�,?�80��8D�.,=��N*:@�;,D�348�D0?�O�
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He says. 
 Sad little killer. Never got yourself a Victoria. Not 
once. Just fire breathing crack whores, chickens who 
snitch, and potty mouthed escorts for you. Angry little 
hack. Cab driver killer. 
 N�0O>�9:?�,�3,.6���0O>�5@>?�-0492�,�209?708,9�O�'4.?:=4,�
says. 
 More talk between them. Mainly she talks, he listens, 
eyes wide. At first, details of the murder and her getting 
?=,8;70/�� 0C?��O8�-0492�A:@.30/�1:=�� 
 The guy leans into my passenger side window. Big 
1:=0,=8>� ,9/� ,77� ?3,?� 3@96� >B,220=�� N*:@O=0�B07.:80� ?:�
come inside bro. (0O=0�3,A492�:@=�14=>?�,99@,7� 0B�*0,=O> 
Eve getCtog0?30=�O 
 This B:9O? be much of a party now, thanks to me, and 
there will more than likely be police investigators here 
eventually. They will ask Victoria questions which could 
lead to them asking me <@0>?4:9>����.,9O?�=4>6�4?��  

N�,D-0�90C?�D0,=�O���>,D� 
N!6,D�/@/0�O��0�>,D>��N%3,96>�1:=�24A492�30=�,�=4/0�O� 
This guy turns and effortlessly swoops up Victoria, 

and she blows a playful kiss and waves at me. Then he 
carries her away, and I explode within. Like a fireman 
shielding a child from a towering inferno, he slowly rushes 
her to safety. Meanwhile, I am that towering inferno. 
Watching him carry her away enraged me almost to the 
pullCoutCmyCpistol snapping point. Until I started crying. I 
cried and I drove, and every sad song on the radio cried 
with me. I kept crying, perfectly crying, all the way to my 
motel room in New Jersey.  

I called Victoria two more times before I saw her next. 
Once to check the number and we ended up chitCchatting, 
which was very difficult for me to do without plucking my 
lips like a monkey from sheer happiness. The second time I 
phoned was to ask her if there was going to be another 
New Years Eve party, and was I invited. A day has not 
passed in which I do not daydream about Victoria, since 
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that night I met her.  
 That was whatever years ago. 
 Ten minutes till I get my kiss. The New Years Eve kiss 
rule these folks up here in Harlem abide by is: Close your 
�*�$�� ��#���� ,
�""*���(����#�-� � �� !"� �*!&#� �*�$���$$� %���
first person you see of the opposite sex.  

'4.?:=4,O>� -:D1=409/� 3,>� been the recipient of a few 
64>>0>��%3,?�142@=0>���?O>�3,=/�?:�20?�=0-:@9/�;:>4?4:9492�:9�
that guy. Some years it has been other guys. Never me. As 
1:=�'4.?:=4,O>�3@96��30O>� 49� 5,47�,?� ?30�8:809?��$:80?3492�
about getting pulled over with too many baggies of 
powder cocaine. 
 One year, a very prominent rapper kissed Victoria. I 
swear to God he shoved me right out of the way. Hey! 
Stop cheating! 
 Victoria smokes weed and she drinks and she puffs 
cigarettes. Her best friend has a gigantic ass. A big girl 
with a -42�,>>��$30O>�,9�49?0=4:=�/0>4290=�-D�?=,/0��?30�-42�
girl, but she should have went into adult film. That ass on 
'4.?:=4,O>�1=409/�4>�/4>?=,.?492���?077�D:@�� 
 Darwin was wrong. Not about evolution, that hapC
pened. I mean, he was wrong about natural selection. 
%30=0O>�9:?3492�9,?@=,7�,-:@?�>070.?4:9��"=:A4/0/�B4?3�?30�
correct information, women would select men like myself 
8:=0��%30�'4.?:=4,O>�:1�?30�B:=7/�900/�?:�-0�;=:?0.?0/���?O>�
not natural. People unlike me, weaklings they are for the 
better part, they shape the world against me. Jails and 
mental hospitals filled with me. Churches and snobby 
 0B�*0,=O>��A0�;,=?40>�14770/�B4?3�?308� 
 �O8�>@.3�,�80>>���O8�=0,/D�?:�<@4?�6477492�?:9423?���OA0�
really wanted to quit killing since the night I first met 
Victoria. I swear to myself on this night that if I get my 
kiss, I will indeed quit killing.  
 I imagine that kiss. I imagine the sparkling milky way 
above, and I imagine Victoria grinning after she discovers 
4?O>�80�64>>492�30=�� �� 20?�-:7/�B3470�/=4A492�9:=?3�:n the 
Jersey turnpike. Every year, I preach to myself the gospel 
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of me kissing Victoria while passing each turnpike exit. I 
pump myself up real good until I get around exit 7 or so. 
As soon as I hit the George Washington bridge, I get 
terrified. 
 When I arrived earlier, Victoria gave me a warm hug. I 
gave her the teddy bear without the sport coat and slipC
pers. 
 N$?4.6� D:@=� 3,9/� @;� 34>� -@??�O� �� >,4/�� '4.?:=4,� B,>�
,7=0,/D� ?4;>D�� $30� >?@.6� 30=� 3,9/� @;� ?30� -0,=O>� ,>>�� ��
should have put a diamond ring up there too. Got down 
on one knee. 
 5 minutes left. I sip a glass of champagne and chew on 
a handful of breath mints IO/ snatched from a bowl. I lose 
Victoria in the thickening crowd for a second, but then I 
149/�30=�� $30O>�-D� ?30�64?.309�� >?,9/492�B4?3� ?30�-42�-@?t 
girl and a female rapper friend. The female rapper and 
'4.?:=4,O>�-:D1=409/�,=0�.:@>49>�,9/�,=0�=::88,?0>�49�?34>�
apartment.  
 The secret mind of a career bachelor. I should have 
been here as a pro baseball player or a cosmologist. I could 
say with a dri96� 49� :90�3,9/�� N�� >?@/D� ?30� .:>84.�84.=oC
wave background radiation and thousandClightCyearCwide 
.7:@/>�:1�3D/=:209�2,>�O��@?���.30,?0/�:9�%=49,�(,77>�,9/�
here I am. 
  

Seconds left now. 
10. I close the distance between myself and Victoria. Fuck  
     the rule$���-�� !%���!$� ���*��*�$� 
����-���!� ��%!������*�%! �&��� ���#��!&%��� ���#*��*�       
    tongue in her stomach acid. 

 8. �-���!� ��%!��#�����#��&%%����"��(���������$$ her.                                                        
  7. I wonder if her spit tastes like cigarettes?  
  6. They say only men and whores smoke cigarettes. 

������*�$�!&�� -%�$�*�%��t about Victoria. At least not             
     around me. 
4. �!%�%��%��-��� %!�'�!��%� ����"�#$! -$���#$%���� ��� %�  
    rights, by the way. 
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         3. Give yourself to me Victoria and I will at once abandon  

    Africa. 
  2. I will be your slave Victoria. Steal me from Africa. 
  
 ���� 
  
 %30� B3:70� ;,=?D� B,>� .:@9?492� /:B9�� �O8� 49� ;=480�
position, standing right in front of Victoria. Somebody hits 
the lights. 
 Darkness. 
 Happy New Years!  
  %30�7423?>�.:80�-,.6�:9K 
 Honk. Confetti. Hooray. Honk.  
   Horror. 
 %30=0� 4>� ,� 108,70� ?:� 8,70� ?=,9>>0C@,7� ,?� �	� :O.7:.6��
gender bending the rules. She is kissing Victoria, hot, 
violent and deep. Tiny fingers on her ass. 
 I drive up here each year with the innocent hope of a 
little boy in my heart, but each year that hope is ripped out 
of me. Each New Year my hope is replaced and I am 
forced to drive home in crying agony, wondering if I will 
ever leave Harlem :9� ,�  0B� *0,=O>� /,D�with anything 
more than these tiny daggers in my heart. 
 

� 
 
 Run. 
 �:9O?�B,76��=@9� 
 Toward that thing, toward those things that make you 
8:>?�,1=,4/K 
 RUN! 
 %3,?O>�your fear over there. Claim what is yours. Take 
ownership of your fear. Roaches in your house. Fear is 
crawling. Stomp fear. 
 If you fear flying, buy a plane ticket. Fly intercontinenC
tal. 
 If you fear dark alleys, buy a gun. Walk around at 
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night. 
 Me, I fear t30� :90� ?3492� �� >3:@7/9O?��!?30=B4>0� �� ,8�
invulnerable. Unflappable. 
 But you fear death. Why? No one has ever lived that 
/4/�9:?�/40���A09�D:@=�-07:A0/��0>@>�.:@7/9O?�>?,D�1:=0A0=� 
 Nor could the prophet Moses. Muhammad. Albert 
Einstein. Michael Jackson... 
 My fear is crippling. You fear falling from great 
heights. Me, I could spend days on top of a tall building 
with my high powered rifle. 
 You fear God? Are you kidding me? Your bible says 
you were molded in �:/O> image. So you really fear 
D:@=>071��%3,?O> ridiculous, to fear yourself. 
 Many of you have known my fear, but you somehow 
overcame it and now you are not afraid. Rich or poor, you 
are not afraid. 
 ",=,7DE492�� 4>� 8D� 10,=�� !90� 8:809?�� �O8� ,� 1:=.0� :1�
nature. The next, sad. Just fucking sad.  
 You say you fear the police? Dummy. You are the 
police. 
 �D�10,=�B,76>���?�-=0,?30>���?�B,9?>�80��8,D-0����.,9O?�
-0�?::�>@=0�4?�B,9?>�80����>@=0�/:9O?�B,9?�it���?O>�>.,=D� 
 Victoria, horrifying. 
 Africa, not at all. 
 But my fear is not a woman, not really. 
 Run! Top speed. Draw your weapon. 
 *:@O/�-0??0=�9:?�10,=�>:80?3492�>477D�7460�.,?>���,?>�,=0�
sneaky you say? Well if a cat scan :@?>8,=?� D:@�� D:@O=0�
dumb. Dumb people fear everything. 
 I need to heed my own advice. I try once a year. I 
drive to New York, determined to conquer my fear. But 
here I am now, running away. 
 Women, if you fear your husband, leave him. Hot grit 
that bastard if you have to. 
 (:809��41�D:@��10,=�20??492�=,;0/��/:9O?�B0,=�;=:A:cC
ative clothing. Learn Kung fu. Buy a small concealable 
pistol. Even if you have been raped before, you survived. 
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Fight back. Learn. Evolve. Fear is the opposite of evoluC
tion. 
 Fear is religion. Heaven and Hell. Fear is your pastor 
and his VC12 Mercedes. His sparkling Caddy. His house in 
some gated upscale subCdivisio9�D:@O77�90A0=�A4>4?� 
 My fear involves compromise. Sacrifice. Things that 
are hard. Hard for me, some of us. Easy for others, most of 
you. 
 If you fear being made a fool of, educate yourself. Be 
/0?0=8490/�,-:@?� 4?�� �1� D:@� ,=0� ,�80,?-,77�� /:9O?� ?,76� ?::�
much. Listen a lot. 
 �O77�?077�D:@�A0=D�>::9��8D�0C,.?�10,=��-@?�74>?09�,�74??70�
more. Even fear itself is not worth fearing. Confront it. The 
-4220>?�?3492���?O>�9:?3492� 
 �,@?4:9� 4>� 2::/�� �:9O?� >;09/� 7460� ,� 1::7�� �:9O?� ?,60�
your hard earned money and gamble or make all or 
9:?3492� 49A0>?809?>�� �:9O?� .:>429� 1:=� ,9D?3492� -D� ?30�
way. Ever. 
 In orders of magnitude, caution is the moon. Fear is 
the visible universe.  
 Caution is a million. Fear is a googol. A one with a 
hundred zeros. 
 A googolplex is fear, a one with a googol zeroes. 
 Start counting to a googolplex. Halfway there you can 
be afraid. By then every atom in the universe will have 
dissolved, or the universe will have long before collapsed 
in to a gravitational singularity. Heat death, or the big 
crunch, they call it. 
 !6,D��D:@�=0,/D���0=0�4?�4>��@8K 
 I think of Victoria and I .,9O? >,D�4?�� �O8�>@.3�,�8:nC
ster. Guiltless chickens frequently die by my hands. I have 
bad karma. Good credit though. 
 Victoria, I fail you.  
 I .,9O? say it Victoria. I .,9Ot pull you close and whisC
per the things hidden within my secret mind. 
 #423?�9:B��O8�/=4A492�3:80��#,/4:�:11���O8�49�?30�1,=�
right lane, slogging along. Shit, I should have stepped up. 
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Done something. 
 �@?�?3,?O>�4?����10,=�8D�:B9�>@..0>>����10,=�3,;;490>>. I 
fear love. I B:9O? go near love. I get queasy when I picture 
myself and Victoria holding hands, walking through some 
park in love. But I do want to walk through a park with 
'4.?:=4,�� �� 5@>?�/:9O?�B,9?� ?:� 1:=24A0�-7,.6�B:809���9/���
/:9O?�B,9?�?:�-0�1:=2iven either. I just want to cry and kill 
and hope and lose. I want attention, and I want to be left 
alone. I want to be eternally remembered, and I want to be 
<@4.67D�1:=2:??09���460���>,4/�-01:=0���O8�,�80>>��  

 
 
 

?O>�,�B006�,1?0=� 0B�*0,=O> day, a Sunday, and 
Africa has made plans for the two of us. Her 
uncle gave her tickets to a Ravens playoff game. 

A 4:15 start time. Also, a friend invited her and a guest to a 
comedy club that Sunday night, which was to feature a 
popular black female comedian. This comedian, the 
headliner, was pretty funny. Visually, she has a nice 
athletic body, but her face is primate looking, something 
she plays up with self deprecating humor. Okay, I say to 
�1=4.,��;4.6�D:@�@;�,?�
�:O.7:.6K 
 First, before I hook up with Africa, I have to see my 
1,847D���?O>�2=,9/8,O>���th birthday. Early afternoon party 
at her house. 
 �0=0O>�8D�1,847D�� 
 My mother, who B:9O? -0�?30=0�-0.,@>0�>30O>������ 
 Aunt Lisa and her husband, uncle Larry.  
 My younger cousins Jeanetta and Larrisha, both now 
adults.  
 My granny of course, and her 5th of Montebello Long 
Island Iced Tea. I seldom see the two of them separated.  
 And lastly my favorite family member, Aunt Penny. 
 I used to  have a crush on Aunt Penny growing up. 
�A0=D?3492�>30�B0,=>�4>�>649�?423?��,9/�>30O>�9:B�B077�:A0=�
50. Her tits either defy gravity or her bras are industrial 

I 
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strength. Her butt is wide as well as her hips. She never 
bore any children and she always has a new boyfriend or 
two, usually far younger than she is. When I was a child, 
maybe 4 or 5, she would reach under the table while we 
B0=0� 0,?492� ,9/� ;7,D� B4?3� 8D� .=,96�� �D�8:?30=� /4/9O?�
care. They both would later say it was to make sure I 
/4/9O?�?@=9�:@?�2,D��%30�?,.?4.�B:=60/���guess. When Aunt 
Penny jerked me off at age 12 however, that may have 
-009� ,� -4?�8@.3���@?�/:9O?� ?3496�-,/� ,-:@?��@9?�"099D��
$30O>�>;0.4,7� 
 �OA0� 3,/� ?34>� ��(� $&'� >49.0� 8D� 7,>?� .:9?=,.?�� �?O>�
pretty nimble and has more room than my old car. Africa 
loves it��(309��O8�;,=,7707�;,=6492�49�1=:9?�:1�2=,9/8,O>����
spot Jeanette. She has a newborn in a car seat carrier, all 
>B,//70/��%34>�4>�90B>�?:�80����/4/9O?�0A09�69:B�>30�B,>�
pregnant. 
 N�0AC7D9�O� $30� >,D>�� ,9/� >30� 649/� :1� >492>�8D�9,80��
riding out each syllable. Jeanette favors Aunt Penny. Same 
round smiling face. Same body type. Jeanette is a devout 
Christian though. Devout may be a weak description. Bible 
thumper may be more appropriate. 
 N�0D��0,9�O���>,D��N(309�/4/�D:@�3,A0�,�-,-D�O 
 N :A08-0=�O�>30�>,D>��NI gained 45 pounds but it was a 
blessing. The word calls upon us to be fruitful. The million 
dollar question is when are you going to have another 
.347/�O 
 My family, the women besides my grandmother, keep 
49�7::>0�.:9?,.?�B4?3�8D�/,@23?0=O>�8:?30=��%30D�>ee her 
out and about from time to time. 
 N�� /:9O?� 69:B�O� �� >,D� ?:� 30=�� N�O8� >.,=0/� :1� B:809�
?30>0�/,D>�O 
 N�:9O?�-0�?::�>.,=0/�O�>30�>,D>��N��7:?�:1�:@=�-7,.6�809�
these days are forgetting women altogether and living on 
the down low, if you know what I mea9��%3,?O>�,9�,-:8iC
9,?4:9�49�?30�0D0>�:1��:/�O 
 �� D:@92� 8,9� 080=20>� 1=:8� �0,90??0O>� .,=�� �� B,>9O?�
trying but I gave him a suspicious look. Bad habit I guess. 
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 N%3,?O>�8D� 14,9.F��=4,9�O�$30�>,D>�� N�0� 4>� >?@/D492� ?:�
become a reverend. His daddy is coCpastor a?�:@=�.3@=.3�O 
 ��>3,60��=4,9O>�3,9/��(3,?O>�@;�-=:?30=�649/�:1�>?@11��
 N*:@=�>4>?0=�30=0�O���>,D�?:��0,90??0� 
 N*0>�O�$30�>,D>�,9/�>30O>�>492492�,2,49��N�D�74??70�>4>?0=�
3,>�2:?�8,9�?=:@-70>��*:@�69:B�>30�74A0>�30=0�9:B��=423?�O 
 �� /:9O?� 20?� 49?:� 2:>>4;�� I smile and the 4 of us go 
inside. 
 N!3�8D��:/�� �::6�B3:� >3:B0/� @;�O� �@9?� "099D� 4>�
>?=@??492� ?:B,=/� 80�� ,=8>� >;=0,/�� $30O>� B0,=492� ,� :90�
piece black cat suit and red stiletto knee high boots. 
 N�0A7D9�O���30,=�,-:A0�,77�A:4.0>��ND:@�.:80�=423?�:A0=�
here be1:=0���1@.6�D:@�@;�O�%34>�4>�8D�2=,9/8:?30=��!90�49�
?30�,1?0=9::9�,9/�>30O>�,7=0,/D�?,960/� 
 I hug everyone. Aunt Penny a little longer than the 
=0>?��&9.70��,==D�4>�:9�?30�.:@.3�B,?.3492�1::?-,77���0O>�,�
good man I guess. Good at least, to my aunt. He  works as 
an overhead mechanic for Baltimore Gas and Electric. 
BGE, they call the company these days. 
 &9.70��,==D�>,D>��N(3:�D:@�2:?��0A7D9���=009��,D�:=�
�=4E:9,�O 
 �O8� 9:?� 49?:� >;:=?>� ,9D8:=0�� �� ;0=>:9,77D� ?3496� 4?O>�
foolish the way men follow sports. Especially those 24 
3:@=� >;:=?>� 90B>� 90?B:=6>�� �?O>� 7460� General Hospital for 
guys. All My Children for male couch potato stayCatChomes.  
 N�=4E:9,�O� �� >,D� -0.,@>0� �� /:9O?� B,9?� ?:� 20?� 348�
started. 
 N%30��,=/49,7>�,49O?�90A0=�B:9�,�.3,8;4:9>34;�49�?30�
Super Bowl 0=,�O�30�>,D>��N��2:?��=009��,D�O 
 N�O8�2:492�?:�?30�2,80�7,?0=�O���>,D� 
 �0�>,D>��N�,89�-:D��*:@�2:?�;7,D:11�?4.60?>����7::60/�
on the internet for tickets, and some people were selling 
them for 700 apiece��%3,?O>�?::�=4.3�1:=�8D�-7::/��0>;0.4,lC
ly if my t0,8� 4>9N?� ;7,D492�� �� 2@0>>� D:@� -0� 8,6492� -42�
8:90D�B4?3�?3:>0�A09/492�8,.3490>��3@3�O 
 N�,6492�,�6477492�O���>,D� 
 &9.70� �,==D� >,D>�� N%30�#,A09>� ,=0� >:==D� ,>� 3077� ,9yC
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way. They lost their last 4 games. You might as well say 
they backed into the damn playoffs. The Pittsburgh 
$?0070=>��%3,?O>�8D�?0,8�O 
 Uncle Larry is  from York, PA.  He met my Aunt Lisa 
at a Baltimore nightclub and got her pregnant with JeanetC
ta the same night. He never went back home. Not once. 
 �@9?� �4>,� 4>� B:=6492� ?30� 64?.309�� $30O>�wearing an 
apron. Her hair is an elegant graying afro. Aunt Lisa was 
,7B,D>�?30�.7,>>40>?�>4>?0=���D�8:8��B077�,9DB,D>���O77� 70?�
you guess what Aunt Penny always was. 
 N*:@�3@92=D��0A7D9�O��@9?��4>,�>,D>� 
 N��74??70�O���>,D� 
 N$34?��(0�,77�3@92=D�O��D�2=,9dma again. 
 N$?:;�.@>>492�8,�O��@9?��4>,�>,D>��N*:@�69:B��0,90??0�
-=:@23?�?30�-,-D�O 
 N�4?.3� ?3,?� -,-D� ,49O?� 0A09� 3,71� ,� D0,=� D0?�� $30� .,9O? 
@9/0=>?,9/�9:�.@>>492�O 
 N�,��B0�?,760/�,-:@?�?34>�O 
 N*0>�-4?.3��,9/���?:7/�D:@�?34>� 4>�8D�3:@>0��8D�-4=?hC
day, and 8D�2://,890/�=@70>���:9O?�1@.6�B4?3�80�?:/,D�
�4>,�O 
 N*:@� >3:@7/9O?� ?,60� ?30��:=/O>�9,80� 49�A,49���=,9dC
8,�O��0,90??0�>,D>� 
 N�B� >3@?� @;� .347/�� *:@=�8:?30=� 20?>� :9�8D� 90=A0>��
Like I told you in the hospital when you had your babyJ 
your mother, that damn Lisa, has always been difficult. 
Since before she was born. When I had Lyn, easy. Penny, 
0,>D���4>,��	��3:@=>�:1�3,=/�2://,89�7,-:=�O 
 N%:@.3/:B9�O�&9.70��,==D�>?,9/>�@;� 
 ��7::6�,=:@9/��N(30=0O>��,==4>3,�O 
 N&;>?,4=>�O��@9?�"099D�>,D>��N�=D492�:A0=�?3,?� 02=:�O 
 N%3,?�94220=�,49O?�/:�>34?�?:�30=�O��=,9/8,�>,D>��N$30O>�
a little ho. Plain and simple. She had sex with her boyC
1=409/O>� .:@>49� ,9/� 34>� -0>?� 1=409/� ,?� ?30� >,80� ?480���4>�
-0>?�1=409/�?:7/�348�B3,?�3,;;090/�,9/�30�;@?��,==4>3,O>�
,>>� :@?�� %3,?O>�B3D� >30O>� -009� >?,D492� :A0=� 30=0�� �� /:9O?�
69:B�B30=0�>30�20?>�-0492�,�3:�1=:8�O 
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 We all try not to look at Aunt Penny. 
 �� >,D�� N!6,D� 2=,9/8,�� �:B�8@.3� /:� D:@� B,9?� 1:=�
D:@=�-4=?3/,D�O 
 �=,9/8,� >8470>�� $30� /:0>9O?� >,D� ,�B:=/� -01:=0� >30�
fires up a cigarette. 
 N�,�� %30� -,-D� 4>� @;>?,4=>�O��@9?� �4>,� >492>� 1=:8� ?30�
kitchen. 
 N$3@?�@;�-4?.3���7B,D>�>42941D492�O 
 N�:B�8@.3�/:�D:@�B,9?�8,�O���>,D����;@77�:@?�,�69:?�
:1�.,>3��%09�?3:@>,9/�8,D-0����/4/9O?�.:@9?�4?� 
 N(077�� �OA0� 2:?� ?:� ;,D� ?30� ?,C0>� :9� ?30� 3:@>0� >::9��
Then I got to pay the damn cable bill for all them payCperC
A40B�8:A40>��,==4>3,�:=/0=>�O 
 N$,D�,�9@8-0=�2=,9/8,�O 
 N�:@7/���3,A0�����O 
 N%,60�?34>�O���24A0�30=�?B:�?3:@>,9/�/:77,=>� 
 N$34?�O�&9.70��,==D�>,D>��N��900/�>:80�8:90D�?::���O8�,�
2=,9/1,?30=�9:B�O 
 I alway>� /:� ?34>�� �� .:80� 30=0� :9� 8D� 2=,9/8:?30=O>�
birthday and dispense the proceeds of murder amongst 
my family.  
 I give uncle Larry 200. 
 Aunt Lisa gets 500. 
 ��/:9O?�24A0��=4,9�>34?� 
 �@9?�"099D��>30�20?>�,�?3:@>,9/��N�0?�?30�24=7>�O���>,D�
to her. 
 Aunt Penny heads for the stairs. Her heels are loud. I 
>3:@7/9O?� -0� ;006492� ,?� 8D� ,@9?>� ,>>�� �� >3:@7/9O?� B,9?�
another handC5:-� 1=:8� 30=� 04?30=�� -@?� �O8� ,7=0,/D� /,mC
aged goods. 
 %30�24=7>�-:@9.0�/:B9�?30�>?0;>��%30�-,-D�4>9O?�B4?3�
them. 
 N�� 30,=/� ?30=0�B,>� ,� >6499D� 94gga down here giving 
:@?� 8:90D�O� �,==4>3,� >,D>�� $30O>� 7423?0=Cskinned than 
everyone in the family. When we discuss Larrisha privateC
ly, my grandmother and Aunt Penny both swear me up 
,9/�/:B9�?3,?�&9.70��,==D�4>9O?�30=�1,?30=� 
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 N�:80�30=0�,9/�24A0�80�8D�3@2 14=>?�O���>,D� 
 I hug my cousin and my nose tells me Larrisha has 
;4.60/�@;�,�B00/�3,-4?��$3:@7/9O?�-0�8@.3�:1�,�=0/� 17,2��
but we all think she has a little bit of my mother in her. 
 �0,90??0� 20?>� ,� ?3:@>,9/�� N%,60� .,=0� :1� ?3,?� -,-D�O� ��
say. 
 I give Larri>3,����� ��$30�>,D>��.:@9?492�?30�8:90D�� N��
>,B�D:@=�/,@23?0=�,�10B�B006>�,2:�O 
 �@9?� ;099D� <@4.67D� ,//>�� N*0;� �0A7D9�� 80� ,9/�
Larrisha was at Mondawmin and we saw the both of them. 
%3,?� 74??70� 24=7� 4>� >:� ;=0??D�� $30O>� D077:B� >64990/�� -@?� ��
swear she looks j@>?�7460�30=�1,?30=�O 
 �460���>,4/���OA0�90A0=�>009�8D�/,@23?0=� 
 I would beat a man back from the dead, drag him 
/:B9�?:�3077�,9/�6477�348�,2,49��?:�3:7/�8D�74??70�24=7K 
 Like I said, Trina will not let me see my daughter. 
 N%=49,�,>60/�,-:@?�D:@�?::�O��,rrisha says. 
 ��/:9O?�B,9?�?:�.=D�>:���/:9O?�>;0,6� 
 N$30O>�;=029,9?�,2,49����/:9O?�80,9�9:�3,=8��-@?�?3,?�
>3:.60/�?30�>34?�:@?�:1�80�O��,==4>3,�>,D>�� 
 N$3@?�?30�3077�@;�O��@9?�"099D�8@8-70>�?:��,==4>3,�� 
 Larrisha ignores Aunt Penny. She is speaking to the 
=::8�� -@?� 0A0=D:90� 4>� 7::6492� ,?� 80�� N%30D� >,D� %=49,O>�
friend who disappeared turned her gay. They was in 
9@=>492�>.3::7�?:20?30=�O 
 This was the first time I heard that Trina was gay. I 
B,9?0/�?:�>8470�:=���B,9?0/�?:�>.=0,8���O8�9:?�>@=0� 
 N$30O>�;=029,9?�,>�3077�9:B�?3:@23�O��@9?�"099D�>,D>��
0C3,7492��N�0=�1,.0�4>�27:B492KO 
 �,==4>3,� 30,/>� -,.6� @;>?,4=>�� N�:88D�O� $30� .,77>� ?:�
Aunt Lisa. 
 N(3,?�O 
 N%077�80�B309�?30�1::/�=0,/D�O 
 N(3,?0A0=�O��@9?��4>,�>,D>� 
 N*,O77�-4?.30>�.=,ED�O��@0>>�B3:�>,4/�?3,?� 
 I am visibly upset. Any words, reports about my 
daughter and I damn near lose it. Aunt Penny sits me 
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/:B9� :9� ?30� 7:A0� >0,?� ,9/� >30O>� >:1?7D� .,=0>>492� 8D�
6900K 
 N�4=>?� /:B9�O� �9/� ?34>� ?480� 4?O>� �=4,9� D077492� ,9/�
clapping. Uncle Larry is just smiling at him. 
 Welcome to the family. 
 

� 
 
 %30� #,A09>� 2,80�B,>9O?� ,9D?3492� >;0.4,7�� �?�B,>� ,>�
cold as liquid nitrogen up in the stands where we sat, and 
we lost. Well more precisely, they lost. The score was 45C15 
in the 3rd quarter. While the teams were changing goal 
posts for the final period, I was pulling Africa towards the 
nearest exit. Africa in a mink coat and a pair of stilettos is a 
sight to behold. Dating an escort becomes just that. She 
escorts you. Aesthetically improves you. Africa is good at 
making me look good. 
 �?O>� 9:?� =0,77D� ,� -42� /0,7�� -D� ?30�B,D�� -@?��1=4.,� 4>� ,�
squirter. 
 (3,?O>� ,� ><@4=?0=�� �08,70� :=2,>8>���C spot stimulaC
?4:9���,9O?�600;�,�>0?�:1�/=D�-0/�>300?>�B4?3�?34>�24=7���0=�
-0/�3,>�;7,>?4.�.:A0=>�:A0=�?30�8,??=0>>� 7460�>30O>���D0,=>�
old. When excited she convulses and sprays a clear liquid, 
>7423?7D�?34.60=�?3,9�B,?0=��$30O77�>:=?�:1�;@>3�80�:11�:1�30=�
and then sploosh, all in my face and chest. First time she 
squirted me I was a bit perturbed to say the least. Then she 
showed me other girls sq@4=?492�:9�?30�49?0=90?��%30=0O>�,�
whole subCgenre of porn dedicated to squirting.  
 85 percent of all internet revenue is directly related to 
;:=9����/:9O?�:B9�,�.:8;@?0=���4?30=��O8�,� 0,9/0=?3,7�:=�
�O8�?::�.,@?4:@>��$3:B�80�,�8,9�B3:�/:0>9O?�8,>?@=-,?0�
3:B0A0=��,9/��O77�>3:B�D:@�,�.:=;>0� 
 (0O=0� �9� �::?0=>�� ,9/� �1=4.,� 4>� 0,?492� B492>� B4?3�
.070=D� ,9/� -7@0� .300>0�� $30O>� 24A492�80� ?3:>0� �3=4>?8,>�
tree green eyes and the blue cheese left on her lips is 
supposed to represent my semen. Africa, the little slut, she 
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always plays like this. 
 ��/:9O?�69:B�B3D�?30D�>?477�.,77�?34>�;7,.0��::?0=>�� :�
big tit girls in here. Not one. Just rail thin white girls 
everywhere, a few tiny Asians with aerosol can bodies, 
and a few black girls. The girlfriend of the cop serving time 
1:=�?30�;=:>0.@?:=���64770/��>30O>�-0349/�?30�-,=���1=4.,�,9/�
�� 70,A0�,9/��� ?4;�?30�.:;>�24=71=409/����-@.6>��$30O77�90A0=�
know why I did that. 

The Harborplace Mall sits 30 feet off the Inner Harbor. 
Along with the two pro stadiums four blocks west, the 
hotels and malls in this region represent the financial 
bread basket of the city. On Ravens game day Harborplace 
is packed. Despite the Ravens losing, this evening is no 
different. People stare at Africa and me a lot. Big white 
girl. Little appleCheaded black guy. Big forehead on that 
guy. There is at least a mile between his eyebrows and his 
hairline, someone says. Africa has the baby making hips. 
%30��0??D��::;�?3492��4?O>�30=>���1=4.,�B,9?>�,9�4.0�.=0,8�
cone. Here we go with the symbolic semen thing again.  

(0OA0�2:?�?480�?:�6477�-01:=0�?30�.:80/D�>3:B�>?,=?>��
Africa wants to walk down by the water. Too cold for that 
-@77>34?����>,D��%34>�8,77�B0O=0�49��?30�:90�B30=0��::?0=>�4>��
mainly features food. A short walk away on Pratt Street is 
an evil twin to this mall which features more clothing and 
tourist stuff. �0?O> go there, I say. 
 N*:@O=0�?30�-:>>��9422,�O�$30�>,D>� 
 A group of young black boys overhear Africa call me 
nigger. They stare, wide eyed. Now pay attention boys. 
%34>� 4>�3:B�D:@O=0�>@;;:>0/� to do it. Pocket full of cash. 
Overweight lover on your arm. A slut white girl who will 
swallow everything and call you every racial epithet you 
want her to while you nail her. Yep boys. In life, you get 
what you pay for. You sure do. 
 Pay for what you get, you surely must. 
 I used to pay Africa like one would any other escort. 
Now I pay her rent. Whenever she asks, I give her a 
hundred here. 200 there. Not much more though. Shit is 
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20??492�,�-4?�?423?���?O>�-009�,�7:92�?480�>49.0�,�-,>0-,77�3,>�
rolled onto 8D�7,B9K 
 I might have to sell my vending machines too. These 
gas prices are fucking my margins up. 
 Until you decide to marry or blow your brains out, 
find a girl, slut or princess, and pay the shit out of her. Tell 
30=�49�9:�@9.0=?,49�?0=8>�?3,?�D:@O=0�not paying to be with 
30=��*:@O=0� >@=0� ,>� 3077� 9:?�;,D492�30=� -0.,@>0� D:@� 7:A0�
30=���:9O?� 20?�80� >?,=?0/��*:@O=0�;,D492� 1:=� 30=� ?:� 70,A0�
you alone and give you space whenever you need her to. 
Otherwise, a woman will rearrange your life, messing up 
your important personal business. 
 At the second mall, I buy an Orioles hat and I buy 
�1=4.,�,�;@=>0���O8�=@99492�:@?�:1�.,>3�30=0����34?�?30�.,>3�
machine and withdraw 300 twice. 
 Later, Africa is tapping my shoulder. Time to go to the 
>3:BK 
       

� 
 
 There are zero parking spaces in front of, or on the 
same street as the comedy club. I circle the block a few 
times and Africa has an idea. She remembers that the 
parking garage behind the club which used to be for 
residents only of an upscale condominium complex, is 
9:B�:;09�1:=�,77�?:�;,=6�1:=�1=00���?O>�,7B,D>�/,=6�49�?30=0��
>30� >,D>�� �O8� ;@77492� 49?:� ?30� 2,=,20� ,9/� >30O>� 14//7492�
with my rod through my pants.  No time for that, I say. 
Her blowjob skills are subCpar anyhow. More hand and 
spit than mouth and throat. Trick licking, the hookers call 
it. I remove her hand from my lap and now her hand is in 
her purse, fishing for something. A crowd of white guys 
,=0� 49� ?30�;,=6492�2,=,20��!//� 7::6492��%30DO=0� >?,9/492�
behind the unfolded tailgate of an old blue pickup. I 
B:@7/�3,A0�,A:4/0/�?308�41���.:@7/OA0�-@?�?34>�B,>�,�?49D�
twoClevel garage.  There are no cameras I could see, and 
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�O8�2::/�,?�>;:??492�.,80=,>����.:@7/9O?�;,=6�>:�1,=�,B,D�
1=:8� ?308� ?3,?� ?30D� B:@7/9O?� 3,A0� ,� .70,=� A40B� :1� 80�
when I got out, an/��O8�9:?�2:492�?:�=@9�:=�34/0�41�?30D�20?�
bold. You know about me and fear. 
 I get out first. Africa gets out, walks over and takes my 
,=8���=8�,9/�,=8�B0�2:�,9/�>30O>�B,76492�0A09�3,=/0=�
than usual, clickCclacking. The echo silences the white 
guys. To reach the stairs we have to walk right past them. 
Red suspenders. I think I hear a British accent on one of 
them. We get close and I hear something directed at us. 
 N�::/�0A09492�>4>?0=�O�!90�>,D>����/:9O?�B,9?�?:�>?,=0�
,9/� ?=D� ?:� 142@=0� :@?� B3:N>� ?,76492�� %hat might start 
trouble. Africa sucks her teeth. 
 N :� 3,71� -=00/� -,-D� 8,6492� ?:9423?� >4>?0=�� �:9O?�
8@=/0=�D:@=�:B9�;0:;70�O��=4?4>3�,..09?�,2,49� 
 I glance over them. Seven I count. They notice me 
counting. 
 N"::640��(3,?O>�@;�>?4.6�8,9�O�!90�>,D>� 
 N�00;�B,76492�O���B34>;0=�?:��1=4.,� 
 N�=,.6�6477>�O�!90�>,D>� 
 $6499D� 2@D>� ,=0� 2:492� ?:� 20?� Nyou must smoke crackO�
jokes from time to time. I should be over that stuff by this 
;:49?� 49�8D�7410�-@?��O8�,7=0,/D�=02=0??492�9:?�3,A492�8D�
pistol in my jacket pocketK 
 

� 
 
 Destiny is the stage name of �1=4.,O>� most trusted 
comrade and fellow nude dancer. A transplant from west 
to east, she retains only the tiniest trace of her Californian 
accent. The eye contacts, blue, and the long babyCdollChair 
-=,4/>�� ?3,?O>� ?30��,74� 24=7� >?477� 49�30=���0>?49D� >,D>�� N�4=eC
>?,=��(3,?O>�@;�-4?.3�O� 
 N�0D� 24=7�O��1=4.,� >,D>�� �@=:;0,9� >?D70� .3006� 64>>492��
SmoochCsmooch. 
 N�077:�84>?0=��0A7D9�O��0>?49D�>,D>� ?:�80��$30�64>>0>�
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my cheek and leaves a wet mark I want to wipe off. But 
not -0.,@>0� �� /:9O?� 7460� 30=�� �0>?49D� 4>� ,� 74??70� .3:.:7,?0�
sundae. Thin but not skinny. Almost dwarf short. Bubble 
booty. Good pussy. Real good. Like a person drowning, it 
grips you, the pussy. I know this first hand. A week before 
last Thanksgiving, my birthday weekend, I had Africa 
doing her traditional reverse cowgirl. Destiny was on my 
face. 
 ��7:.,7�.:80/4,9�4>�:9�>?,20��(0O=0�49�,�=::8�>?@110/�
with people at circle tables that seat four. Destiny is 
working. She has a white man with her who looks about 
45ish. Ash blonde hair. Seventies porn star mustache, also 
ash blonde. He stands up and I pump his hand. 
 N�:B� 7:92� D:@� -009� 30=0� �;=47�O� �1=4.,� >,D>�� ,9/�
B0O=0�,77� >4??492�/:B9�9:B�� ��/4/9O?�69:B�?3,?��;=47�B,>�
�0>?49DO>�-4=?3�9,80�@9?47�?34>�8:809?� 
 N(0OA0�-009�30=0�1:=�,-:@?�3,71�,9�3:@=�O��0>?49D�>,D>��
N%30�7,>?�.:80/4,9�B,>�1@99D�,>�>34?��%34>�1::7�4>�:6,D�O 
 After getting off my face, Destiny had pushed Africa 
onto her back and went lollipop on her. I steadied myself 
behind Destiny. Really good inside that girl. Crooked, 
even. You push in your crank and her walls force you 
sharply to the left. 
 A bottle of Moet sits tilted in a bucket. Two half filled 
glasses sit in front of Destiny and her date. Destiny wigC
gles her arm high in the air. A waitress appears, a black 
lady, and soon we have two more glasses on the table. The 
seventies porn guy lights a Marlboro. He blows smoke 
=492>���OA0�90A0=�142@=0/�:@?�3:B�;0:;70�/:�?3,?� 
 �:809?>� 49?:� �0>?49D� 0,?492� �1=4.,O>� ;@>>D�� �1=4.,�
wails loudly and squirts. A good, strong squirt too. Like 
the best public park water fountain and you just stick your 
1,.0� 49� ?30=0�� �� ?3:@23?� �0>?49D� 690B� ,-:@?� �1=4.,O>�
squirting. I thought she was down. 
 Nope. 
 N�4?.3����69:B�D:@�/4/9O?�5@>?�;4>>�49�8D�1,.0�O� 
 Africa /:0>9O?�4880/4,tely respond, being weak from 
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that violent orgasm. Disheveled, her body is limp and 
flaccid, and her hair is a stinky sweatCdrenched mess that 
>?4.6>�?:�30=�30,/���1=4.,�B,>�>?,=?70/�-D��0>?49DO>�>@//09�
switch to anger.  
 �1=4.,�8,9,20>�?:�>;0,6��N%3,?O>�9:?�;4>>KO 
 N�4?.3�� /:9O?� 9:-:/D� .ome 7460� ?3,?�� %3,?O>� ;4>>�O�
Destiny is fighting mad. I had to pull out of her, making 
the right turn.  
 NIt's 9:?�;00���>B0,=����.,9�>3:B�D:@�49�,�8:A40�O 
 N*:@�,49O?�2:?�?:�>3:B�80�>34?����69:B�B3,?�;4>>�?,>?0>�
7460�O 
 I B:9O?�0A09�?:@.3�?3,?�:90� 
 Africa is maybe 200 pounds even. Maybe 190. Destiny 
goes around 115. Regardless, Destiny pins Africa down 
and starts punching her in the head. Africa rolls off the 
-0/��$30� .:A0=>�@;�,9/�>30O>� >.=0,8492�� $30� >?=@2270>� ?:�
stand but Destiny clips her. 
 N�:80�30=0�-4?.3�O 
 I mean, you rent a hotel room, a nice one. You get two 
top notch strippers, at least in your eyes. �?O> your birthday 
B00609/�� *:@� 3,A0� D:@=� ;4;0� 49� D:@=� 3,9/� ,9/� 4?O>�
?3=:--492� 0A09� 8:=0� ?3,9� -01:=0�� �?O>� ;@7>,?4ng because 
these two tattooed strippers are naked and on the floor 
wrestling. Going at it. One has a dripping vagina that 
leaves wet marks wherever her butt slides. The other has a 
1,.0�?3,?�4>�/=4;;492�?30�14=>?�:90O>�.@8�� 
 Yep. This was the most erotic 8:809?� �OA0� 0A0=� 3,/�
sexually. Bar none. 
 ��/4/9O?�B,9?�?:�>?:;�?308����;007�:11�?30�.:9/:8�,9/���
cover the wet spot on the bed with a pillow. Then I recline. 
Masturbation is always an alternative. 
 �1=4.,� 3:770=>�� N�0A7D9�� $30O>� ?=D492� ?:� 1=42249O� 6477�
me�O� 
 (30=0O>�8D�A4/0:�.,80=,����?3496� 
 N�@.6492� >7@?� B3:=0�O� �0>?49D� >,D>�� ,8:92� :?30=�
insults. I mean Destiny, 70?O> not start doing the pot/kettle 
thing. 
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 Only a minute or so has passed. The screams are now 
grunts. Any next room eavesdropper must think �O8�(47?�
Chamberlain up in this motherfucker. 
 ��B4>3���/4/9O?�3,A0�?:�>?:;�?34>� 
 I pounce on Destiny and pin her arm behind her back. 
She stops struggling instantly, once she feels that pressure. 
 N!3�>:�D:@�?B:�,=0�2:492�?:�-,96�80�O�$30�>,D>� 
 N$3@?�@;�O���>,D��N*:@O=0�:@?�:1�.:9?=:7��$30O>�9:?�7D492��
%3,?O>� 3:B� >30� .omes. Why would she want to piss in 
your face? *:@O=0�30=�-@//D����?3:@23?�D:@�690B�3:B�>30�
20?>�/:B9�O 
 N�OA0�90A0=�-009�B4?3�30=�-01:=0�O�$30�>,D>��N��:97D�/4/�
this because she told me 4?�B,>�D:@=�-4=?3/,D�O 
 N$30O>�;,D492�D:@��=0808-0=�?3,?�O���>,D�,9/���70?�30=�
up. 
 Africa has retreated to the bathroom. Destiny sits 
�9/4,9�>?D70�:9�?30�17::=�,9/�>30O>�B4;492�30=�1,.0���0>?49D�
starts laughing and digs an ex pill out of her purse, and 10 
849@?0>� 7,?0=� �O8� 749492� @;� -0349/� ?3,?� 701?� ?@=9� ;@>>D�
once again. 
 Reminiscing on that takes me through two glasses of 
-@--7D���O8�-=:@23?�-,.6�?:�?30�30=0�,9/�9:B�-D�.7,;;492��
%30�30,/7490=�.:80/4,9��>30O>�/@0�@;�90C?� 
 Destiny is smoking a cigarette. That thing about 
whores and cigarettes, I get it now. Destiny mounts the 
>0A09?40>� ;:=9:� >?,=� ,9/� 9:B� >30O>� 2=49/492� 49� 34>� 7,;��
$30O>�;=:-,-7D�?=D492�?:�.3,920�?30�N3:@=7DO�0>.:=?�=,?0�>30�
.3,=20>� 49?:� ,9� Nall=night=with=happy=endingO� =,?0�� %30�
seventies stud, his brotherCinClaw owns this club, I find 
out. 
 ��2:�?:�?30�-,?3=::8��(309���20?�-,.6�?:�8D�>0,?���O8�
greeted by a peck from Africa, and an all out assault on 
black men going on onstage. 
 The black female comedian was on the clock. 
 N��-7,.6�8,9�/:9O?�-0740A0� 49�9:�.,9/707423?�/4990=�O�
?30�.:80/4,9�>,D>��N@970>>�?3,?�94220=O>�2,>�,9/�070.?=4.�4>�
.@?�:11�O 
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 �� >?:;� /=496492�� �O8� 1007492� ?30� .3,8;,290� ,� -4?� ?::�
much. The comedian continues. 
 N$34?�O� >30� >,D>�� �=,9/4� 49� 30=� 701?� 3,9/�� :9� 4.0�� N��
nigger thinks being honest is telling you his government 
9,80�O 
 NK�D�8,9� .,77>� 34>� /4.6� �,=90>?�� �� ,>60/�� B3D� D:@�
.,77�D:@=�/4.6�#:20=���0�>,4/�4?�5@>?�/:9O?�1007�=423?�70??492�
a noC9,80�3,A492�94220=�8,60�,77�34>�/0.4>4:9>�O 
 $30��.:8;74809?>��?30�.=:B/���(0O=0�,ll good looking, 
she says. She recounts a story about her niece who lives in 
?30�;=:50.?>��%309�>30O>�-,.6�49�,??,.6�8:/0� 
 N%30>0� /,D>�O� >30� >,D>�� N�� /:9O?� .,=0� ,-:@?� ,� 94220=>�
;0=>:9,7�-@>490>>�@970>>�30�:B9>�?3,?�8:?30=1@.60=�O 
 NKCan't be too many niggers in heaven cause, shit, 
?3,?�B:@7/�-0�8:?30=1@.6492�3077�O 
 And to think, this woman used to play a wholesome 
3:@>0B410� :9� ;=480?480� ?070A4>4:9�� $30N>� >?477� :9>?,20�
going strong when I turn to Africa.  
 N�,?3=::8�?480�,2,49�O���>,D� 
 N :�;=:-708�O�$30�>ays. 
 During my last trip to the bathroom, I saw an emerC
gency exit propped open, possibly to help vent smoke. The 
exit faced the parking garage. The door was unattended. 
�>� �O8� B,76492� ;,>?� 4?�� �� 30,=/� 3::?492� ,9/� 3:770=492�
outside and decided to be nosey. When I got outside, I 
7::60/�@;�,?� ?30�2,=,20�B30=0� ��3,/�;,=60/�,9/� ��/4/9O?�
see my truck. I take two steps forward and I hear white 
boys. The white boys must have smashed the window and 
are stealing my truck.  
 Not the case. 
 I see my truck crash through the thin cables that 
-:=/0=�?30�;,=6492�2,=,20�,?�?30�0/20>���O8�>?,9/492�?30=0�
,9/���.,9O?�/:�,�?3492�,>�8D�?=@.6�;7@920>�?B:�>?:=40>�,9/�
nose dives onto the street, right in front of me. 
 I look up to where the truck just smashed through the 
wires and I can see one of the guys. His arms are raised in 
celebration. %309� �� 7::6�,?�8D�;::=� ?=@.6�� �OA0�2:?� ,�2@9�
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with a silencer in there. There is no one watching me 
besides the white boys. Later for them. First, �OA0�2:?�?:�20?�
that gun. A silencer will get you 25 years in jail, and the 
police will be undoubtedly on their way. 
 I climb through the windshield. I snag my wrist on 
tiny shards of glass. Takes some digging but I got it. I 
unscrew the silencer and toss it down a sewer drain. 
 Truthfully, I try not to get upset over the loss of 
8,?0=4,7�?3492>�7460�.,=>�:=�;7,90?>��,9/��OA0�90A0=�;,=?4.uC
larly disliked white people. What happens next is more 
about my rage over the whole Victoria episode from the 
week before. At this moment I feel the deep need to cut a 
pound of flesh out of somebody... 
 I sprint into the garage and up the stairs. The guys see 
me and they see the gun. The youngest one is the last to 
=@9���0�.,9O?�-0�:7/0=�?3,9����� 
 I shoot once and gut the back of his head. 
 N�477D�O�!90�3:770=>, and h0O>�=@99492�-,.6�?:�?30�64/���
just shot. Bad move.  
 Blam!   
 �:9O?�;7,D�30=:� 
 Guys are jumping over the edge, two stories down 
:9?:� ?30� >?=00?� :9� ?30� 1,=� >4/0�� �O8� 9:?� 1:77:B492� ?308�
down there, or at all.  
 This gun in my hand used to be legal. I made it illegal 
when I threaded the barrel and screwed a silencer onto it. 
(4?3:@?�?30�>4709.0=�9:EE70���.:@7/9O?�20?�,�.,;4?:7�.3,=20��
but the fact that the gun is modified might be a problem 
when the police seize it. And they are coming. 
 �477D�4>9O?�30=0�,9D8:=0��?3,?�4>��B4?349�34>�8:=?,7�.:47��
His rear reptilian brain, missing.  
 I look over the back edge of the garage where the 
other guys jumped and one guy is on the grass, writhing in 
pain. Well, it was either me or gravity. He made the right 
choice. 
 No fear. No regrets. You sometimes have to run in 
blasting and do damage control later. Back out to my 
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?=@.6�� 8D� /0,/� ?=@.6�� ,9/� 4?O>� 3:96492� ,9/� ?30� ,4=� -,2>�
have deployed. Late, hanging out the busted front windC
s3407/�� ?30D� 3,A0� /0;7:D0/�� �7,/� �� /4/9O?� ,.?@,77D� need 
them. 
 A small crowd is watching now, and Africa is among 
them. I call Africa over and whisper a phone number to 
her 3 times. I tell her to tell the person who answers to fish 
something out the gutter for me. 
 %309�?30D�>3:B�@;���,7?48:=0O>�1490>?�:114.0=>���=409dC
ly too. Somebody reported shots being fired. The police are 
>?,=?70/� -D� ?30� >423?� :1� ?30� ?=@.6�� %30D�/4/9O?�30,=� ,-:@?�
that. Damn, is that truck yours? Yep. Hands on your head 
sir, they say. Tu=9� ,=:@9/�� (30=0O>� ?30� 2@9�� &;� ?30=0��
with Billy and the other guy. Is it yours? Yep. Legal? Yep. 
 �@?�:1�.:@=>0����3,A0�?30�=423?�?:�=08,49�>4709?K 

 

� 
 

 If you ask me, we are alone. We live in a wasteland 
universe. No intelligent life. Maybe slime mold somewhere 
in the Andromeda galaxy. Possibly some form of dolphin 
swimming on an ocean planet in some galaxy beyond our 
.:>84.�0A09?�3:=4E:9��%=4774:9>�:1�>@9>�,9/�;7,90?>�,9/�4?O>�
5@>?� @>�� ,9/� B0O=0� 9:?� 30=0� 04?30=�� %480� 3,?0>� @>�� $:80�
dickhead, whoever or whyCever designed our universe, 
put a fucking speed limit on us. The speed of light, they 
call it.  
 If you do the right thing and go to college, the girl you 
B,9?�B477�?3496�D:@O=0�>:1?���0�,�?:@23�5,47�-4=/�,9/�?30�24=7�
you treasure will always think she can do better for 
herself. 
 �?O>�,7B,D>�>:80?3492�� :?3492O>�0A0=�,9DB30=0�90,=�
perfect. Get your money right and your dick develops 
cancer. Reconnect with that special girl, the one who got 
,B,D�� ,9/� D:@O=0� 3:==4140/� ?:� 149/� :@?� >30O>� 9:B� 5@>?� ,�
proud whoring stripper. 
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 �9�:=2,>8�7,>?>� 1:=�,�8:809?��,9/�?3,?O>�,>�2::/�,>�
life gets. Go for another, I say. Empty the gun. Your only 
chance is to stay busy. Keep it moving. 
 Why not commit mass murder? Bring me some 
fissionable material and we can make an atomic bomb. We 
could do it together. You and me. 
 You can tell me about your Victoria. Your punk ass 
1=409/>� B3:� B:@7/9O?� -,47� D:@� :@?� :1� 5,47�� *:@=� :3CsoC
>?@;4/�-,-DO>�8:?30=��*:@=�1=409/>�,9/�1,847D�B3:�90A0=�
listen to your ideas. Your forward thinking mind. 
 Fuck it all. Drive too fast. Stare down police. And for 
�:/O>� >,60� /:9O?� 2:� 90,=� ,9D� 2://,89� .3@=.30>�� �� 4mC
,2490�0A0=D�=07424:@>�B:8,9�B:@7/�>@.6��0>@>O�/4.6�41�30�
asked her to. Lick his divine balls. If Jesus decided to steal 
the pussy, like his father did his mother Mary, who could a 
woman tell? Like father, like son. 
 Even the sun is trying to kill us. Thousands of years of 
sun worshiping and human sacrifice and the sun is getting 
hotter. The sun, all Gods, have the gratitude of a crack 
whore. 
 I say, worship nothing. 
 I say, we start over from scratch. 
 One day the characters in our video games will try to 
142@=0� :@?� B30=0� ?30D� .:80� 1=:8�� %30DO77� >,D�� NB0� ,=0�
beings composed of tiny indivisible particles called zeros 
,9/�:90>�O 
 %30�'4.?:=4,� 49� D:@=� 7410�� D:@O77� 90A0=� 20?� 30=�� %3,?O>�
B3D�>30O>�?30�'4.?:=4,�49�D:@=�7410��$30O>�D:@=�27,>>�.047492�� 
 *:@=�;=0.4:@>�/,@23?0=��1:=20?�4?��*:@O77�90A0=�>00�30=��
In the  eyes of the law, children belong to their mothers.  
 The Victoria in your life. She could save you. One kiss 
is all you want. 
 One day to kiss your Victoria, then hold your little 
daughter against your chest. Perfect day. Your daughter, 
calling you daddy. The Victoria in your life, calling you 
daddy. 
 Go fucking postal. Leave the gym, hit the bar. Then 
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leave the bar and hit the streets. Show old women your 
crank. 
 "@>3� ��(� $&'O>� :11� ;,=6492� 2,=,20� >0.:9/� 17::=>��
But run before some serious nigger pops a cap in your ass. 
 You live, you die. Meanwhile, the sun will one day 
take :11�30=�.7:?3492��30=�;,//0/�-=,�,9/�B0,A0��,9/�>30O77�
be the size of the little old earth. Her core exposed. A white 
dwarf, they will call her. 
 Eat more chicken, less fruit. Fuck these doctors. 
Chicken is delicious. Who the fuck am I supposed to be, 
Richard Simmons up in this motherfucker?  
 (3D�3,A09O?�B0�3,/�,�=,.0�B,=�D0?���� @.70,=�B,=��
Peace is nothing else if not deeply disappointing.  
 I want to be written about. What else is worth doing? 
That news reporter, the annoying black female one who 
owns ?30�%'�>?,?4:9�,11474,?0��>30O77�/0>.=4-0�2=4EE7D�8@=/0=�
,1?0=�@990=A492�8@=/0=��%309��O77�be caught and executed 
or some shit, and your God will make me belly laugh as he 
smokes weed and tells me how he got drunk 40 days and 
nights in a row and his beer piss flooded the earth. 
 (0�.,9O?� 0A09�3,A0�unprotected casual sex anymore. 
",?30?4.��*:@�24A0�,�8,9�,�;094>�,9/�30�.,9O?�0A09�@>0�4?�
how he wants. This fact turns women into lesbians, transiC
tively. And it turns Don Juan types into subC100Cpounders, 
substantively. 
 �@.6�4?���:�B3,?�D:@�B,9?���@>?�/:9O?�;@>3�8D�?=@.6�
off the second floor of a parking garage or spit on my 
hamburger or grow up to be an American black woman. 
 �9/��@8��/:9O?�24A0�@;�:9�80�� :?�D0?������������ 
                                          

� 
     
 Central bookings is slow. You get in the front door, 
you get unCcuffed, reCcuffed to another guy. Wait. You get 
strip searched, then you wait. Get booked, cuffs come off, 
wait. Personal belongings like your belt, wallet, watch, any 
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money you have, gets put in a blue fabric bag with a 
copper zipper. You get stuffed in a smelly crowded 
holding cell, wait. Wait until you fall asleep. Wake up on 
the  floor, cold as fuck, wait. Sift through a bag breakfast. 
Bag lunch. See the nurse, wait. See the commissioner. 75 
thousand dollar bail. Charged with possession of an 
illegally modified firearm. 
 Group shower. A little plastic bag they give you 
contains a baby toothbrush. A baby deodorant. A plastic 
razor. Two bars of hotel soap. You get two white sheets 
and a thin gray blanket. A yellow jumpsuit. You must 
wear this jumpsuit at all times when outside your cell the 
guard tells a bunch of you. You ride the elevator upstairs. 
You sleep on what amounts to a plastic fishing boat. A 
well spoken older cor=0.?4:9,7� :114.0=� >,D>�� N%30� .09?=,7�
bookings and intake facility is always overcrowded. There 
,=0� 9:� -@96>� ,A,47,-70� ,?� ?30�8:809?�O� %,60� :11� ,� >3:0��
?3,?O>�D:@=�;477:B� 
 Wake up and wait. You see too many people you 
know in here. Former childhood friends and schoolmates. 
Where are all the black men? Central bookings. Upstate 
doing a googol years. Hot breakfast, finally. The scrambled 
022>� ,=0� /074.4:@>�� *:@O=0� >?,=A492�� %B:� B,=8� 7496>� :1�
sausage. A cup of juice that leaves a permanent stain on 
the floor if you spill it there. 
 You call your lawyer. He tells you to wait. A few more 
3:@=>��30�>,D>��*:@OA0�-009�;,D492�348�,�=0?,490=� 100� 1:=�
D0,=>���0O77�.:80�?3=:@23��8,60�4?�3,;;09��?34>�2@D�� :B�
you kick back. Watch TV. Keep to yourself. Wait. 
 Hard to keep ?:�D:@=>071�?3:@23���B309�D:@O=0�,77�:A0=�
the TV. 
 N%3,?O>�D:@�8,9�O�>:80:90�>,D>��*:@�9:/�49�=0>;:9>0��
!9�%'�� ?30�-7,.6� 7,/D�90B>�,9.3:=B:8,9�D:@OA0�2=:B9�
up watching is wearing green today. Her hair is pinned 
up. The detainees cheer as she reports your handiwork. 
 The anchor lady is a lesbian, someone says. She beat 
breast cancer a few years ago, an older voice adds. EveryC
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:90� 7,@23>�B309�>:80�2@D�3:770=>�� N�O/� 1@.6� ?30�/:2�>34?�
:@?�:1�30=�O 
 *:@� B:@7/9O?� 1@.6� 30=�� $:80?3492� ,-:@?� ?3,?� 7,/D��
Those eyes. Something concealed deep. Hidden well.  She 
>,D>��N�9/�,�?34=/�8,9�4>�49�>3:.6�?=,@8,���O��  
 That 3rd guy would be the kid who jumped two 
stories. He cracked his pelvis, shattered both his shins. 
 When you were an adolescent, this TV anchorwoman 
hosted a science based educational program. You hated the 
way she spoke, her voice and tempo, but you loved the 
show. All the cool scientists from public television were 
frequent guests on her program. 
 She introduced you to outer space. Taught you what a 
black hole was. Why the moon is receding, moving away 
from the earth at a rate of one inch per year. Conservation 
of angular momentum, she called it. 
 $30�B,>� ?30�8,>?0=� :1� ?30� 2=0,?� 09/492�� N�A0=D� 070cC
t=:9� 49�D:@=�-:/D�O� >30�3,/�>,4/�B309�09/492�D:@=� 1,AoC
=4?0� 0;4>:/0�� N0A0=D� 070.?=:9�B4?349� D:@� .:@7/�-0� 4?>� :B9�
@94A0=>0�� �8,2490� ?309�O� >30� >,4/�� N?30� 491494?0� ;:>>4-47iC
?40>K�49>4/0�D:@=>071�O 
  :B� >30O>� ?077492� 0A0=D:90� D:@=� -4=?3� 9,80�� $,D492�
police are still investigating the circumstances behind the 
double homicide. Before you got to central bookings you 
were in a police station. You were sitting comfortably at a 
?,-70�,9/�D:@�3,/9O?�3,/�,�.@;�:1�.:1100�?3,?�2::/�0A0=�� 
 N$:�/:�D:@�B,9?�?:�?077�80�B3,?�3,;;090/�O�?30�B34?0�
lady cop asked calmly. 
 N*0,3���0?O>�/:�4?�O You said, then you fell silent. This 
cop and her sunglassesCindoorsCwearing partner had tried 
to use the good cop/bad cop routine on you. You think 
you pissed off the bad cop when you ignored him. This 
lady sitting before you was the good cop. 
 N!6,D�#,8-:��>;4?�4?�:@?�O  
 N(077� :114.0=�� �� B09?� :@?� ?:� 8D� ?=@.6� ?:� 20?� -=0,?3�
849?>�O� D:@� >,4/�� N%309� ?30D� >8,>30/�8D�B49/:B�� %30D�
?=40/�?:�;@77�80�:@?�O 
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 This lady had an abnormally high number of stress 
lines on her forehead. She said, N!6,D��so they tried to pull 
D:@� :@?�� �O8� 2:492� ?:� ?,60� ,� 70,;� :1� 1,4?3� ,9/� 2@0>> that 
D:@�1:@23?�-,.6��(3,?�3,;;090/�,1?0=�?3,?�N� 
 N$:80-:/D�34?�80�,9/�,78:>?�69:.60/�80�:@?���2@0>>��
When I sort of regained myself, I was being rolled toward 
?30�0/20�:1�?30�2,=,20�O 
 N%30D�B0=0�2:492�?:�;@>3�D:@�:A0=�?30�0/20�O 
 N*0>�8,O,8����600;�8D�2@9�49�?30�27:A0�.:8;,=?809?��
I grabbed it and rolled out the door before my truck went 
:A0=�?30�0/20KO 
 The cop lady could have been 25 or 45, it was hard to 
?077��N%30>0�B0=0�?30��,-D�$64930,/>�O�>30�>?,=?>��N��-@9.3�
of little punks. This is the first time that they tried to kill 
>:80:90��%30D�;4.60/�?30�B=:92�2@D�?:�>?,=?�B4?3���O77�?077�
D:@��*:@O=0�;=0??D�0114.409?�B4?3�,�2@9�� o wasted rounds. 
*:@�34?�?3,?�:90�64/�/0,/�.09?0=�49�?30�-,.6�:1�?30�30,/�O� 
 N�0�?@=90/�>@//097D, I think�O�*:@�>,4/� 
 N$:�B30=0O>�?30�>4709.0=�O�$30�>,4/� 
 N�@3�O�D:@�=0;7D��,9/�?30=0O>� =0,77D�9:?3492�07>0�D:@�
should say about that. 
 N�?� /:0>9N?� ?,60� ,� 2enius to figure out you use a 
>4709.0=��%30�.3,8-0=�3,>�-009�?3=0,/0/���O/�>,D�D:@�@>0�,�
seven inch silencer capable of slowing a bullet a meter or 
?B:�;0=�>0.:9/�-07:B�?30�>;00/�:1�>:@9/�O 
 N�:���900/�8D�7,BD0=�O��9/�D:@O=0�>847492�9:B� 
 N :�9:?�D0?�O� $30 >,4/�� N(0O=0� 5@>?�2:492� ?:�-::6�D:@�
1:=�?30�2@9�8:/414.,?4:9���?O>�:97D�,�.7,>>���107:9D�B4?3:@?�
the silencer. Something funny about all this though. The 
?4807490�4>�,�-4?�:11�O 
 N%30D�>?,=?0/�=@99492�,?�80�� �?�3,;;090/�=0,77D� 1,>?�O�
You said. 
 N*0,3CYeah����/:9O?�-7,80�D:@����;=:-,-7D�B:@7/�3,A0�
>3:?�?3:>0�64/>�?::��5@>?�1:=�1@.6492�B4?3�8D���(�O� 
 She got up, fetched the empty coffee pot, and left the 
room. When she returned, the coffee pot was filled with 
B,?0=��$30�>,4/��N�=0�D:@�.,80=,�>3D�O 
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 N�:>?�:1 ?30�?480�O�*:@�=0;740/� 
 N(077� 3:9�� 4?� >@.6>� ?:� -0� D:@��(3,?� /:� D:@� >,D� B0�
drink some more coffee and then weO77�=@9�;,>?�?30�90B>�
cameras together. Just the two of us. Lucky for me I got my 
3,4=�/:90�O 
 N�@.6D�1:=�D:@�O�*:@�>,4/� 
 The cop stared at you. *:@�/4/9O?�-7496�B3470�>30�/4/�
this. Not once. Pouring water into the coffee maker she 
>,4/�� N*:@O=0� =0,7� .::7� �0A7D9�� �:>?� ;0:;70� B:@7/� -0�
shaking at least a little bit after blowing away two young 
-:D>��*:@O=0�5@>?�.3477492�:A0=�?30=0�O 
 N�O8� >?477� 49� >3:.6�� ��� �� =0,77D� .,9O?� -0740A0� ?34>� 3,pC
;090/�O�*:@�>,4/� 
 N(3,?0A0=�O� $30�>,4/�� N�4?30=�D:@O=0� >:80�>:=?� :1� =0,7�
>0=4:@>� 64770=� :=�� �� /:9O?� 69:B�� *:@� 0A0=� -009� 49� ?30�
8474?,=D�-01:=0�O 
 N :?�80�O 
 N*:@�0A0=�-009�,�34?�8,9�O 
 *:@�/4/9O?�>,D�,9:?30=�B:=/��%3en, after another cup 
of coffee for the both of you, the cop walked you outside 
and there were cameras everywhere. Big story for the local 
news. National headlines, this might make. Black man 
shoots two Baby Skinheads who tried to push him off the 
second floor of a parking garage. Four of the Baby SkinC
heads are being sought for questioning, and their current 
whereabouts are unknown. One Baby Skinhead remains in 
the hospital, and he refuses to cooperate with police. 
Something about being true to his white brothers. The 
same white brothers who left him to die. 
 You watch TV on the 3rd floor of central bookings and 
4?O>�,�-42�90B>�/,D�1:=�?30�%'�,9.3:=B:8,9��%30�>:Ccalled 
lesbian. She was once married to the richest man in the 
state. He was from Texas, and he had heavy ties to arms 
manufacturers and long dead middle eastern dictators. 
This man died in his sleep about five years ago, on Saint 
',709?490O> /,DK 
 A correctional officer, a Nigerian woman with bad 
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skin like she showers in sulfuric acid, she says the four 
B:=/>�D:@O=0�B,4?492�?:�30,=� 
 N�0A7D9��0=8,9���,47�=070,>0�O 
 �:9O?� 70,A0� ?:B9�� ?30� B34?0� 7,/D� .:;� 3,/� ?:7/� D:@��
But for some reason you really, really want to see Victoria. 

 

� 
                                                                                                         

 The little things, they collect and clog open places. No 
filter is fine enough. The effect is unavoidable. The natural 
wear and tear on a pair of angel white Nike Air Force 
Ones. A smudge happens first. You walk to and from the 
corner store and after a good while the heels start to lean.  
Entropy. The second law of Thermodynamics. 
 My lawyer tells me that the police have me marked as 
,� L;0=>:9� :1� 49?0=0>?M� 49� ?30�8@=/0=� :1� �74>0�#:20=>���D�
first kill. It may be more than a coincidence that my 
apartment burns down the same day she vanishes. And it 
is curious that Elise Rogers was the associate and reputed 
bisexual lover of my daughters mother. 
 For some reason I feel relieved. The endgame is 
getting closer. 
 My lawyer is an older Jewish man who smiles like he 
69:B>� 30N>� >8,=?0=� ?3,9� D:@�� �0� 3,?0>� B34?0� ;0:;70��
Every white man with a mustache is Hitler to him. There 
are no white people on his legal team. None. All black 
women, actually. He says the police are looking into the 
firebombing of Latisha Martinez, the Molotov cocktail 
victim. Also the shooting and burning of several gang 
members. One witness says a gray car was seen speeding 
away from the scene. The next week I report my car stolen. 
My lawyer smiles again. 
 �D� 7,BD0=� ?3496>� �O8� 2@47?D�� -@?� 30O>� 8D� 7,BD0=�� ��
B:9/0=�3:B�30�69:B>�,77�?34>��%30�;:74.0�,=09O?�:-742,?0/�
to tell him anything. Chicken George put me on this 
lawyer, saying he had connections. I figured he meant he 
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played golf with judges. I underestimated both he and 
George, it seems. 
 N�:9O?�=@9�O�8D�7,BD0=�>,D>��N%30DO=0�B,?.3492�D:@�O 
 �D�L?30DM�8D�7,BD0=�80,9>�809�49�@98,=60/��=:B9�
'4.?:=4,O>�� �9� $.::-D� �::� �D>?0=D� �,.3490� A,9>� B4?3�
crack squads of police geeks inside. Shaggy with a set of 
headphones, tapping every wireless telephone call within 
a half mile radius, isolating each signal by running the 
calls through a program designed to filter cell phone 
carriers. Then they eavesdrop on those isolated lines and 
tighten the net. Should watch what I say, where I go, my 
lawyer says. 
 N�1� D:@� /4/� ?30>0� ?3492>�O� 30� >,D>�� N.3,9.0>� ,=0� ?30D�
B:9O? 9,47� D:@�D0?�� %30DO77�B,4?� 1:=� D:@� ?:�/:� >:80?3492�
07>0� ,9/� .,?.3� D:@� /:492� ?3,?�� %309� ?30DO77� ?=D� ?:� get a 
confession or offer you a deal. They always try to get you 
?:�=,?�:9�>:80-:/D�O 
 (0O=0� 49�34>� .,=�� �� >?496�-,/�� ��90A0=�@>0/� ?30�.09?=,7�
bookings deodorant. Now, the fancy 24 hour deodorant I 
had applied Sunday morning was on its 55th hour. My 
lawyer >8:60>� .42,=0??0>�� ?30� >6499D� -=:B9� 649/�� �OA0�
never seen him smoke in the car, but the car smells like 
ashes. Smoke has discolored the headliner. Directly above 
the /=4A0=O> seat, once bright gray, the headliner is now 
black. The little things, they give you away. It is impossible 
?:�.:9>4>?09?7D�;0=1:=8�,�;0=10.?�8@=/0=���?O>�,-:@?�;0=.0nC
tages and entropy. If you smoke in your car, how can you 
600;� ?30� >8:60� 1=:8�-7,.609492� D:@=� 30,/7490=�� �?O>� ?30�
same principal with murder. 
 My arms are folded against my ribcage. I can really 
>8077� 8D� ,=8;4?>�� �D� 7,BD0=�� ?3:@23� 4?O>� B49?0=�� 34>�
window is all the way down.  
 ��>,D��N�:B�7:92�3,A0�?30D�-009�B,?.3492�80�O�� 
 N�,=/� ?:� ?077�� �O77� 20?� -,.6� ?:� D:@�� %30=0O>� >:80?3492�
07>0�2:492�:9�O��0�>,D>��N$:80-:/D�=0,7�3423�@;�7460>�D:@��
�D� 49>4/0�2@D>� 04?30=�/:9O?� 69:B�:=�B:9O? say. And my 
inside guys are my 49>4/0� 2@D>�� 41� D:@� 69:B� B3,?� �O8�
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>,D492�O 
 �?�?30�7,>?� 0B�*0,=O>��A0�;,=?D�49� 0B�*:=6���80?�,�
criminal lawyer, a black guy, who said he was going back 
to college to take up nursing. He said that the bad thing 
about being a black lawyer is that your bread and butter 
.7409?070�� D:@=� :B9�;0:;70�� ?30D�/:9O?� ?=@>?� D:@�� :?� ?30�
N600;492�D:@=�>0.=0?>O�>:=?�:1�?=@>?��30�>,4/���0�B,>�>;0,kC
ing of how no one really thinks the average young black 
lawyer can be effective, or has any real connections. He 
said that black people want him to work at a discount rate, 
and that sort of defeats the purpose of being a lawyer. I 
told him that everybody was getting into nursing these 
days. 
 The big things you .,9O? worry about. Too late then. 
Just throw your hands behind your neck and ride it out. 
Might not want to throw your hands behind your neck if 
you have funky armpits, however. The little things, they 
really fucking stink. 
 �D� 7,BD0=� >?:;>� ,?� ,� =09?,7� .,=� ;7,.0�� � �� /:9O?� 2:�
inside. After he rents me a car, it takes me 25 minutes to 
get home. Pulling into my driveway, I see a cable van 
parked down the street. Cops I bet. I walk to my door and 
try as hard as I can to ignore the baseball in my front lawn. 
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hen a baseball shows up, the procedure is: 5 
days later I meet Chicken George. So here I 
,8���/,D>�7,?0=��,9/��O77�70,A0�1:=�?30�.7@-�?:�

800?��0:=20�49�,9�3:@=���O8�49�8D�74A492�room, sitting on 
the floor, staring at this phone and I want to call Victoria. 
 The only issue is, if I call Victoria now, the police 
tapping my calls may connect me to the murder of Gwen 
Holmes, the reality TV star. There have already been 
several TV show documentaries made which call into 
question the timeline and circumstances of the murder. 
The former marine, no one, not a single person who knew 
him, thought him capable of such an act. The entertainC
ment TV conspiracy theorists concocted wild theories. 
Perhaps Gwen was on drugs and owed someone money. 
Perhaps there was a second shooter. Gwen Holmes was 
becoming John F. Kennedy with fake tits and drag queen 
eyelashes. 
 Victoria.  
 �1���?077�30=�3:B���1007��?309�8,D-0K� 

 W 
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 �OA0� -009� >?,=492� ,?� ?30�;3:90� 7460� this for the better 
part of 5 days. 
 Last I heard Victoria is single, by default. That hunky 
boyfriend B:9O? be getting out of jail anytime soon. He 
recently was remanded to a New York state penitentiary 
for manufacturing and distributing cocaine. As it turns 
out, he was the main supplier for several hundred hard 
partying celebrities residing in lower Manhattan. A 
washedCup movie starlet, a tough guy rapper, they both 
turned states witness against him. 
 After the kiss from the crossCdresser on New *0,=O> 
morning, Victoria had backed up a step or two and looked. 
 N(3,?�?30�3077�O�$30�>,D>� 
 The crossCdresser smiled and blushed until Victoria 
punched her in the forehead. The crossCdresser recovered 
<@4.67D�,9/�?3=0B�@;�30=�/@60>��$:�/4/�'4.?:=4,��'4.?:=4,O>�
friend, the one with the big butt, she has big fists too. She 
throws a haymaker that knocks the she/he to the floor. 
Then it got nice and ugly. 
 �4=7>�49�3007>�>3:@7/9O?�>?:8;�;0:;70��0>;0.4,77D�49�?30�
1,.0���O8�>?,9/492�?30=0��>?477�>8,=?492�1=:8�9:?�20??ing my 
64>>��,9/��O8�1,77492�0A09�8:=0� 49� 7:A0�B4?3�'4.?:=4,��%30�
crossCdresser has a pool of blood where her face used to 
be. Blood has ruined her beige sport coat.  
 After things have calmed down, the big butt girl is 
talking to me. She has to shake my shoulder before I 
decide to actually listen. 
 N'4.?:=4,�B,9?>�?:�69:B�41�D:@�B:@7/�?,60�30=�3:80�O�
$30�>,D>��$30�.:@7/�3,A0�>,4/�?34>�8,D-0���?480>���O8�9:?�
sure. 
 N*0,3���9D?3492�D:@�B,9?�O���>,D� 
  0B�*:=6�;0:;70�?D;4.,77D�/:9O?�:B9�.,=>�1:=�=0,>:9>�
too numerous to name here. Victoria is fuming, and her 
94;;70>�,=0�7460�-,-D�-:??70>��$30O>�/=@96�?::���0=�-=0,?3�4>�
hot rubbing alcohol as she stumbles into my arms.  
 For my daughter, I would ride a rubber raft to hell, 
right down the river Styx, to rescue her. But once my 
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daughter was safe in heaven, I would go back to hell and 
overthrow the devil himself. I would stay if I had to, in 
hell, to be with Victoria. 
 Some say alcohol is a truth serum. Just to be sure, I 
should have killed a bottle of Cristal myself. Victoria was 
chatty. She had a lot to say to me, to anybody, I guess. The 
74??70�?3492>��?30�?49D�8:809?>���O8�?077492�D:@K 
 N�0A7D9����/4/�not 49A4?0�?3,?�2,D�24=7����>B0,=�?:��:/�O�
'4.?:=4,�4>�,78:>?�;70,/492�30=�.,>0��(0O=0�.=@4>492�/:BnC
townCwards, a9/� �N8� 49�9:�3@==D�B3,?>:0A0=�� $30O>�-@>D�
studying herself in the visor mirror, adjusting it with one 
hand, pulling her hair into a crude ponytail with the other. 
 N(3:�49A4?0/�30=�O���,>6� 
 N��3,A0�9:� 4/0,�O�$30�>,D>���=@>?=,?0/��'4.?:=4,�>3,60>�
her hair out and gives up trying to pull it back. She continC
@0>��N��/:9O?�0A09�69:B�30=�9,80��(3:0A0=�?30�3077�>30�4>��
>30� ;=0??D� 8@.3� 69:B>� 9:B� ?3,?� �� /:9O?� 20?� /:B9� 7460�
?3,?���O8�>?=4.?7D�/4.6C700�O� 
 Victoria lives in Brooklyn. A long way from 147th 
street in H,=708��N��7460�D:@=�90B�?=@.6�O�$30�>,D>� 
 N%3,96�D:@�O���>,D� 
 N�9/�?3,96�you :9.0�,2,49�1:=�?30�=4/0��0A7D9�O 
 N*:@O=0�B07.:80���7B,D>�O���>,D� 
 '4.?:=4,� >,D>�� N�?� >008>� 7460� 0A0=D�  0B� *0,=>� �A0�
>:80?3492� .=,ED� 3,;;09>�� ,9/� D:@O=0� =423?� ?30=0� ?:� ;@77�
me :@?�:1�4?�O 
 I say, I come up here each year only to confess my 
7:A0� 1:=� D:@�� !9.0� ,2,49�� �O8� :97D� >;0,6492� ?:� 8D>071��
!9.0�,2,49���O8�?30�1=409/7D�.,-�/=4A0=��%30�3:74/,D�3,.6� 
 N(3D�/:9O?�D:@�0A0=�-=492�D:@=�24=71=409/�O�$30�>,D>�
,9/�>30O>�-,.6�,?�?=D492 to pull her hair up. 
 N�O8�>49270�?30>0�/,D>�O���>,D� 
 N(077�9:B��O8�08-,==,>>0/�O�$30�>,D>� 
 N(3D��/:���7::6�7460��O8�8,==40/�:=�>:80?3492�O���>,D� 
 Victoria says halfC8:.64927D��N��/:9O?�=0,77D�69:B�3:B�
,�8,==40/�;0=>:9�4>�>@;;:>0/�?:�7::6���O 
 N":49?�?,609�O���>,D� 
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 N :��0A7D9�� 4?O>� 5@>?� ?3,?� �� ,7B,D>� 142@=0/�D:@�3,/�,�
24=71=409/��*:@�/:9O?�3,A0�?:�?,76�,-:@?�4?�41�D:@�/:9O?�B,9?�
?:���?O>�.::7�O 
 Someone. Any one of you. I beg you. Please, please 
come jam the blade of a rusty pocketknife into my retina. If 
?3,?� /:0>9O?� 6477�80�� >3::?�80� 49� ?30� 1:=030,/�B4?3� ,� ����
Magnum.  Would that be too much to ask?  
 (0O=0�8,=::90/� 49� ?34.6�84/?:B9��,93,??,9� ?=,114.�
for a while. Then we have to make a series of confusing 
turns to avoid the barricades set up for the New Years Eve 
ball dropping. While we inch along, Victoria tells me about 
her days as a background singer. When I ask her to talk 
about the really juicy details and stuff, she says she was 
>?477� D:@92� -,.6� ?309� ,9/� /4/9O?� 20?� ?:� 2:� ?:� ,9D� :1� ?30�
wild after parties. Victoria talks about the longCawaited 
/0-@?� >:7:� ,7-@8� ?3,?� >30O>� -009� B:=6492� :9� 1:=0A0=��
There are fanCsites dedicated to her on the internet, she 
says, yet all she has produced as a solo artist is one single. 
The major label imprint that she released the single under 
has never paid her. Looking towards the future, Victoria 
however, remains optimistic. 
 At one point, perhaps when we were stuck someC
where in SOHO, I turn my head towards the driverCside 
window and I cry, unprovoked. Meanwhile, Victoria is 
drunkCsinging a song she hears on the radio. After she 
1494>30>�� ��.:9?49@0� ?:�>?,=0�:@?� ?30�/=4A0=O>�>4/0�B49/:B���
covertly wiping away tears. 
 ��>,D��N*:@�?3496�?3,?�24=7�4>�2:492�?:�.,77�?30�;:74.0�O 
 N(3:�.,=0>�O�$30�>,D>��N(3,?0A0=�3,;;09>��3,;;09>�O 
 Victoria totes a giant bag made by some European 
/0>4290=�� �?O>�-7,.6�>:1?� 70,?30=��0A0=CsoCslightly worn and 
cracked. From deep inside, after fishing for a moment, she 
produces a blunt, half smoked. 
 N�>�4?�:6,D�41���>8:60�49�30=0�O�$30�>,D>� 
 N�:�,30,/���0�.,=01@7�O���>,D� 
 N�0�.,=01@7�:1�B3,?��(0�/:9O?�3,A0�,9D?3492�?:�B:==D�
about. The police are really -@>D�?:9423?���?O>� 0B�*0,=>�49�
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 0B�*:=6�O� 
 N%=@0�09:@23�N���>,D�� 
 Traffic is moving again, and Victoria lights the blunt, 
takes a pull. She takes several more pulls before she turns 
?:�80�,9/�>,D>��N%34>�B00/�4>�;309:809,7�O� 
 N��B:@7/9O?�69:B�O 
 N*:@�90A0=�?=40/�4?�O 
 N :;0�O 
 N%3,?O>�80>>0/�@;��0A7D9�O 
 N(3,?�/4/���/:�O 
 N�0A7D9��B3,?� 41� ?34>�B00/�3,/�-009� 7,.0/�B4?3�"�"��
like that crazy stuff my cousin from DC smokes? Or what 
if the weed had been mixed with poison? You know, 3 
girls in your home town died in a nightclub from drinking 
,�/=496�?3,?�>:80�;>D.3:�7,.0/�B4?3�=,?�;:4>:9�O 
 N�?�B,>9O?�,�9423?.7@-��4?�B,>�8:=0�7460�,�-,=��%3,?�B,>�
y0,=>�,2:�O���>,D� 
 N�,=�� 9423?.7@-�� >B4920=>� .7@-��B3,?0A0=�� D:@� >3:@7/�
have tested the weed out before you gave it to me. I mean, 
forget about the weed potentially killing me and all. What 
41�?30�B00/�B,>�7460��49.:9>@8,-70�2,=-,20�O 
 N��?=@>?�?30�2@D���2:?�4?�1=:8�O���>,D� 
 '4.?:=4,� 7,@23>� ,9/� ;:49?>� ,?� 80�� $30� >,D>�� N(3D�
,=09O?�D:@�>847492���300=�@;��*:@O=0�,7B,D>�>:�2=48��*:@�
have got ?:�69:B��O8�:97D�80>>492�B4?3�D:@��=423?�O 
 I nod.   
 $30�>,D>��N�,A0�D:@�0A0=�>8:60/�B00/�-01:=0�O 
 I consider lying fo=�,�>0.:9/����/:9O?� 
 N ,3�O 
 N*:@O=0�>071�08;7:D0/�=423?�O 
 N*0,3�O���>,D��N'09/492�8,.3490>�O 
 N�=0�D:@�:9�;=:-,?4:9�O 
 N :;0�O 
 She offers me the blunt. 
 N*:@�69:B��O8�9:?�@>0/� ?:� ?34>� 0B�*:=6�/=4A492�O� ��
>,D��N��/:9O?�B,9?�?:�6477�@>�-:?3����8423?�flip the truck off 
?30�(478492?:9�-=4/20�:=�>:80�>34?�O 
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 Victoria switches the blunt to her right hand. The left 
hand finds my knee. The Aunt Penny spot. She stammers a 
-4?�� ,78:>?� 90=A:@>7D�� ?309� >30� >,D>�� N�0A7D9�� 41� �� ?=@>?�
anybody these days, I trust you. I remember that night 
B309���14=>?�80?�D:@����/4/9O?�69:B�D:@�1=:8��/,8��,9/���
trusted you then. Everybody was running around crazy, I 
was about to poop on myself, I was so scared, and there 
you were, just chilling like nothing could ever phase you. I 
/:9O?�?3496�,�74??70�B00/�B477�;3,>0�D:@�9:B�O 
 ��/:9O?�>;0,6����?,60�?30�-7@9?�1=:8�30=�,9/���?,60�?B:�
pulls. I hold the smoke in for awhile, about as long as I see 
most people do. Then I cough like people with tuberculoC
sis must. 
 Victoria claps, laughs, N�::/� 5:-� �0A7D9�� �::/� 5:-��
 :B�8,D-0���.,9�20?�,�>8470�:@?�:1�D:@�O 
 I want her to replace her hand on my knee. I want a 
family with her. Little, brown haired, big foreCheaded kids. 
A son. A daughter I can actually help raise. 
 Victoria hears herself on the radio and turns it up. 
N%34>� 4>�80�� %3,?� 2@DO>�8,9,20=� >?477� � 3,>9O?� ;,4/�80� 1:=�
>492492�:9�?34>�=0.:=/�O 
 %30�>:92�4>�:6,D����?077�30=���?3496�4?O>�3:?� 
 N�?O>� :6,D�O� $30� >,D>�� N%3,?� 2@D� 8423?� -0� ?30� B:=>?�
rapper in the history of rappers. He sells records though, 
and these days with the internet and stuff, nobody sells 
=0.:=/>�,9D8:=0�O 
 N�>�?3,?�9:=8,7��9:?�20??492�;,4/�:9�?480�O 
 '4.?:=4,�>,D>��N�?O>�9:=8,7�1:=�,�7:?�:1�;0:;70�B3:�B:=6�
:11�.:9?=,.?>����2@0>>�O 
 N :?�0A0=D:90�O���>,D� 
 (0O=0� .=:>>492� into Brooklyn. The weed is taking 
effect, and the fear that normally overwhelms me when 
�O8� ,=:@9/� '4.?:=4,� 4>� 49� 3D;0=Cdrive. Paranoia, some 
people call it. 
 N�0A7D9�O�>30�>,D>��,9/�>30O>�?,76492�?3=:@23�,�8:@?hC
1@7�:1�>8:60��ND:@�900/�?:�.:80�?:� 0B�*:=6�more often. 
Like, for real. More often. Even though every time I see 
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D:@��D:@�,.?�7460�D:@O=0�,1=,4/�:1�80�:=�>:80?3492�O� 
 N%3,?O>�>477D�O���>,D���O8�9:?�7::6492�,?�30=� 
 $30�?:@.30>�8D�07-:B��,9/�>30N>�3,71B,D�7,@23492��  
 $30�>,D>��N�0A7D9��D:@�.,9�?077 me the truth. Are you 
,1=,4/�:1�80�O 
 N :�O���740� 
 Victoria laughs at me for about a minute, then she 
holds still and she stares at me, shaking her head. She 
>?,=0>� ,?� 80� 1:=� ,� B3470� ,9/� >30O>� >847492� >:� -42� ?3,?� ��
could count her teeth if I wanted to. S30O>�>?477� >:80B3,?�
drunk, regarding me closely through squinted eyes. 
 �� >,D�� O�� 7460/� ?30� ;,=?D�� &9?47� D:@�B09?�� D:@� 69:B��
apeC >34?�O 
 '4.?:=4,�>,D>��O��3,A0�,�1007492�D:@�7:A0/�B,?.3492�80�
go apeC>34?�O 
 ��.,9N?�307;�-@?�?:�7,@23�� N :�.:8809?�O I say. NI was 
5@>?�B,?.3492�?30�B3:70�?3492�@91:7/�O 
 N� saw you watching the whole thing unfold. You were 
standing frozen, right there in front of me when that girl 
64>>0/�80�O 
 N*0,3��%3,?O>�.=,ED�=423?�N���>,D� 
 $30� 0C3,70>�� N�@?� ?3,?O>� 4?� 1:=� 80�� I know I say this 
every year, but this time I mean it. �O8� :@?��  0C?�  0B�
*0,=>��A0����>B0,=�?:��:/��O8�9:?�2:492�?:�?3,?�;,=?D�O 
  �O8�3,A492�30,=?�;,7;4?,?4:9>����30,=/�?34>�3,;;09>�?:�
people when they first smoke weed. This is also a sympC
tom for another malady that >?,=?>�B4?3�?30�70??0=�L�M���O8�
>9,;;492� 8D� 14920=>�� �?O>� :9� ?30� ?4;� :1� 8D� ?:92@0� -@?� ��
.,9O?�?3496�:1�4?K 
 $30�>,D>��N�OA0�-009�?3496492�,-:@?�8:A492�?:��1=4.,�O� 
 N�1=4.,�O  
 N*0,3�� ��B,>� :A0=� ?30=0� 7,>?� D0,=��9:�� ?30� D0,=� -01:=0�
7,>?����1:=2:?�4?O>�,�90B�D0,=���9DB,D����7:A0/�4?�:A0=�?30=0�O 
 N%30�:97D�;7,.0��OA0�0A0=�-009�4>�$:@?3��80=4.,�O���>,D��
N�OA0�90A0=�-009�,.=:>>�?30�:.0,9�O 
 N*:@�B:@7/�7ike Africa Devlyn. Maybe next time I go 
you could go with me���?O>�9:?�?::�0C;09>4A0�O 
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 Atlantic avenue is bumper to bumper traffic. Victoria 
tells me to make a series of turns and we are now beneath 
a subway overpass. 
 At one point I feel brave. I say, N$:�� B3,?� ,=0� D:@�
,-:@?�?:�/:�O� 
 N(309���20?�3:80�O 
 N*0,3���=0�D:@�2:492� ?:�2:� ?:� >700;��8,D-0�B:=6�:9�
some 8@>4.�:=�>:80?3492�O 
  N :���?O>�>?477�0,=7D�?::�0,=7D�?:�>700;���O77�;=:-,-7D�09/�
@;�=07,C492�,9/�>8:6492�>:80�8:=0�:1�D:@=�B00/��*:@O=0�
welcome to come inside if you want. I must warn you 
though, my apartment sucks. I mean like, it newborn baby 
sucks. W,9?�?:�.:80�@;�O 
 Come up? God yes. Buddha yes. Big bang theory yes. 
 N$@=0�O���>,D� 
 We reach her apartment building. There is a rusted 
green door without a lock. Next, we board a cramped 
elevator that smells like equal parts of piss and bleach. 
Then the 9th floor, through a thick burgundy door and 
49?:� '4.?:=4,N>� ,;,=?809?�� !9.0� 49>4/0�� '4.?:=4,� 64.6>� :11�
her heels and hurries to the bathroom. I cop a squat on a 
couch. For the next ten minutes she vomits. I mean this 
sounded, from behind a closed door in another room, like 
projectile vomiting. Victoria hurls, and hurls, and hurls. 
Then the running of water I hear, followed by the swishing 
>:@9/� :1� -=@>3492� ?00?3�� %309� >30O>� -,.6� 49� ?30� 74A492�
room. She plops across from me in a big ancient leather 
reclining chair. 
 N$:==D�,-:@?� ?3,?�� �O8�,�-4?�:1�,�80>>� =423?�9:B�O�$30�
says. 
 N 0A0=�,�80>>�� :?�D:@�O���>,D� 
 '4.?:=4,� 4>� ,7B,D>� >84=6492� 4?� >008>�� $30� >,D>�� N$?:;�
7D492�� �� 69:B� D:@O=0� >.,=0/� :1� 80� ,9/� ,77�� ,9/� D:@O=0�
trying to be nice, but believe me, I am a mess right now. I 
think I just tossed like, a halfCton of shrimp scampi into my 
?:470?�O 
 N�1�D:@O=0�,�80>>��?309���.,99:?�-0249�?:�?077�D:@�B3,?���
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,8�O���>,D� 
 '4.?:=4,�4>�>4709?�1:=�,�8:809?�-01:=0�>30�>,D>��N(077���
know what I am. Thirsty. The trouble 4>�� �O8� ,1=,4/� ?:�
8:A0�� �� 3:;0� 4?O>� 9:?� -0.,@>0� :1� ?3,?� >0,1::/� ;,>?,� ��
B::10/�/:B9�0,=740=�O 
 NLet's 3:;0�9:?����-=:@23?�?3,?�>0,1::/�;,>?,�O���>,D� 
  N��69:B you brought it��%3,?O>�B3D���,?0�4?����,7B,D>�0,?�
the food you bring, besides the time you brought those 
bean burritos�O 
 NYou eat the food I bring. �:=�=0,7�O 
 N��B:@7/9O?� 740� ?:� D:@�� �O8�2:492� ?:�pop up and surC
prise you in Baltimore one day and force you to give me 
>:80�:1�?3:>0�.=,-�.,60>�D:@�-=:@23?�7,>?�D0,=�N 
 N%3,?�B:@7/�-0�.::7�O���>,D�� 
 By the way, this was the best night of my life. 
 N*:@�>,D�that 9:B��(0O77�>00�B309���>3:B�@;�,?�D:@=�
/::=�O�$30�>,D>��,9/�>30N>�=@--492�30=�>?:8,.3� 
 �OA0�8,/0�8,9D�B:809�>@110=��-@?�9:90�>:�-0,@?41@lC
ly.   
 She catches me staring at her helplessly and offers me 
comfort. She >,D>�� N�:9O?� 1007� -,/ Devlyn. I get a weak 
>?:8,.3�>:80?480>�O� 
 N��20?�,�B0,6�>?:8,.3�>:80?480>�?::�O���>,D� 
  She throws her head back and moans for a bit, still 
=@--492�30=�>?:8,.3��%309�>30�>,D>�� N�0A7D9�� ��69:B��O8�
being a shitty host, -@?�.:@7/�D:@�20?�80�,�B,?0=�O 
 N$@=0��(30=0�,=0�D:@=�B,?0=>�O� 
 N�9�?30�=01=420=,?:=��%30�701?�>3071�O 
 With one hand she points, the other hand never leaves 
30=�>?:8,.3���77�?30�?480�>30O>�=@--492�30=�>?:8,.3����.,9�
every so often see the bottoms of her perfect breasts. The 
crest of a golden areola. 
 I fetch Victoria a bottled water, and when I come back 
��/:9O?�>00�30=��-@?�49>?0,/���30,=�,9:?30=�=:@9/�:1�;=:50cC
tile vomiting coming from the bathroom. This time, when 
>30O>� 1494>30/� ?3=:B492� @;� ,9/� -=@>34ng her teeth, she 
joins me on the couch. 
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 N�O8�2:492�?:�=0>?�8D�0D0>�1:=�,�74??70�B3470�O�$30�>,D>��
N%B09?D�849@?0>�?:;>��(,60�80�@;�O 
 N%B09?D�849@?0>�O���>,D� 
 N�:9O?�1:=20?�?:�B,60�80�@;��%B09?D�849@?0>�O 
 N%B09?D�849@?0>�O���>,D� 
 Then Victoria stretches her legs across mine. 300 dollar 
denim against my linen pants. There is crossCdresser blood 
on the cuffs of her jeans, and her feet and toes I palm 
gently as she curls into me. She takes a series of deep 
breaths, and she sets and resets her head several times 
-01:=0�>30�>9@2270>�3,=/�49?:�8D�.30>?��$30O>�,>700;�>::9�
after that. Her hair gets into my mouth. She drools and I 
catch it with my finger at one point, and I want to lick the 
/=::7�:11�8D�14920=�>:�-,/7D��-@?���/:9O?����/:9O?�B,60�30=�
up. She slee;>� ,77� 9423?� -@?� �� /:9O?� >700;�� �� 5@>?� >4?� ?30=0�
holding her.  
 The next morning, real early, the big butt girl is 
banging on the door. I slide away from Victoria, who is 
still sleeping, and I open the door. The big butt girl is 
grinning because she thinks �� 1@.60/� '4.?:=4,�� �?� B,>9O?�
@9?47�?3,?�A0=D�49>?,9?�?3,?���=0,74E0/���.:@7/�3,A0����/4/9O?�
wait for Victoria to awaken. I just grabbed my things and 
701?K 
 $:� ?3,?� ,1?0=9::9� �O8�/=4A492�3:80�� =@99492�-,.6� ?:�
�,7?48:=0��,9/��O8�,77�?0,=>���O8�8,/�,>�3077�at myself, and 
�O8�.=D492�7460�,�74??70�24=7�-0.,@>0��O8�,7B,D>�>:�,1=,4/�:1�
getting exactly what I want. 
 �O8� >?,=492� ,?� ?30� ;3:90� 9:B�� �� /:9O?� .,77� '4.?:=4,�� ��
grab my jacket and head off to see Chicken George. 

 

� 
 

 �1=4.,� 4>9O?�,?�?30�.7@-����3,A09O?�.,lled her, but more 
49?0=0>?4927D� >30� 3,>9O?� .,770/� 80�� �OA0� -009� 3,A492� ?30�
thought as of late, like maybe the police got to her. I know 
she probably did what I asked her to, calling Chicken 
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George, but what if the cops sat her down and interviewed 
her? Th0D�8,D�3,A0�?:7/�30=�?3,?�30=�N-:D1=409/O�4>�@9/0=�
49A0>?42,?4:9�� �>60/� 30=� B3,?� >30� 690B�� �1� >30O/� >009�
anything suspicious. Anything that could help them, as 
they always say. Maybe she says to the police that we were 
both in the Fells Point party bar the same night those three 
24=7>�B0=0�;:4>:90/K 
 �0>?49D�4>�,?�?30�.7@-��-@?�>30�90A0=�>00>�80���OA0�-009�
drinking more lately. Brown liquor. Crown Royal every 
day��:9�4.0��8,D-0�	�27,>>0>�,�/,D���,D-0�8:=0��%3,?O>�80�
these days for some reason. Every night since I last saw 
Victoria, I just stare out the window in my living room, 
holding a glass of Crown Royal, and I cry. Really weird. I 
order a double shot on the rocks and stand in my usual 
spot, beside Chicken George. 
 N�:?�.3,920�1:=�,�?09�O��0�>,D>� 
 N$@=0 /:�O���>,D� 
 N*0,3�O�30�>,D>��N0A0=D-:/D�900/>�.3,920�O 
 N*:@�,49O?�,>60/�80�1:=�.3,920�49�,�7:92�?480�O 
 N"0:;70�>,D�D:@�B09?�?::�1,=�7,>?�?480�O��0�>,D>� 
 N(3,?� 4>� ?3,?� >@;;:>0/� ?:� 80,9�� *:@� >,4/� >09/� ,�
80>>,20����>09?�,�80>>,20�O 
 N*0>�D:@�/4/���@?�?30 Master had a lot of love for that 
74??70�-4=/�D:@�>0?�1=00�O 
 The ice in my drink is melting. I kill my double shot 
@9?47���?,>?0�B,?0=��N$:�4>�?34>�B3D�it has been damn near a 
D0,=�>49.0�D:@�,>60/�80�1:=�.3,920�O 
 N",=?� :1� 4?�O��0� >,D>�� N��B,9?0/� ?:�8,60 sure nothing 
B,>�2:492�?:�3,;;09�?:�D:@�O 
 N!3�=0,77D�O 
 �0:=20� >,D>�� N*:@�69:B�3:B� 4?� 4>� 1:=� 2@D>� 7460� D:@��
How it ends up. Getting taken out, you know, by guys like 
D:@�O 
 N�0� 3,=/� ?:� /:� �0:=20��  :?� 8,9D� 2@D>� 7460� 80� :@?�
?30=0�O 
 N(077�� D:@O=0� 9:?� ?30� >ame kid who used to sell 
>?0=:4/>���O77�24A0�D:@�?3,?����30,=/�,-:@?�D:@=�74??70�49.4/09?�
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7,>?�B006��*:@O=0�:9�?30�90B>�O 
 N�?�B,>�:90�:1�?3:>0�9423?>��D:@�69:B�O 
 �34.609��0:=20�4>9O?�/=496492�:=�>8:6492�?:9423?���0�
>,D>��N��/4/9O?�142@=0�D:@�B,>�?30�-7,.k power, kill whitey 
?D;0�O� 
 N�?�B,>�5@>?�>:80?3492�?3,?�3,;;090/�O���>,D� 
 N�9/00/��%30��,>?0=�B,>�48;=0>>0/�O� 
 I inspect the ten dollar bill he gave me. There is no 
writing on it, no extra markings whatsoever. 
 N(3,?O>�?34>�O���>,D� 
 N�749/� 5:-�O��0�>,D>�� N�?�.:@7/�-0�,9�:7/�7,/D���?�.:@7/�
-0�?30�8,D:=���7,.6�:=�B34?0���,70�:=�108,70�O 
 N�7B,D>�>:80�90B�>34?� ?30>0�/,D>�� �O8�?077492�D:@�O� ��
/42�8D�3,9/>�49�8D�;:.60?>��N��/:9O?�69:B�8,9���O8�3:?�,>�
>34?�=423?�9:B���O8�@9/0=�49A0>?42,?4:9�O 
 N(0O=0� :9� ?:;�of that. You do this job and I promise 
the police and DA B:9O? be able to connect you to any past 
.=480>��%30� 74??70� 2@9� .3,=20�D:@�2:?� 9:B��*:@O/� >?477� -0��
:9� D:@=� :B9�O�  :?� :9.0� 3,>� �34.609� �0:=20� >8470/� :=�
made eye contact with me. 
 N!6,D���O77�/:�4?���ut I want triple. And I want straight 
.,>3���@9/=0/�/:77,=�-477>����8423?�-0�2:492�,B,D�>::9�O 
 N�,>3�3@3�� :�.:49>�?34>�?480�O 
 N :;0�� �O8� 20??492� :@?� :1� ?30� A09/492�8,.3490� -@>iC
90>>�O 
 N$8,=?�8:A0�O 
 ��B=49670�8D�-=:B��N�0,9492�O 
 N�0??492� :@?� :1� ?30� -@>490>>�O� �0� >,D>�� N%30� �,>?0=�
says to conceal your intentions. You can never be sure if 
?30��,>?0=�4>9O?�/:492�5@>?�?3,?�O 
 An awkward pause. A stripper offers and we both, 
�0:=20�,9/����>,D�N :O�49�@94>:9� 
 Then I ask��N&>@,7�;=:.0/@=0�>?477��%30�5,.60?�;:cket of 
the second jacket, third rack from the back left in your 
90;30BO>�.7:?3492�>?:=0�O 
 N�?� �;8� >3,=;� D:@=� 49>?=@.?4:9>� B477� -0� ?30=0�O� �0�
>,D>��N*:@=�8:90D�?::��?34>�?480�O 
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 I turn to leave. He grabs my shoulder gently. Eye to 
eye contact for the firs?� ?480�� N�0A7D9�� ?3,?�B34?0�24=7�D:@�
had call me. You .,9O? .,77�30=�,9D8:=0�O 
 Maybe she is talking to the police, I think. 
 N(3D�9:?�O���>,D� 
 �34.609� �0:=20� /:0>9O?� >8470�� �0� ;=0>>0>� 34>� 74;>�
,2,49>?�8D�0,=��N�0.,@>0�>30�B:9O? answer my friend. She 
B:9O? ,9>B0=�,9D:90�0A0=�,2,49�O 
 

� 
 

 After I picked up my cash and instructions, I went 
home. The cable van that had been working on the same 
goddamn underground line for a week, the one parked up 
the street, was gone. The unmarked Ford Mustang that 
had been tailing me to and from the grocery store was also 
gone. 
 Home Depot has a slogan: You can do it, we can help. 
One night, just before closing time, I wear dark sunglasses 
and a fake mustache and I buy what I need. No wasted 
8:A0809?>�� �O8� 49� ,9/� :@?� 49 ten minutes. The baking 
>:/,��?30�-@.60?�B4?3�4.0�B,?0=�49�4?���OA0�,7=0,/D�2:?�?3,?�,?�
3:80K 
 Africa was found dead in her apartment. The toxicolC
ogy report from the autopsy revealed that she had died 
from an overdose of heroin. Injected. I never saw Africa do 
anything more than smoke weed. 
 I mixed 10 parts hydrogenCperoxide with one part 
sulfuric acid, then I called Victoria. She told me I should 
.:80� @;� ?:� *�� 1:=� ?30� -42� -@??� 24=7O>� -4=?3/,D� ;,=?D�� ��
told her about the Baby Skinheads. Self defense, I told her. 
She told me I did what I had to do. She told me I should 
still come. She told me I could stay at her place if I wanted. 
She told me she would kick my ass if I ever left again 
B4?3:@?�3@22492�30=�2::/-D0K 
 I let the hydrogenCperoxide/sulfuric acid solution cool 
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in the bucket of ice water. Then I heat up a TV dinner. 
After the ice water, I add acetone. This is the primary 
492=0/409?�� (3,?� �O8� 8,6492� 4>� �"�� �.0?:90� "0=:C4/0��
Mixed correctly, it yields the same explosive force as its 
equal weight in TNT. 
 %34>� 4>�8D� 7,>?� 5:-�� �� ?077�8D>071�� �O8� 149,77D� 2:492� ?:�
20?�B3,?���B,9?���O77�20?�8D�64>>�,9/�?309�'4.?:=4,�,9/�80�
are going to Africa.  
 "::=��1=4.,K 
 The autopsy suggested Africa was raped. Flesh was 
found under her fingernails. Neighbors had seen a white 
man fleeing the apartment. Shirtless. It was very poetic. A 
white man raping and killing Africa. 
 The acetone is mixed in, in small amounts. You let it 
cool completely and then you add another batch. A half 
part per batch. You should wear a surgical mask and 
gloves. Light a cigarette and it would be byeCbye sparsely 
furnished house I live in. A white powder develops. Stinks 
kind of. I filter out the white powder with a coffee filter. 
Very meticulous process. The little things, they can blow 
up in your face. I dissolve baking soda into the water. Not 
fully. The baking soda crystals should be still visible in the 
solution. Solute. Solvent. Solution. You fuckers should 
have paid attention in chemistry class. 
 The white powder AP, I mix 10 parts of water in and 
add baking soda again. This turns the solution green. More 
filtering. I let it dry all day. 
 The instructions from Chicken George, or whoever 
writes this shit, were: Use cell phone and hot circuit wire the 
detonator. Then I turn the page and there are hand drawn 
schematics. In the big folded manila envelope with the 
instructions was also my cash, a tiny green motherboard, 
wires, and a preCpaid cell phone. I wonder how the Master 
got rid of the cops. The Master might be a cop, for all I 
know. Or the Master might be a 3rd string NFL middle 
linebacker. In my business, the less you know about these 
things, the longer you live. 
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 The target house is in a suburb a few clicks outside 
�,7?48:=0�� �?O>� ,9� 4>:7,?0/� 3:80��B4?3� 9:?� ,9:?30=� 3:@>0�
for a quarter mile. Driving up to plant the AP, I damn near 
34?�,�/00=���D�9:B���OA0�>B4?.30/�=09?,7�.,=>�,�10B�?480>� 
 The house is big. Four car garage. Genuine brick face. 
The AP will blow the roof off this motherfucker though, 
74?0=,77D��%30�1,847D�4>9O?�3:80�B309���20?�there, exactly as 
my instructions had predicted. I splice the bomb wires into 
the outside phone line, inside the little gray box, then 
carefully cover it with AP, and shut the box. A person can 
live in a home 20 years and never open that gray phone 
box bolted to the side of their house. The fire department 
inspectors will have a difficult time tracing the origin of 
this blast. AP burns clean. There will be little to no trace 
elements remaining to implement me.  
 Calling the house will only arm the detonator, the 
instructions say. Hanging up, will trigger the explosion. 
 On the way back to the city, Victoria calls. She gives 
80�,�;=0.4>0�?480�1:=�?30�-4=?3/,D�;,=?D���?O>�2:492�?:�-0�,�
surprise party, she says. After I blow up this house on 
�=4/,D�9423?�� �O77� >90,6�:11� ?:� *��:9�$,?@=/,D�� �?O77�-0� ,�
weekend of surprises. 
 I .,9O? go home. Too much energy. Poor Africa. 
Besides myself, nobody outside her birth family came to 
?30� 1@90=,7�� �� =0808-0=� >?,=492� ,?��1=4.,O>�8:?30=�� �:92�
80/@>,�-=,4/>� ,9/� >30O>� ,?� 70,>? 50 something. This lady 
/4/9O?� .=D� ,?� ?30� 1@90=,7�� $30� /4/9O?� 7::6� ,?� ,9D:90�� 9:?�
once. 
 When we bury our children we have failed. People 
/0,7� B4?3� 1,47@=0� /4110=09?7D�� �1=4.,O>� 8:?30=� B,>9O?�
wearing black. Her younger children had curly hair, beige 
skin. Half breeds, the Baby Skinheads call them. No black 
father in sight however. 
 27 thousand dollars and nothing to do. The thing 
about being a contract killer on the eve of retirement is, 
D:@�/:9O?�3,A0�,9D�1=409/>�� 0A0=�3,/�,�=0,7�24=71=409/��,?�
least not ,>�,9�,/@7?��*:@O=0�-0349/�?30�B3007�:1�,�=09?0/�
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�:/20�,9/�D:@O=0�5@>?�/=4A492��� 
 I .,9O? go to the strip club. Not yet. I still want a white 
stripper who squirts and calls me nigger. 
 I .,9O? 2:�?:� 0B�*:=6�=423?�9:B�7460��N/�7:A0�?:�� :?�
yet. One more job to do. One more anchor to pull up 
before I can set sail. 
 What if I tell Victoria that I love her and she says: 
N(3,?� ?::6� D:@� >:� 7:92� �0A7D9�� �� 7:A0� D:@� ?::�O� (3,?�
?309�� �O8� 1,.492� ?B:�D0,=>� 49� 5,47��%30D�>?477� .:@7/�.3,=20�
me with those 2 murders if ?30D�B,9?0/���4?30=�B,D��O/�-0�
2:90� 1:=� ,� B3470�� (:809� 7460� '4.?:=4,� /:9O?� B,4?� 1:=�
degenerates like me. 
 �� 142@=0� �O77� =0?4=0�� ,9/�8,D-0� �� .,9� 20?� >:80� >:=?� :1�
;70,� -,=2,49� /0,7�� %309� 2:� ?:� >.3::7�� �� B:@7/9O?� 849/�
becoming a tax consultant. Perhaps a nurse. Are you 
kidding me? EA0=D-:/DO>�,�9@=>0�?30>0�/,D>��?3,?O>�B30=0�
the moneys at. The money is in watching people die. 
Babysitting them up to their final moments. I obviously 
have a lot of experience doing that. 
 I finally sit in a park and relax, and I go over my plans 
for Victoria and me. I think about making the move from 
Baltimore to NYC,  and I mull over the boring, mundane 
/0?,47>���@?�4?O>�9:?�,77�-,/��1:=�,>�4?�>?,9/>�9:B��'4.?:=4,�4>�
in the details. But then again, they say the Devil is in the 
det,47>�,7>:K 
                                                         

� 
                                                                                                                    
 I had set up the explosives on Wednesday. Thursday I 
slept all day, and drank a little too much that night. On 
Friday I had planned on relaxing until it was time to do 
the job, but my grandmother called and begged me to 
.:80�:A0=����?077�30=��O77�-0�:A0=�-01:=0�4?�20?>�/,=6��� 
   (309���,==4A0�,?�8D�2=,9/8:?30=O>�3:@>0����7eave the 
cell phone in the car and knock on the door. She answers. 
�:=�:9.0���/:9O?�>8077�,7.:3:7�:9�30=�-=0,?3�� 
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 N�:80�49�69@.67030,/�O�$30�>,D>� 
 ��>,D��N(3,?O>�B=:92�8,�O 
 N :?3492�O�$30�>,D>��N�49O?�>34?�2:?�?:�-0�B=:92�1:=�80�
?:�.30.6�:9�D:@�O 
 �O8� >?477� ,� -4?� >@>;4.4:@>�� N*:@� >@=0� D:@� /:9O?� 900/�
>:80�8:90D�:=�>:80?3492�O 
 $30� >8470>�� N 02=:� �� ,7B,D>� 900/� 8:90D�� �@?� ?3,?O>�
not why I called you. I wanted to tell you that your mother 
.,770/�80�7,>?�9423?��$30O>�49�"347,/07;34,��,-:@?�?:�2:�49?:�
=03,-�O 
 N�0?�:@?�:1�30=0�O��>�,77���.,9�8,9,20����80,9��=03,-�4>�
not my 8:?30=O> thing at all. My mother had once told me, 
NRe 80,9>�D:@O=0�/:492�>:80?3492�,2,49��$34?�O�>30�>,4/��N��
,49O?�90A0=�-009�habilitated 49�?30�14=>?�;7,.0�O 
 �=,9/8,� ?:/,D� 7::6>� :7/�� N*0>. Your father got her 
49?:�?30�;=:2=,8�O 
 N�D�1,?30=�O���>,D��N��>?477�/:9O?�=0808-0=�348�O 
 N$34?��0A7D9��*:@�B,>�:97D�-:@?KO�>30�>?,880=>�1:=�
<@4?0�,�-4?�?309�>,D>��N*:@�B0=0�:97D�	�:=�
�D0,=>�:7/�B309�
30�701?��D9/,�O 
 �OA0�-009�>?,9/492�@9?47�9:B����>4? on the love seat and 
>,D��N�:BO/�?30D�3::6�-,.6�@;���>�8D�1,?30=�49�"3477D�O 
 N*0>��*:@=�8:?30=�?:7/�80�30O>�,9�:=/,490/�8494>?0=����
looked him up on the internet, and I found out he is coC
;,>?:=�:1�34>�.3@=.3���0O>�2:?�?B:�-:D>�-D�34>�B410��,�B34?0�
girl, ,9/�?3=00�24=7>�-D�,9:?30=�B:8,9�-01:=0�?3,?��O 
 �O77� ?077� D:@� /0,/� >?=,423?�� �O8� 9:?� ,� 1,9� :1� ,9D?3492�
concerning the man who is supposedly my father.  
 N��80,9��2=,9/8,�B3D�,=0�D:@�?077492�80�?34>�O 
 N 4220=�.,@>0�D:@�900/�?:�30,=� 4?�O�$30�D077>�80�-,.6 
?:� � D0,=>� :7/�� N*:@� :@?� 30=0� >3::?492� ;0:;70�� *:@� ,49O?�
0A09� ?=D� ?:� .:9?,.?� D:@=� /,@23?0=� =0.09?7D�� �@?� D:@O=0�
shooting white boys on TV. You know who you remind 
80�:1�=423?�O 
 �� 69:B� B30=0� >30N>� 2:492� B4?3� ?34>�� N�:9O?� >?,=?�
2=,9/8,�O 
 N*:@=� 2://,890/� 2=,9/1,?30=�� %3,?O>� B3:�� �0� B,>�
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the same as you. Wild as he wanted to be. He hit that 
B34?0�-:D�@;>4/0� ?30�30,/�B4?3�,�-,>0-,77�-,?�,9/���,49O?�
never see him again. That cracker judge gave him 70 years 
49�5,47���:B�4>�,�8,9�>@;;:>0/�?:�/:����D0,=>�49�5,47�O 
 N�O8�:97D�1,.492�7460��	�D0,=>�8,�O 
 N�@>?� 7460� ,� 94220=�O� >30� >,D>�� N*,O77� ?3496� D,O77� .,9�
3,9/70�0A0=D?3492���@?�4?O>�9:?�,7B,D>�D:@�B3:�>@110=>KO� 
 (0�>,D�9:?3492�1:=�,�7:92�?480��%309�>30�>,D>��N!6,D�
-:D���4A0�80�>:80�8:90D���:9O?�8,60�80�3,A0�?:�20? my 
>3:?2@9��*:@�69:B���600;�,�-42�:90�O 
 I shake my head and dig in my pocket. The little 
?3492>��1:=�.0=?,49�?3,?O>�,77�B0�=0,77D�3,A0� 

 

� 
 

 The sun, that big mean ball of incandescent gas that 
will one day burn us right off this planet, had set hours 
ago. Really the sun never sets. We spin, the earth, and now 
instead of facing that big yellow goofball sun, we were 
facing the James Bond cool galactic center. 
 Deep inside that galactic center, hidden from view, is 
a superCmassive black hole. A nigger. A really, really 
pissed off angry black man. 
 ',709?490O>�/,D���77� ,1?0=9::9�:9� ?30� =,/4:� �OA0�-009�
hearing diamondCjeweler commercials. Give her someC
thing to let her know you care, the commercials say. Show 
her how special she is. A diamond, they say, lasts forever. 
Liars. Half a googol years from now, the element carbon 
will have decayed into disparate puffs of helium smoke. 
 �O8� >4??492� 49� ,� @?474?D� ?=@.6�� �O8� :@?� :1� 0D0>423?� :1�
anyone who may be inside the house, but I am very close. 
An hour ago, a Nissan pulled into the driveway. That was 
the first car I was to watch out for, the Nissan. I wanted to 
just blow up the house now and hit 95 north to New York. 
I was instructed to wait for a Ford Mustang however.  
 The moon is nowhere in sight. People make such a big 
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1@>>�:A0=�?30��::9��-@?�4?O>�,.?@,77D�5@>?�,�7,=20�-,77�:1�,>3��
�?O>�?30�=0>@7?�:1�?30�,9.409?�.:774>4:9�:1�:@=�0,=?3�,9/�>:80�
�,=>�>4E0/�;7,90?K 
 I call Victoria with my personal phone, but I get no 
answer. Countless homicides and acts of unspeakable 
A4:709.0��OA0�.:884??0/��,9/���>?477�2=:B�?4?>�,9/�,�A,249,�
every time I wait through 4 rings for that girl. Each ring is 
horrifying. Each ring is its own AIDS test result. Let 
'4.?:=4,� ,9>B0=� ?3,?� ;3:90�� ,9/� 4?O>� 7:??0=D� ?4.60?� -74>>�
every time. 
 Bingo. The Ford Mustang shows. Time to get closer to 
the house and drop this poor family a line. I was told in 
the instructions that the phone has to be very close to the 
detonator. After the phone hangs up, count to 4, get low, 
and cover your ears. 
 The sun, that asshole, is classified as a yellow dwarf. 
Yep. It will never explode or collapse into a black hole. A 
runt, it is. The mighty sun is just, sort of, here for nothing. 
 �O8�9:?�B0,=492�,�8,>6��(3:0A0=� >00>�80�B:9O? see 
me that long. Phones ringing. My personal phone. Oh shit. 
�?O>�'4.?:=4,�� �� ;=0>>� ?30� =050.?� -@??:9�� �� 1007� >:� -,/�/:492�
?3,?��*:@�/:9O?� >7,8�?30�/::=�:9� ?3:>0�"@-74>30=O>��70,rC
ing House people. 
 ',709?490O>��,D�,9/��1=4.,� 4>�/0,/��$:80�B34?0�8,9�
turned an escort session into a murder. He probably 
offered an insane amount of money to her. Africa had 
never been with a white man before. She told me this more 
times than I can count. 
 �� ?3496� �O8�.7:>0�09:@23� ?:� ?30�3:@>0�9:B��!9.0� ?30�
/0?:9,?:=� 4>� ,=80/�� �O77� 5@>?� =@9�� �� ?,60� :@?� ?30� ;=0Cpaid 
phone.  
 This is ballgame. After this, no more killing. I can go 
to school and study extraCsolar planets. BigCass gas planets 
with no solid surface that circle their parent stars in like 4 
days. Hot Jupiters, they call them.  
 �� /4,7� ?30� 9@8-0=�� %30=0O>� :97D one number proC
grammed in the phone anyhow. 3 rings I wait through and 
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�O8�.::7�,>�49?0=2,7,.?4.�>;,.0��%309�,�B34?0�8,9�,9>B0=>.  

N�077:�O 
 Voices are in the background. I remain silent. 
 N(3:�4>�4?�-,-D�O���108,70�A:4.0� 
 N�077�41���69:B�O�%30�B34?0�8,9�7,@23>��>,D>��N�?�8423?�
be that crazy bitch again. She did say last time that she was 
.:8492�:A0=�?:�?,76�?:�D:@��*:@�B,9?�?30�;3:90�O 
 Shuffling sounds and now the female voice has the 
;3:90��N�077:�O 
 The voice makes me move closer to the house. 
 N�077:�O�$30�=0;0,?>� 
 ��3,A0�>:80?3492��O8�>@;;:>0/� ?:�>,D�� >:80�>.=4;?�� ��
forget it momentarily. 
 N(3:� 4>� 4?� 8:88D�O� �� .347/O>� A:4.0�� $:@9/>� 7460� ,�
little boy.   
 The female voice is calmly irate now. Familiar that 
B,D��N(3:�4>�?34>��$?:;�;7,D492�O 
 I remember ?30� >.=4;?�� �� >,D�� N%30��,>?0=� 7:A0>� D:@��
�@?���/:9O?�O���69:B���@>?�/:492�8D�5:-�;0:;70� 
 �O8� ,-:@?� ?:� 3,92� @;� ?30� ;3:90� -@?� >:80:90� 4>�
looking out the window. A black woman who used to be a 
black girl. Thinner face now. Same person. Same woman. 
Same Amer4.,9� -7,.6� B:8,9�� $30� >;:?>� 80�� (0O=0� >?477�
.:990.?0/��:9�?30�;3:90��%30�1=:9?�/::=�:;09>�,9/�?30=0O>�
no fucking way. 
 Trina. 
 I hold the phone from my ear. The little things. The 
8:>?� 48;:=?,9?� 74??70� ?3492� �OA0� 0A0=� 9:?� 69:B9� 4>� 9:B�
standing beside her m:?30=�� $30� .:80>� ?:� 30=� 8:?30=O>�
,=8;4?��$30O>�,�.@?0��1=,47�74??70�24=7��$30�3,>�,�-42�1:=030,/��
just like her daddy.  
 %=49,� =0.:294E0>� 80�� $30� 7::6>� ��� ?:9>�� >30O>� >:�
pregnant. 
 N�0A7D9�O��,9/�4?O> like a whisper. 
 Speak. Warn her, I think to myself. But times like the 
car rides with Victoria every year, those were dress rehearC
sals for moments like these. 
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 N�:88D�� (3:O>� ?3,?� 8,9�O� ,9/� �� B477� 90A0=� 1:=20?�
that voice. I will never forget that little hand tapping on 
30=�8:?30=O>�,=8� 
 �?� ?34>� 8:809?� �O8� ,� 8illion times angry, but a 
googol times sorry. 
 I helped create that voice. My sweet little angel.  
 %=49,� >,D>�� N�:90D�� ?3,?� 8,9� >?,9/492� :@?� ?30=0� 4>�
D:@=�1,?30=�O 
 N�D�1,?30=� 
 N*0>�>B00?40�O�%=49,�>,D>��,9/�>30�>:@9/>�>:�2=:B9�@;�
and parentClike. 
 N�4�1,?30=�O��D�/,@23?0=�>,D>��,9/�>30�B,A0>�,?�80�� 
 Trina hangs up the phone. She nudges my daughter 
towards me, and my little girl is about to run to me when 
4?�3,;;09>K 
 The little things, they are nowhere to be found when 
4?O>�the moment of truth.  
 All that talk of me rescuing my daughter from so 
8,9D� � 3:=/0>� :1� /08:9>� 49� 3077�� ,9/� �� /:9O?� 0A09� 741?� ,�
finger to save her when I have brought hell itself to her 
doorstep. 
 Of course, it makes perfect sense that I would bring 
hell to my daughter. I am, after all, the Devil. 
 �4=:>348,�.:@7/9O?�3,A0�-009�?34>�7:@/� 
 GOD! 
 MY GOD! 
 %��������� �K 
 �*���&��%�#K 
 DID I JUST KILL MY DAUGHTER? 
 �:9O?�?077�80���5@>?�64770/�8DK 
 
 Daughter.       

 

� 
 

 Some things are impossible. I mean, you .,9O? commit 
suicide twice. You .,9O? kill a dead person. You .,9O? fly 
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faster than a radio wave. To do so would mean you could 
receive a signal before you sent it. Violating the law of 
causality, this is called. You .,9O? live forever. You .,9O? go 
sideways in time. 
 *:@=��0>@>��30�?:7/�34>�/4>.4;70>��N�:77:B�80�O 
 But how? 
 You .,9O? play God and lay divine healing hands on 
the tiny fragments, a charred arm, segmented fingers of 
your only child. You .,9O? reassemble that child. HumptyC
Dumpty that child. 
 �?O>�all absurd. Your bible. Your universe. A 78 lightC
year wide wasteland universe. You .,9O? wish a stupid 
woman back to life so you can kill her again for not letting 
you ever hold your daughter. 
 You .,9O? wake up a dead woman and slap her 
disembodied head until it rejoins the body. You .,9O? 
revive her and beg her, please let me see my daughter. You 
.,9O? know what would have happened if you had simply 
asked to see your daughter one more time. You refused to 
ask her ever again, because you can never let go of that 
L-7,.6�8,9M�;=4/0� 
 You stand there, ears ringing. You stand there and 
you want to hold your daughters hand. It lies right there. 
Conveniently dismembered for you, by you. Portable. 
 Want to trade your life for another? (:9O? work. Want 
to take it all back? In hindsight, want to not have sex with 
her best friend? Want the schematics on how to build a 
time machine? 
 Man oh man. 
 Where did it come from, this hate? So easy it is for me 
to hate. Poor little me so way back then. Baby mama 
drama. Federal prison. I had to be the first guy to ever go 
through that. 
 �O8� 9:?� 1494>30/� 6477492� 04?30=�� �� ?3:@23?� �� B,>� 1iC
94>30/��-@?�?3,?O>�48;:>>4-70�9:BK 
 �OA0�2:?�>:80?3492�7:/20/�49�8D�701?�?3423��$:80?3492�
from the explosion, I suppose. Could be a big splinter. 
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Wood. Could be a wrist bone of my child. A femur. A 
clavicle. 
 Many things are impossible. Calming me down, yep, 
you get the picture. 
 �?O>� ?30� >@9O>� 1,@7?�� %3,?� -@??�B4;0� >@9���,/� ?30� >@9�
been 20 times bigger, it would have burned through all of 
its nuclear fuel and exploded years ago. Supernova, they 
call it. The earth would have been atomized billions of 
years before the dinosaurs roamed. Or possibly our beach 
ball sun would have collapsed to form a black hole. 
Perhaps it did collapse and it became me. 
 You choose fear. I choose action. You choose love. I 
get real quiet then. 
 Had I done something horrible, or had I cleaned my 
slate? Had I eliminated everything that bound me to my 
hate, by eliminating that which I love? I know that it may 
>:@9/�@9.:9>.4:9,-70��-@?� �O77�90A0=�3,A0� ?:�B:==D�,-:@?�
Trina or my daughter again. The little things, my daughC
ters first steps, her first words, the fact that I missed all this 
means little to nothing now. The only thing that has 
meaning to me at this moment is my revenge. The little 
things, right now they lay in front of you, inches before 
you. Little things wearing a little pink bubble gum maC
.3490�=492K 
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30� .:@9?D� ;:74.0� /:9O?� � >?:;�me. They see the 
green and white BGE hat, the bucket utility 
truck and they flag me through. The fire trucks 

too. They pass me and just about every fireman waves. 
 �?O>�84/9423?�:=� .7:>0� ?:� 4?�� ��;,=6�,�-7:.6�,B,D�1=:8�
my destination and mount the bucket. I extend the arm up 
along a pole, 50 feet in the sky, and I can see over the tops 
:1�3:@>0>�� �� >;:?� ?30�3:@>0� �O8� 7::6492�1:=���423?>�,=0�:9�
upstairs.  
 Being an independent contractor of my sort is about 
contingency plans. The AKC47 I had just in case the Latisha 
Martinez SAM ordeal got out of hand, that was my continC
gency plan. So as it turns out, buried a foot beneath an 
abandoned soccer field in Druid Hill park, five paces 
behind the south  goal, is a box. Inside the box is a 9 
millimeter, 3 clips, and another silencer. Also there is a 
Kevlar vest and amphetamines. I figured I might be 
wounded and on the run one day and need some extra 

 T 
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090=2D��(077�� �O8� 9:?� :9� ?30� =@9�� -@?� �O8�B:@9/0/�� %30�
;40.0�:1�B3,?0A0=� 49�8D� 702�24A0>�80�,� 748;�� �?O>�/00;� 49�
there too. I take two pills and the effects are immediate.  
 $@4.4/0�/:0>9O?�3,A0�?:�-0�D:@�6477492�D:@=>071��$@4.4/0�
can be you killing your life. Career suicide, they call it. 
 %30=0�B,>9O?�,�.3,920�:1�.7:?30>� 49� ?30�-:C�� ��;@?�:9�
the Kevlar vest and over it, an orange and yellow utility 
A0>?� 1=:8� ?30� ?=@.6�� �9� ,� 10B�849@?0>� �O8�,?�8D�/0>?49aC
tion. When taking revenge, one must be like a rock thrown 
?3=:@23� ,� B49/:B�� %30� =:.6� /:0>9O?� 30>4?,?0� :9.0� 4?� 4>�
?3=:B9���?�/:0>9O?�.,=0���?�5@>?�-=0,6>�?30�B49/:B� 
 Home invasion. Shoot the lock. Kick in the door 
brandishing a pistol loaded with modified hollow tip 
rounds. 
 N�34.609��0:=20�O���>,D�.,787D���O8�49�34>�74ving room. 
�� /:9O?� >00� ,9D:90��� 10B� >0.:9/>� 7,?0=� �O8� .748-492� ?30�
>?,4=>�?:B,=/�34>�-0/=::8���O8�,-:@?�?o fuck up his night. 
 The bedroom door is closed, yellow light spilling out 
the bottom of the door like the sun is inside. I kick in the 
bedroom door and Chicken George is half dressed. A 
transsexual, dark and ugly, is stirring in the bed, shaking 
off sleep. I would have shot George in the heart, my plan, 
but there is a wire and a microphone taped to his chest. I 
/:9O?�>3::?����5@>?�>?,9/�?30=0��,48492���0:=20�4>�;@77492�@;�
his pants. 
 N�O8�2:492�?:�6477�D:@�O���>,D� 
 George puts his hands in the air, surrender style. 
N�0A7D9��(3,?O>�B=:92��(3,?�3,;;090/�O 
 N(3D�/4/9O?�D:@�?077�80�O���>,D� 
 N%077�D:@�B3,?��(3,?�?30�1@.6�4>�?34>�O��0�>,D>� 
 The shemale awakens suddenly, sees my gun and 
>,D>��N!3�8D�8:?30=1@.6492��:/�O� 
 I ignore the shemale. The shemale then tries to run 
past me. I aim the gun at him/her.  
 ��>;0,6��N�,78�/:B9�,9/�D:@�.,9�70,A0�O 
 When the tranny is past me, I spin around and shoot 
348� 49� ?30� -,.6� :1� ?30� 30,/�� �� /:9O?� >00�� :97D� 30,=� ?30�
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tranny tumbling down the steps. 
 N(3,?� ?30�1@.6�8,9�O��9/ Chicken George is yelling. 
N(3,?�?30�1@.6�B,>�?3,?�1:=�O 
 N$3@?� @;�O� �� >,D�� N%3,?� 1,22:?�8423?� 3,A0� ?:7/� >:8eC
-:/D� ��B,>� 49�30=0�O� �� >4?� :9� ?30�-0/��2@9�,2,49�,480/�,?�
George. He leans against the dresser, his hands still in the 
air.  
 �� >,D�� N�D� /,@23?0=� �D� -,-DO>� 8:?30=� ,9/� 30=�
@9-:=9�-,-D����5@>?�-70B�?308�@;�O 
 �34.609��0:=20� /=:;>� 34>� 3,9/>�� N��B,>� 3:;492� D:@�
/4/9O?�>00�?3,?�O 
 $4709.0�1:=�,�8:809?�?309���>,D��N�9/�B3,?O>�@;�B4?3�
the fucking wire? Are you a police informant or someC
?3492�O 
 George smiles and sits up on the dresser. No shirt and 
dress pants and those ashy feet. Black wire on his chest. A 
tiny microphone terminates the wire at his right nipple. He 
>,D>��N(077����8423?�,>�B077�?077�D:@�9:B�O 
 N%077� 80� B3,?�O� �� >,D�� %30� 2@9� 4>� 20??492� 30,AD, or 
maybe my arm is. 
 George lights a cigarette he had somewhere on the 
/=0>>0=���0�>,D>��N�OA0�-009�B0,=492�,�B4=0�1:=�?30�;,>?�
��
D0,=>���O8�9:?�,�>94?.3��0A7D9����B:=6�1:=�?30�2:A0=9809?�O 
 The little things, they hide. They go unnoticed. 
 N(3,?�/:�D:@ mean George? You FBI? ATF or some 
>34?�O��O8�@>492�?30�-,==07�:1�8D�2@9�?:�>.=,?.3�8D�9:>0� 
 N(:=>0�O��0�>,D>��N��B:=6�1:=�?30� $��O 
 !3�-:DK 
 �1�D:@�/:9O?�69:B��?30� ,?4:9,7�$0.@=4?D��/8494>?=aC
tion, or NSA, is headquartered in Maryland. When driving 
past their facility on route 32, you pass Canine road. They 
call it Canine road because for anytime, for any reason, 
they, the NSA, have the authority to pull you out of your 
vehicle and put bomb sniffing dogs on you. The dogs 
,=09O?� ?=,490/� ?:� >9411� 1:=� /=@2s. Plutonium though, will 
probably get them barking. 
 �0:=20� .:9?49@0>�� N�OA0� 307;0/� ?:� :A0=?3=:B� 2:A0=nC
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809?>���OA0�>34;;0/�0A0=D�/=@2�D:@�.,9�?3496�:1�,77�,.=:>>�
the world. Just me telling you this would normally mean 
D:@O/�-0�/0,/�B4?349�	��3:@=>��!1�.:@=>0� ��>3:@7/9O?�>,D�
?3,?�?:�,�D:@92�8,9�3:7/492�,�;4>?:7�O 
 N��/:9O?�20?�4?��(3D�B:@7/�?30�2:A0=9809?�B,9?�%=49,�
,9/�8D�/,@23?0=�/0,/�O 
 N :?� ?30�2:A0=9809?��%3,?�B,>� ?30��,>?0=�� �OA0�-009�
working with the Master for a long time. For the past few 
D0,=>��OAe been setting up a case to hand over to the feds. 
�77�?3:>0�34?>�D:@�/4/��?30D�B0=0�1:=�=0,>:9>�D:@�B:@7/9O?�
believe. But forget that Devlyn. You can help yourself now. 
Give us a written statement documenting every murder 
D:@�0A0=�/4/�O 
 N(3,?�O���>,D� 
 N�0740A0�80�� 41�D:@�307;�80���07;�@>�� ��80,9��B0�.,9�
set it up so that you can walk completely away. No more 
being under police investigation. You could even forget 
,-:@?�?30�2@9�.3,=20�D:@O=0�1,.492�O 
 N�0:=20� D:@� 1@.6492� 1,22:?�O� �� >,D� >:1?7D�� N�77� ?3:>0 
drugs. Everybody goes to jail and you get to lay up and 
>@.6�/4.6�1:=�,�74A492�O 
 George smiles. His cigarette is gone and he chains 
another.  N�0A7D9�74>?09�?:�80��%34>�4>�3:B�it has been most 
of my life. I remember when I was three weeks out of NSA 
field training and my boss told me to do whatever I had to. 
He said kill people. Sell drugs. Pimp woman. Pimp men. 
He said the deeper you are in crime, the more effective 
D:@O77�-0�49�4/09?41D492�?0==:=4>?�.077>�O 
 ��><@49?��N$:�?30��,>?0=�4>�,�?0==:=4>?�O 
 George sneezeC7,@23>�� N*:@�3,A0�9:� 1@.6492� 4/0,�/:�
D:@�O 
 N�:9O?�8,60�80�8,/�O���>,D��N�00;�?,76492�O 
 N%30� �,>?0=� 4>� :7/� 90B>� 9:B�� *:@=� 1=409/� ",@7:� 49�
Peru has been trying to get nuclear material to use against 
the Peruvian government. He may have some by now. The 
idea of some drug dealing little spic with a rod of plutoC
nium is horrifying. You know his little gang, those MSC13 
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guys, they started out as soC.,770/�1=00/:8�1423?0=>�O 
 �OA0�7:B0=0/�?30�2@9�-D�?34>�;:49?�� N#0-07>���30,=/�O� ��
say. 
 N(309� D:@� .,80 to us with your Peruvian cocaine 
hook up, my bosses in the Administration figured you 
might become an asset one day. They figured right. The 
Master is who the feds want. But fuck the feds. The CIA 
B,9?>�",@7:�,9/�?3,?�9@.70,=�8,?0=4,7�O 
 N%3,?�4>�.=,ED�O�I say.  
 �0:=20� >,D>�� >3,6492�34>� 30,/� 7460� �O8� 5@>?� >:�9,HA0��
N�0A7D9�� =0808-0=� $,//,8� �@>>049�� "0:;70� ?3496� ?30�
war against him was over the twin towers. Some say it was 
over oil. Nope. It was about heroin. Saddam and his sons 
were my best suppliers for years. Good brown pure shit 
too. Then Saddam got stupid and started trading tons of 
raw heroin for weapons grade uranium. Then, well you 
know, the higher ups, they did what they had to do to 
5@8;�>?,=?�,�NB,=�:9�?0==:=O��#08:?0�.:9?=:7�;7,90>�49?:�?30�
towe=>�49� 0B�*:=6����/=:90�34?O>�?30�;09?,2:9��$34?�7460�
?3,?�O 
 N%3,?O>�-@77>34?��(3,?�3,;;090/�?:�?30�;0:;70�:9�?3:>0�
;7,90>�O 
 N%30�",.414.�:.0,9��%30D�8423?�-0�/00;�49�?30��,=4,9,�
trench. Or maybe they ended up in some aircraft hangar in 
Nevada with bullets in their heads. Who cares? You see 
Devlyn, the NSA stays out of the action end of the busiC
90>>��(0O=0� A:D0@=>�� (0O=0� 7460� >@=24.,7� 49?0=9>�� (0� 20?�
;,4/�2::/�8:90D�5@>?�?:�B,?.3�O 
 �O8� /,89� 90,=� ?=08-7492�� %0==:=4>8�� �:9>;4=,.40>��
And I just came here to 6477� �0:=20�� N�� >?477� /:9O?� @9/0rC
>?,9/��(3,?O>� ,77� ?34>� 2:?� ?:� /:� B4?3� 8D� -,-D� 24=7�� %30�
�,>?0=��B3D�/4/�30�B,9?�%=49,�/0,/�O 
 George lifts his right ass cheek off the dresser, farts. 
�0�>,D>�>847492��N�C.@>0�80�O��0�1,9>�?:C4.�17,?@709.0�?309�
>,D>�� N%30��,>?0=� 4>9O?� ,� he�� �0A7D9���0O>� ,� >30���� -7,.6�
>30�O 
 The little things are so ironic. 
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 Whoa. 
 �� .,9O?� >,D� ,� B:=/�� �� 80,9�� D:@� B,20� ,� 3:7D� B,=�
against black women, and you find out the war has been 
>;:9>:=0/�-D�,�-7,.6�B:8,9���49/�:1�?,60>�?30�N3:7DO�=423? 
out of it. 
 George is back to getting dressed now. A black button 
up shirt covers his fat. Black dress socks, both of them, in 
:90�3,9/�,>�30� >;0,6>�� N�A0=D-:/D�,?� ?30� $��2:?� ,�-42�
64.6�:@?�:1�,77� ?34>��(0�B0=0� 7460��30�;=:-,-7D� ?3496>�30O>�
killing snitches and crusading politicians and shit. But 
Devlyn, you were just killing exClovers. Yeah. The Master 
3,>�,�=0,7�3,=/�?480�?=D492�?:�70?�2:�:1�30=�24=71=409/>�O 
 N%30��,>?0=�4>�,�70>-4,9�O���>,D� 
 N*0;��*:@�69:B�30=�?::��(077��,?�70,>?�D:@OA0�>009�30=��
You 8423?�=0808-0=�30=�3@>-,9/��"=0>.:??�"0==D�O 
 N�,@=,�"0==D���,@=,CfuckingCPerry is the Master? That 
TV news anchor lady? The one who used to have that 
>.409.0�>3:B�O��9/�8D�A:4.0�4>�>:�3423���90,=7D�.3:60�,9/�
go into a coughing fit. 
 N*:@�2:?�4?�O��0:=20�says. 
 N(3,?� ?30� 1@.6�8,9KO��9/� �� .,9O?�8,9,20�,9D?3492�
else. 
 George is slipping on black loafers, standing into 
them.  N*:@�69:B�O�30�>,D>��N����:1�,77�.:9?=,.?�8@=/0=>�
are ordered by pissed off lovers. And of that 75%, more 
than half of those are women. �,/�,>>�B:809�O 
 The little things, they add up to exactly 75%. 
 N$:�%=49,�O���>,D��N,9/�?30��,>?0=����80,9��,@=,�"0==D��
?30D�B0=0KO 
 N�@.6492��?3,?O>�=423?�8D�1=409/�O 
 N�A0=D�34?���/4/��%30�=0,74?D�%'�>3:B�24=7�?::�O 
 N�A0=D-:/DO>�2,D�?30>0�/,D>���::6�,?�80�O��0�>,D>� 
 N%:>>�80�,� .42,=0??0�O� �� >,D���0:=20�/:0>��%309� �� >,D��
N*:@�69:B���64770/�?3,?�24=7�B3:�?30D�>,D�?@=90/�8D�-,-DO>�
8:?30=�49?:�,�70>-4,9�O 
 N(0�142@=0/�B3,?�D:@�/4/��0A7D9��(0�5@>?�/:9O?�69:B�
B30=0�D:@�;@?�?30�-:/D�O 
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 ��>3,60�8D�30,/��N�9/ what about that lady prosecuC
tor I shot. You NSA guys just sat and watched that cop 
;70,� ?:�,�.=480�30�/4/9O?�/:�,9/�2:� ?:� 5,47�� �� ?3:@23?�D:@�
.:;�?D;0>�7::6�:@?�1:=�0,.3�:?30=�O 
 ��3,/9O?�74?�?30�.42,=0??0��5@>?�3,/�4?�/,927492�1=:8�8D�
lower lip. George tosses me a lighter and I fire up.  
 �0:=20�>,D>��N(0�3,A0�?:�20?�?3,?�.:;�:@?�:1� 5,47��%30�
B3:70�;09�4>�?=D492�?:�6477�348�@;�?30=0�O 
 N%::�7,?0�9:B�O���>,D� 
 N :?� =0,77D�O� �0:=20� >,D>�� N�1� D:@� 24A0� ?30�  $�� ,�
written  statement talking about the murders yo@OA0�
committed, and you include in that statement that you 
;0=>:9,77D�-:@23?�/=@2>�1=:8�",@7:��D:@O77�20?�488@94?D��
�9/�D:@�3,A0�8D�B:=/�?3,?�B0O77�>0,7�D:@=�.:910>>4:9�>:�
?423?�?30�"=0>4/09?�.:@7/9O?�>00�4?�41�30�B,9?0/�?:�O 
 I cough again. I think I tried to inhale the cigarette 
>8:60� 7460� �� /4/� ?30�B00/�B4?3� '4.?:=4,�� �� >,D�� N�77� D:@�
B,9?�4>�",@7:�,9/��,@=,�"0==D�O 
 N�@.6� �,@=,�� $30O>� ,78:>?� /0,/� ,9DB,D>�� (0� /:9O?�
care about her. Paulo is a must. You are the only person 
we know of who exchanged money for drugs with him 
first hand. We need you to say that in a signed document 
so the higher ups can get a sealed indictment against him. 
That statement is all we really need, you writing down the 
6477492�>?@11�D:@�/4/� 4>� 5@>?� ?:�8,60�>@=0�D:@�/:9O?� ?=D� ?:�
cross @>�:=�B=4?0�,�-::6�,-:@?�80�:=�>:80?3492�O 
 N(3D� /4/9O?� D:@� .:80� ?:� 80� -01:=0� �� 64770/� 8D�
/,@23?0=����;=:-,-7D�B:@7/�3,A0�?,609�?30�/0,7�O���>,D� 
 �0�>,D>��N(0�B0=0�B,4?492�1:=�D:@�?:�2:�?:�5,47�3:90>tC
ly. Either I was going to turn you over to the feds with 
Laura, or the local courts would have given you time for 
that gun. Then when you were in jail, we would have 
.:80� B4?3� ?30� /0,7�� %3,?O>� ,� ;7,.0� B30=0� ,� /,920=:@>�
D:@92�64/�7460�D:@�4>9O?�>:�/,920=:@>��(0�.:@7/�8,60�5,47�
really uncomfortable for you if w0�B,9?0/�?:�O 
 Four inhales and I have the cigarette thing down now. 
 N�9/� D:@� >,D� D:@� /:9O?� .,=0� ,-:@?� 20??492� �,@=,�
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"0==D�O 
 N :;0��$30�3,>� >0.=0?>� ?3,?�B:@7/� =@49�;0:;70��$30O77�
possibly even try to get me killed when she finds out about 
this. She might put a million dollars on my head. That old 
maid is more powerful than anyone knows, besides me. I 
69:B�30=��$30O>�,�A0=D�>4.6�B:8,9���O8�?077492�D:@���/:9O?�
.,=0��?30� $��/:0>9O?�.,=0�,-:@?�30=�9:B�O 
 N��@9/0=>?,9/��-@?�D:@�B:9O? have to worry about her 
p@??492� ,� .:9?=,.?� :@?� :9�D:@� ,1?0=� �� 20?� ,�3:7/� :1�30=�O� ��
say.  
 Chicken George fastens his second suspender. Slips on 
,� -7@0� >;:=?� .:,?�� N(0� 3,A0� ?:� 8:A0� <@4.67D�� �1� D:@O=0�
2:492�?:�24A0�@>�?30�.:910>>4:9�O�30�>,D>��N?309���3,A0�?:�20?�
to Canine road and set this thing up. I can retire behind 
?34>�>34?��*0>�>4=���O8�2:492�?:�?,60�8D�-7,.6�,>>�>?=,423?�?:�
%3,47,9/��*:@�5@>?�B,?.3�80�O 
 In the scheme of things, good guys and bad guys I 
mean, I guess George is one of the good guys. An upstandC
ing, if not deeply committed government agent, he must 
be. Thailand is infamous for underage male prostitutes, by 
the way. 
 ��/=:;�?30�.42,=0??0�:9�34>�.,=;0?��>?,8;�4?�:@?��N*:@O77�
get your statement. Filled with every little detail. I have to 
visit your friend Laura fir>?��?3:@23�O 
 �34.609��0:=20�9:/>�34>�30,/��N��69:B��*:@O=0�,�A0=D�
violent person. Too violent for my tastes. Do what you do. 
*:@�.,9�@>0�8D�.,=� 41�D:@�B,9?�� �O77�20?�=4/�:1� ?3,?�@?474?D�
truck for you. And shit, I have to remember to send 
somebody out to get rid of that body at the bottom of my 
stairs. That bitch had good tail. Her asshole was tighter 
?3,9�3,8>?0=�;@>>D��O��0�>,D>� 
 We leave. How much truth was buried in the bullshit 
Chicken George had just told me, I may never know. 
 

� 
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 �,@=,� L?30��,>?0=M Perry is an American born black 
woman. Chicken George said that she had been dealing in 
crime, namely drugs, extortion of government officials, 
and murder for passion, for decades. Her late husband 
Prescott Perry married Laura when she was in college. He 
reportedly gave her a hundred thousand dollars a month 
allowance. Too much money for a biCpolar, manically  
depressed, paranoid schizophrenic, George said. 
 Griselda Blanco, Miami drug queen during the golden 
age of coke, George says she and Laura used to human 
?=,114.� @9/0=,20� 24=7>� 1=:8� ?30� "3474;;490>�� N%30D� B:@7/�
>077�8:>?�:1�?30�24=7>�?:�;:74?4.4,9>O��30�>,4/��N,9/�600;�?30�
=0,77D�.@?0�:90>�1:=�?308>07A0>�O 
 Laura Perry could not have children. As a young girl 
she was raped continuously by her truck driver stepfather, 
an Italian man, who at some point gave her syphilis. The 
syphilis made Laura mentally unstable, George said, and 
?30� /4>0,>0� =@490/� 30=� ;4;0>� >:� >30� .:@7/9O?� 3,A0� ,9D�
babies. She got the disease around age 10, and she got it 
treated around age 21, while in college studying broadcastC
ing, he said.  
 Involving herself in the trafficking of children, and 
selling them to senators, top level police officials, judges 
and attorney generals, has served to insulate Laura Perry 
from investigation. Where that failed, her 3@>-,9/O> 
money protected her from those who wanted her dead for 
knowing too much about them. Normally, Laura has her 
emissaries patrolling gay and lesbian bars, hunting young 
women. Once identified, the young women are brought to 
Laura and she licks them clean, and pays them well for 
their silence. Every so often Laura falls in love with one of 
these girls, but as it turns out Laura is insane and impossiC
ble to be with. When a woman crossed Laura is when I 
was called. 
 N*:@�B0=0� ?30��,>?0=O>� ;0=>:9,7� 3,880=��(3090A0=�
some girl walked out on her, Laura would call me up and 
say: Get in touch with the kid. I mean, you could have asked 
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for a hundred thousand dollars ,� 34?� 41� D:@� B,9?0/� ?:�O�
�0:=20� >,4/�� NShe can afford it. Laura Jocelyn Perry is 
made of, she is literally constructed of, secure long term 
investments and crisp one 3@9/=0/�/:77,=�-477>�O 
 Chicken George used to patronize the gay club scene 
348>071��%30=0�30�80?�:90�:1��,@=,�"0==DO>�B:8,9�3@9tC
ers. A short while after that, he met Laura.   
 N�,@=,�7460>�80�O�30�>,D>��N$30�90A0=�690B���B,>� $���
At least she never acted like she knew. When I hooked up 
with her, my bosses made me turn in all my other case files 
and concentrate on her. Then the thing with you and Paulo 
fell into our lap�O 
 �0� >,4/�� N%30� �,?4>3,� �,=?490E� firebombing fiasco, 
that was for Paulo. Latisha 3,/�5@>?�-009�L>0C0/M�49?:�the 
MSC13, which basically meant that she had traded a 
gangbang for membership. She had been seeing Laura, of 
course, before this, and somehow Paulo found out. Paulo 
and I were talking one day on the phone about Laura, and 
Paulo said that he would pay you himself to kill Martinez. 
I told him killing her was out of the question. Paulo never 
liked Laura, he hated that we call her the Master, and he 
resented having to keep the fact that he knew her identity 
a secret. Maybe he just never trusted her. Part of me thinks 
he went through with financing that SAM job you did, just 
?:�>;4?0�30=�O 
 �0:=20� >,4/�� N%3,?� B,>� ?30� :97D� ,>>429809?� �� 0A0=�
gave you that was not ordered by Laura. Laura really loved 
that girl. After she died in the hospital, Laura wanted you 
dead. T3,?O>�B3D�D:@�/4/9O?�20?�,9D�5:->�1:=�,78:>?�,�D0,=��
��60;?� ?077492��,@=,� ?:�.,78�/:B9�,9/�B,4?�� �?O>�2::/� 1:=�
you that she listenedKO� 
  
 
 

aura Perry lives in a tiny timberCframed hamlet, 
nestled deep in rural southern Maryland. She of 
course owns several insanely huge mansions, L 
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?30� 7,=20>?� 49� �,7?48:=0� .:@9?D�� -@?� 41� >30� 4>9O?� 3:>?492� ,�
;,=?D� ,>� N%'� 90B>� ,9.3:=� ,9/� 90?B:=6� ,11474,?0� :B90=�
La@=,� "0==DO�� ?309� >30� 4>� 49� >:@?30=9� �,=D7,9/� ,>� ?30�
Master. 
 A mile long paved road, one car thin, splits off from 
another skinny road and winds up to her cabin. There are 
no guards. No Doberman pinschers with foaming mouths 
to chase you. The house is two stories high, dimly lit and 
there are no trees to be seen, no bushes cut in the shape of 
oxen, just flat grassy land for 10 acres in every direction. 
 Chicken George had a gift for me when I dropped him 
off at the NSA complex. He got out and went into a 
bu47/492�� ?309� =0?@=90/� ?:� ?30� .,=� -@?� /4/9O?� 20?� -,.6�
inside. 
 N"@77� ?30�;49�O�30� >,D>�3,9/492�80�>:80?3492�� N>0A09�
>0.:9/�2=09,/0�O 
 I look around as I take the grenade, as if I could get 
,==0>?0/��N(477���900/�?34>�O���>,D� 
 N*0>�� �:9O?� ?=D� ?:� >3::?� D:@=� B,D� 49�� �,@=,O>� 74??70�
cabin is small, but the door is reinforced titanium alloy. 
Behind the door are two guys with MC�O>�� *:@�B,9?� ?:�
?:>>�?30�2=09,/0�49�?30�701?�B49/:B�O 
 I toss the grenade through the window. All those 
instructions, schematics, and sniper angles and all manC
ners of militaryClike details, I wonder if George got all that 
from his NSA experts. 
 I climb through the window and the grenade has 
killed two men. I .,9O? tell if they were black, white, or 
�>4,9�� :B�?30DO=0�-:?3�-7,.6� 
 I think of my daughter. The blown off arm. The 
bubble gum machine ring. I head upstairs. 
 N%30=0� ,=0� 9:� =0,7� -0/=::8>� 49� ?3,?� 3:@>0�O� �0:=20�
3,/�>,4/��N%3,?�-4?.3�8@>?�90A0=�>700;�O 
 The upstairs loft is smoky. Incense, the relaxing, 
middle eastern kind, is burning somewhere. Otherwise, 
there is silence and red darkness. 
 N��3,/�,�;0=>:9�B,?.3492�D:@�0,=740=�?:9423?��*:@�/4/�
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,9� 0C.07709?� 5:-�N� �� 69:B� ?3,?� A:4.0�� $:�� �� >@;;:>0�� /:0>�
most of Baltimore. 
 I can hardly see her, I see more the shape of her, and I 
point my gun at that shape. Hands I see moving, pushing 
herself upright in a chair. My eyes start to take in more 
light, and eventually I can see her clearly. She is perfectly 
>?477��>4??492�49�,�;@11D�-=:B9�70,?30=�.3,4=��$30O>�B0,=492�,�
red Kimono, and her feet are hidden within the material 
somewhere. Her hair, usually pinned up and all business, 
was now free and long. Laura Perry, TV anchor, never 
looks like this. 
 N��:97D�8,/0�7:A0�?:�30=�:9.0���9/���90A0=�7:A0/�30=��
despite what I had you tell her on the phon0�O�$30�>,D>� 
 N(3:�O 
 N*:@=�74??70�230??:�-,-DN>�8:?30=�O 
 N�O8� 9:?� 30=0� ?:� ?,76� ,-:@?� 30=�O� �� >,D�� ,9/� �� >:=?� :1�
wiggle my gun at her. 
 N�� ,8� 9:?� ,1=,4/� :1� ,9D?3492� D:@� .:@7/� /:� ?:� 80��
#0808-0=����.:@7/�3,A0�3,/�D:@�64770/�-@?���/4/�9:?�O�$30�
>,D>�� N�� 3,ve beaten cancer in these recent years. It has 
come back again, much stronger, but I will beat it at its 
own job this time. Did you know mister Herman, that back 
in ancient Japan, great warriors like you and I would 
.:884?�$0;;@6@�O�$30�>,D>� 
 N��69:B�,-:@t Seppuku. Dishonored Samurai used to 
5,8� /,220=>� 49?:� ?304=� .30>?>� ,1?0=� ?304=� 8,>?0=O>� /40/�� ��
/:9O?�>00�3:B�,9D�:1�?3,?�,;;740>�?:�D:@�84>>�"0==D��*:@O=0�
9:?�,�B,==4:=�O���>,D� 
 N�9/�D:@�,=0�O�$30�7,@23>��N(309��0:=20�?:7/�80�D:@�
wanted to specialize in killing black woman, I thought you 
were just another useless fool. But no Devlyn Herman, 
D:@O=0�9:?�@>070>>����;0=>:9,77D�=0A40B0/�D:@=�3423�>.3::7�
transcripts. You were very strong in math and science. 
What you were not strong at was focus. Yes, you seem to 
have the ability to focus on mundane details, but you 
mister Herman, never see the bigger picture. For example, 
D:@O=0�9:?�1:.@>0/�:9�B3,?O>�3,;;09492�,=:@9/�D:@�,>�B0�
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>;0,6�O 
 N��/:9O?�@9/0=>?,9/�O���>,D�  
 N*:@�B477�O�$30�>,D>� 
 &97460�,9D�;0=>:9� �OAe ever been around, I strangely 
feel relaxed around Laura. Welcome.  

��>,D��N�9D more questions for me -01:=0���>3::?�D:@�O 
 N��8:>?� .0=?,497D� /:�have a question young man. Do 
D:@�-0740A0�49��:/�O� 
 N :, but God /:0>9O?� -0740A0� 49�80� 04?30=� So weOre 
even.O���>,D� 
 N(3,?�,-:@?�?30 �0A47�O 
 ��=0;0,?��N(3,?�,-:@?�?30��0A47�O 
 N�:�D:@�-0740A0�49�?30��0A47�84>?0=��0=8,9�O 
 �� .3@.670�� N*:@� >00� 4?O>� 1@99D�� -0.,@>0� 8D� 8:?30=�
always told me I was ?30��0A47�O 
 N�9/�,1?0=�B3,?�D:@OA0�/:90�?:9423?��D:@�-0740A0�30=�
9:B��/:9O?�D:@�O 
 N$:80B3,?�O 
 $30� >,D>�� N�� suppose I should have been killed by an 
abortion clinic doctor, like my father wanted, but you will 
do. All your actions over the past few days were meant to 
lead you here, to me. Killing me will be your final contract 
assignment. Then, as was done in ancient Japan, I suggest 
D:@�,7>:�6477�D:@=>071�O 
 She is crazy, I say to myself. 
 N�O77� 307;� D:@�� �O77� kill me B4?3� D:@�O� �,@=,� >,D>�� $30�
slides out of her chair and onto her knees. From the sleeve 
of her Kimono, Laura produces an ancient looking dagger.  

She says, N(3,?�/:�D:@�?3496�:1�>@4.4/0�O� 
 NIf I ever lost a leg or something I might consider it. I 
always felt that only .:9>?,9?� =0;0?4?4:9�8,60>�;0=10.?�O� ��
>,D�� N%30� ?3492� ,-:@?� >@4.4/0� 4>�� D:@� .,9O? do it a second 
time to improve your technique. That is, ignoring all the 
<@0>?4:9>� :1� >3,=0/� 4/09?4?D� ,9/� �A0=0??O>� 8,9D� B:=7/>�
49?0=;=0?,?4:9�O 
 NEverett. �O8�48;=0>>0/�O�$30�>,D>� 
 N%3,?� is what I remember from episode 35 of your 
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science TV program. I had the whole series on VHS when I 
was ,�64/�O 
 Laura says, N�ndeed. Your strength in matters of 
science is why I decided to employ you. What I found 
most impressive however, and tragic, was that you were 
once considered to be the 2nd ranked high school second 
baseman in the coun?=D�O 
 I say, NSo t3,?O>�B3D�D:@�always used a baseball to call 
on me. You researched me. I get it.O 
 NYou get it. Good for you�O 
 N$:�B3,?�/:�D:@� ?3496�O� �� ask�� N,-:@?�;,=,7707�B:=7/>�
and 5th /4809>4:9,7�4/09?4?D�,9/�>?@11�O 
 N� am betting on Everett being right. I suspect the 
�3=4>?4,9>� ,=0� =423?� ?3:@23�� �?� B:@7/� -0� >:� 4=:94.�O She 
says.  
 �� >,D�� N(0O/� -:?3� -0??0=� 3:;0� ?30� �3=4>?4,9>� ,=09O?�
=423?���1�?30DO=0�=423?�B0O=0�>.=0B0/�N 
 Laura smirks. N�1� D:@O=0� 8:?30=� is right about you 
mister Herman, then you have nothing at all ?:�10,=�O 
 Laura laughs a bit and smiles but she never looks at 
me. She has that thousand yard stare. Her eyes remain 
3,=/� 1:=B,=/�� $30� >,D>�� N�0:=20� .,770/� 80� ,nd told me 
you were coming. He said you were very upset with me, 
as we anticipated you might be after you discovered I had 
D:@� 6477� D:@=� /,@23?0=�� "0=>:9,77D�� �� ?3:@23?� D:@O/� :97D�
find out that your daughter was in that house after I, or 
some other local news reporter, ?:7/�D:@�:9�?070A4>4:9�O� 
 N(3,?�/4/�our good friend �34.609��0:=20�?3496�O 
 $30� >,D>�� N�0:=20� 3,>� ;=0/4.?0/� everything that has 
happened so far. You seeing your daughter. You coming to 
him first, then him leading you to me. I told you what I 
think you should do. You will soon find out, like many 
others before you, that you should have never trusted 
Chicken George. Who do you think told Trina about you 
cheating on her? Who do you think convinced her to go to 
the authorities?O 
 N�0:=20�690B�%=49,�O 
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 N�0:=20�690B�you. He knows how to use other people 
to get to you. As usual, he looked uninvolved as your now 
/0,/� -,-DO>� 8:?30=� handed you over to the federal 
government.O  
 N(3D�80�O 
 She says, N�0:=20�owed a favor to someone in the FBI. 
You were that favor�O 
 N$:���2@0>>�that favor got me >.=0B0/�3@3�O 
 N%0.394.,77D�� D:@O=0� >?477� -0492� >.=0B0/ now, mister 
�0=8,9�O 
 I say, NMrs. Perry, y:@O=0�>:�=4.3 and you are obviousC
ly very intelligent. Why even get involved with drugs and 
murder B309�/:9O?�900/ ?:�O 
 $30� >,D>�� N�=0� D:@� ,>6492� me that question mister 
Herman��:=�D:@=>071�O   

I think for a while, then I say. NWell, neither of us ansC
wering that question B477�-=492�8D�/,@23?0=�-,.6�O 

NYes. You are correct. She remains dead.O�$30�>,D>� 
��,>6��N�4/�D:@ ever see my daughter, in person�O 

 N*0>, four times if I recall correctly�O� 
 N�4/�D:@�69:B�30=�9,80�O 
 NOf course. *:@�90A0=�690B�O 
 N�����90A0=�,>60/�O 
 N�0=� 9,80�B,>� �D9/,�O� $30 >,D>�� N ,80/� ,1?0=� D:@=�
8:?30=�O 
 �OA0� 30,=/� 09:@23� 1:=� :90� 9423?�� �:=� :90 lifetime. I 
point my pistol at the floor. 

N�477�D:@=>071�O I say.  
 With no words, just a brave smile, the Master peels off 
the upper portion of her Kimono, which takes a while, the 
Kimono has a lot of layers. Then there are her exposed, 
mismatched, sagging breasts. She steadies the dagger tip 
against her naked abdomen and inhales deeply. Then she 
exhales and stabs herself. I wait a short while before I 
finish her off with my pistol.  
 I went downstairs and climbed out the window. I was 
49��34.609��0:=20O>��,/477,.�B309���>,B�?30�����,209?>�49�
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$&'O>����30,=/�,�3074.:;?0=�,-ove me. I had been set up. I 
would find out later that the story about Paulo and nuclear 
weapons was complete bullshit. Making matters worse, 
every local news affiliate was present, eagerly waiting for 
me at the end of that skinny mile long driveway. I should 
have committed Seppuku. I should have put the barrel of 
my pistol into my mouth, squeezed the trigger, and 
swallowed. I should have ran. I should have done someC
?3492K� 
 Instead I did exactly nothing when it truly mattered, 
like I always do.  
 Chicken George obviously had his eye on retirement. 
He screwed me over to go screw little boys in Thailand, 
but I am not angry at him. Only because I want people to 
know my story have I agreed to present this confession. It 
is my desire to someday have my confession published for 
the commercial benefit of my surviving family, even if this 
happens posthumously. It is my secondary desire, if the 
first request is deemed unreasonable,  that a copy of this 
confession be given to Victoria Sequoia, so she may finally 
know how I feel about her.  
 The rest of the story of how I came to be sitting here 
cuffed at the ankles,  you already know. 
 This concludes my official confession and statement of 
facts. Full disclosure. Though I welcome leniency, I know 
it is highly likely I will be sentenced to death. I know some 
are wondering if I regret my actions, or if I am entirely 
apathetic in the face of what I have done. Truthfully, I have 
only done what I have always wanted to do: waste my life. 
It is, of course, mine to waste if I want. I may have talents 
that could have benefited me legitimately, but that kind of 
success was not what I wanted.  

Somewhere along the way I became fond of crying. 
Really big, breathCholding sobs. %3,?O>�,77���/:�?30>0�/,D>����
stare out my miniature rectangular window and I cry. The 
kind of crying desperate soldiers do when they are pinned 
deep in enemy territory, outnumbered, with no way out. 
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The type of crying a man does before he goes off to fight, 
knowing that even if he fights harder than he has ever 
fought in his life, he will still lose it. Since I last saw 
'4.?:=4,���OA0�69:B9�?3,?�;0=10.?�70A07�:1�.=D492��,9/�3,A0�
tried to achieve that level of crying every day since.  
 Most soCcalled madmen want to be Jesus. The light of 
all the worlds. The s:9� :1� 8,9�� %30� 7,8-� :1� �:/�� �OA0�
never wanted to be him. My ambitions have always leaned 
3,=/�?30�:?30=�B,D���OA0�,7B,D>�;=010==0/�?:�-0�antiC348K 
 I am not delusional. I know what this confession will 
mean for me. I fully expect to be convicted of at least 13 
murders, and sentenced to death. I fully realize that I 
deserve it. 
 When I finally have my moment of truth, it will only 
return me to hell. When I get to hell, IOll spend a while 
catching up on matters and, if she is not already there 
waiting for me, I will await the arrival of that woman I 
never kissed in life. I suspect I have never kissed her in any 
mortal lifetime. She is my hell on earth. She is the immovC
able object I struggle to push. She is the impenetrable 
fortress I attack with primitive weapons. Despite all of this, 
seven full lifetimes I would wait, just for one chance to kiss 
her.  

It has been my singleCminded dream since the moC
ment I saw you, to kiss you, Victoria. To kiss you and hold 
you in my arms beneath the sparkling milky way and the 
infinite multiCverse, and to cry and finally tell you I love 
you :9� 0B�*0,=O>�morning.  

The little things, me dying without you, the big things.                                                                          
            
                                                          

                                                                      




